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WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPOR Ar ir:

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Vr.. Edward V.K. Jaycox, Chairman, Urban Poverty DATE: DecerCr 23, 19Th

Task Group V,

FROM: E. Bevan Waide, Chief Economist,

SUBJECT: Urban PoverLto r aiL Ilementation

1 Having come to this subject after making policy prescriptions

for the urban poor of Northern England, I found it of nreat interestt.

The background papers and your draft "Status Report ana Request for

Confirmation of Certain Plans" advance a variety of ncw ideas, yt

I am uncnsy as to whether the steps that have been ;uken or are

recoxwended are along the right lines. The thrust 0 r this note io to

suggest that (if I have stated the Bank's objectives correctly) it

would be better to approach the joint issues of (a) country stra[egy

for relieving urban povcrty, and (b) an vrban poverty lending stategy

for the Bank, from different starting points from the ones you prcposc.

A. The Back's Objective:

2. 1 take it that, in acordance with the spirit of ArtilT M

the EaMk is committed to the view that increasing welfare in -aber

contrion requires that the goal of more equitable acore oi

be pursuad, along with incomn growth; a country I s devalupw-.m e

should hive sucb goals, and if redistwl't rn arc '<jer" c

as is likely, the lot of the poor should ne lrprove by con~cinust;

to iMrove their output and employment prospects. A i

,sing 08 resources to help member govrnmenn achive such oal cr L

ceptale to the Government and technicolly reatcd1c) M rurr)

and wshes Lo be sure it is doing the same for urban ar

B. MDaciseit 3ions for the Bank

3. If this iq the goal Lhen Bank wanagemnt Lou e '.ua v

ansper four questics:

(a) is country X pusui strte/ which inl y

(along MY L he achleymen= ofr oter Wo wlan no

reduckloD in the nuwbars of or iwcesu K non04

the urban poor (compared with what coul 'N

the casc); and if so,

%i is the Bank making a reasonbecuiul 
M W

strategy given Me i''ey; ow LHYM nn &Ml

Of Othr MOM If the answer to ( i

(c) dos th Rnuk kWou af a botrer OCV rLatcy '<'>......

its bet efforts to Inve it adop Tf 00- (5, n

Mb &s no, then,



Mr. Jaycox - 2 - December 23, 1976

(d) what increases in the lending or technical assistance
effort should be made?

(a) Assessing the Country's Strategy

4. Measuring progress, or the likelihood of progress, means
identifying (i) the numbers of urban poor, i.e., the "target group",
and (ii) their incomes and assets, and assessing whether policies and
programs now in use or planned will reduce (i) and/or increase (ii).
The size of the target group has already been estimated, but so roughly V
that as an indicator of progress it will produce valid results only over
a long interval: Incomes of the target group - the best indicator of
progress - have not been measured, but they will need to be, city by
city, using adequate existing techniques for making replicable house-
hold sample surveys of money and non-money income and assets. If the
Bank is serious about monitoring progress, then ultimately it will be
essential to have the incomes of the poor measured, and not only their
numbers or the proportion they form of the urban population.

5. Assessing whether a given strategy will succeed in helping
the urban poor is a complec question. The answer will differ country
to country and even from city - region to city - region. It may be
that a labor-intensive agricultural and public works strategy is -the
best way of helping the urban poor, over time. The political economy
of urban areas also cannot be ignored: it might be necessary to
change the workings of the urban labor market, by reducing the relative
bargaining power of organized wage-earners through collective action on
the part of the urban poor. This cannot easily oc'cur if urban work-force
can be supplanted by migrants from rural areas - which is a further
reason for linking a strategy for the urban poor with that for the
rural hinterland (which, in the case of a small nation, could be the whole
country). These arguments could be supplemented at length, but for
the present the point is that any successful strategy for tackling
urban poverty is likely to have a variety of related components, and
maybe we need to be sure we understand what these are before committing
additional Bank resources.

(b) Assessing the Bank's Contribution

6. Your memo recomwends that the decision rule be: the l

1/ for example, given the large numbers of people in South Asia just above or ust
below the poverty cut-off point, a small measurement error gives
magnified differences in numbers.
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proportion of urban poverty projects in urban lending should be at
least as great as the proportion of the urban poor in the urban
population.l/ Estimates of the latter ratio turn on the definition
of "urban poor" and "urban population" which are imprecise. The
former ratio depends on the definitions of "urban poverty project"and "urban lending". "Urban lending" does not seem to be defined
but earlier papers suggest that it comprises the proportion of thecost of all projects corresponding to the benefits accruing to urban
dwellers, directly or indirectly, and whether as consumers or producers.
This definition is not compatible with caveat (i) below. The definition
of an "urban pverty project" is discussed at length, and emerges as anyurban project in a given country whose capital/employment ratio is lessthan twice the national CDI/labor force ratio. (Why twice?) The capital/employment ratio is to be calculated by discounting costs, and fifteen
man-years of employment generated, respectively, at some (unspecified)
discount rate. A disarming caveat is entered to the effect that if thisarbitrary ratio does not produce the desired end-results, the ratio willbe dropped or supplemented.

7. The recommendations are surrounded by various other caveats:
(i) the urban poverty program should not compete for Bank resources withthe rural development effort, (ii) the target implied by the decision
rule should not "overly constrain" programming at the country or evenRegional level, but be a Bank-wide target, and (iii) urban poverty pro-jects must meet all existing criteria by which Bank lending is justified.

8. Caveat (ii) makes this proposed decision rule inoperable forany one country or Region. If other donors, or the country itself,
are making reasonable efforts in this field, then clearly the Bank neednot edge its way in. A judgment on this, as for every other sector of
operations, can be made in the course of normal country programming,
given theresults of assessments under question (a) above.

9. As a decision rule for the Bank as a whole, its reliance onvarious arbitrary measurements and the lack of-demonstration thateither borrowers as a group or the Bank as an institution would be betteroff if the target were to be achieved, makes it of limited value.

(c) Is there a better strategy for the urban poor?

10. The arguments of paragraph 5 above make it pretty clear thata little caution is in order before offering prescriptions. Although
the rule recommended seems to be the best of those offered (see attached
memo by Per Ljung) it is always doubtful whether the application of asingle search criterion - in this case, _syead capital around and
reduce capital/labor ratios - will produce the best strategy even ifthe technological options are open (which has to be proven). For example,

1/ Urban projects are estimated to amount to about one-third of 1977-81
Bank lending, and the urban poor to be about one-third of the borrowers'
urban populations; so the urban poverty lending target would amount
to around a tenth of Bank lending.
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if management rather than capital is the scarce production factor, igh
capital-intensity may be warranted Such a decision rule can also make
it difficult to incorporate external economies and multiplier effectsinto the analysis; the long-run effects on, say, savings, orinstitutio Lbuilding, or technological innovation, or output growth as opposed toimmediate employment creation, or linkages may tend to be underplayed.

11. There is also a methodological objection in that althoughapplication of the Squire/van der Tak micro-economic methodologyshould improve the choice of, or design of an individual project,there are theoretical reasons for doubting whether a large set of pro-jects, so chosen, would be the best set to achieve the long run goalof relieving urban poverty.

(d) How could the Bank's lending or technical assistanceprogram be improved?

12. The answer to this is subject to the same arguments as (c)above. There is a sound case for choosing, ceteris paribus, projectswith a low capital/employent ratio, but good project selection andthe ability to make a developmental contribution through a lendingoperation would require enough background knowledge of each city -inthe context of its hinterland, to answer question (a). That woulduse a lot of staff time.

C. Conclusions:

13. In sum, the proposed approach, because of the use ofexcessively simple and arbitrary indicators and decision rules incomplex situations seems likely to give the Bank a management tool,containing the misleading assumption that attainment of the chosenlending targets would necessarily contribute to reducing urban poverty.It also would give the Bank staff and borrowers insufficient guidancein strategy or project design. This in no way implies disareement
with the Bank's objective as presumed in paragraph 2 above. The wayahead, though, would seem to be to follow through the earlier argumentsand design concentrated urban poverty lending programs, i the ]igt
of adequate knowledge of appropriate strategies, in a smTall number ofchose city regiois, and to monitor progress carefully. The settingof Bank-wide lending targets could follow in the light of eyperience.
This would also enable experience to be gained (as your meoin the design of lending channels to labor-intensive projects.

Attachment

cc: Messrs. Stern, Blobel (o/r), Alisbah, Gilmartin, Picciotto, RajagopalanPilvin/Jansen, van der Mel, Ljung, van der TakReglonal Chiref Economists
Urban Poverty Task Force
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. R. Picciotto, Director, ASPDR

DTDecember 22, 1.976
FROM: P. Ljung, ASPIR

SUBJECT: Comments on "Urban Poverty Program Implementation" by Jaycox

1. Ahluwalia, Pyatt & Little ! propose two search criteria:

(a) L / .

(b)

where L = Total employment

\A/ ="Cut-off" wage (national parameter)

V =Value added

K =Capital

= Constant

b = Constant

2/2. Jaycox & Stone - propose only one search criterian:

where Constant

3. By rearranging and substituting we find that all projects
fulfilling criteria 1 (a) and 1 (b) also must fulfill the following
criterion:

4. Consequently, if the value of c is chosen in a suitable
manner, all projects/sectors that fulfill criteria 1 (a) and 1 (b)
will also fulfill criterion 9.. However, the opposite is not always
true. The two different formulations are showmn in Figure 1.

5. What surprises me in the memorandum. by Ahluwalia et al is
that they have not drawn the full conclusions from their argument
about social analysis. They state that the V/K ratio is close to the

1/ "Urban Poverty Program Implementation", memorandum to Mr. E.V. Jaycox
from M.S. Ahluwalia,' G. Pyatt and I.M.D. Little, dated November 4,1976.

2/ 'Urban Poverty Program Implementation", memorandum to Regional Urban
Poverty Program Coordinators from Ed'ard V.K. Jaycox, dated
December 6, 1.976.
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rate of return when the shadow wage-rate is zero. If we assume that all
benefits accrue to the private sector in a relatively simple manner, we
get the following measure of social benefits. (disregarding effects on public
income):

6. If we disregard distortions in economic prices, we can establish
a welfare criteria that is close to the social rate of return:

L. -kA V

Rearranging this, we get the following welfare index:

7. This is a hyperbolic function of the same general shape as
criterion 2 (see figure 2). Consequently, if we are searching for a
criterion that closely approximates a social welfare function, the formula-
tion by Jaycox & Stone should be accepted.

8. I totally agree with Jaycox that the movement into labor inten-
sive sectors is more important than finding the right labor intensity in
each sector (Jaycox, Para. 14). Furthermore, within a sector there is
usually a large variation in capital intensity (typical example: textiles),
but the out-puts of the various sub-sectors are usually not substitutes.
Consequently, if Ahluwalia's approach is followed, we would have to
establish criteria for each sub-sector (for e-Xample: hand looms).

9. In conclusion: As a rough search criterion for urban poverty
projects, I think that the one proposed by Jaycox & Stone is the most
suitable. However, I doubt that any of the criteria are useful for ex post
application. If they are used at an early stage for project identifica-
tion, they might have some merit, but don't we know a priori that nuclear
power plants are less labor intensive than handlooms? I think that a
number of other considerations, such as the institutional set-up for
assistance to a certain sector, are more important for a proper project
identification.

c.c.: B. Waide, V. Rajagopalan, H. Nguyen
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WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINNA1E CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMOHANDUM
TO: Mr. E.V.K. Jaycox DATE: December 23, 1976

FROM: Willem C.F. Bussink y

SUBJECT: Urban Poverty Progrn Implementation

1. I refer to your draft memo to OVP's on the above subject. In this

memorandum I am reiterating briefly some of the points which have already

been made informally to you by those in the Region who have 
been involved in

the discussions thus far. I am also mentioning some further points which I

believe are likely to be made - among others -- once the whole subject has

been fully considered by the RVP and others in the regional office. 
I am

grouping my remains under general comments, reactions 
to specific points in

your memo (including confirmations requested) and proposals for a more

country-specific approach.

General Remarks

2. We do not in the slightest degree question that the Bank should

make maximum efforts to get the developing countries to attack 
the problem

of poverty, urban or rural, and to shape their development efforts in such a

manner as to achieve, not only the highest possible growth of 
aggregate income

and welfare, but also the greatest possible degree of increase 
in the income

and welfare of the poorer sections of their people. We also fully recognize

that given this objective the Bank management and staff need to identify what

specific investment or other actions in the developing 
countries contribute

to the achievement of this objective and, furthermore, need to be able to

measure the extent to which such specific actions are 
in fact being taken.

However, measuring the extent to which Bank loans are urban-poverty-related

is by no means synonymous with measuring the extent to which our borrowivg

countries are taking specific actions to reduce urban poverty, 
nor is it even

more than a partial and crude indicator of the extent to which the Bank is

contributing to such action on the part of the countries. Very simply, the

Bank lending program in any country is rarely a mirror image of the country s

investment program. The fact that some proportion of our loans is urban-

poverty-related does not prevent the country from devoting a much larger or a

much smaller proportion of its resources to the relief of urbnn poverty.

Neither does an increase in that proportion in our loans in any way guarantee

that the proportion of the total resources available to the country devoted

to this purpose increases. This fact suggests that we need to focus on the

country efforts and not on our lending operations if we are to judge and

measure what is being done to meet the basic objective. It suggests also

that we run the risk of deluding ourselves and endangering our credibility if

we naively take and represent our lending to be a true proxy for action by

and in the countries. We can, we suppose, take some comfort from knowing

that the resources we provide are in some growing part devoted to the objac-

tive, but we should not misunderstand or misrepresent the significance of

this nor, and this is even more important, be satisfied, whatever these

lending figures show, that they represent an adequate effort on the part of
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the Bank. Should we take great satisfaction from the fact that we have

financed a slum improvement program in some city while we passively observed

the simultaneous expenditure of much greater resources on the building and

servicing in the community of large numbers of $200,000 homes?

3. There is also the danger of overemphasis on the direct and short--

term readily measurable consequences of investment and neglect of the dynamic

and sometimes longer-term effect on urban (or rural) poverty of particular

investments. To illustrate with an extreme, should an investment (e.g., in

petroleum production) which will yield fantastic returns which can be saved

and invested to relieve urban poverty (with a little time-lag) be eschewed in

favor of one which more directly and immediately but to a much more limited

extent relieves poverty? In other words, while the idea that one has to

spread investment resources has a certain intuitive appeal, care should be

taken that this does not occur at the cost of weakening activities which pro-

vide the primary impetus to the economy. This, as well as the preceding

point, underscores the need for country-specific analysis.

4. Your memo proposes criteria to distinguish urban poverty lending,

and also discusses the urban poverty lending program for 1977-1981, suggest-

ing that this program has been identified on the basis of the proposed

criteria. However, it looks to us as if the Regions have, on their own, gone

through a very rough labeling exercise, applying criteria loosely and dif-

ferently, and that the results are therefore not very meaningful.

Specific Comments

5. (Para 7) We agree to the proposal to use the present poverty

estimates./ I do not think that "upgrading" the data can be given even

"some" priority. On the other hand, "updating" (if new data become available)

should of course be done.

6. (Para 9) We agree with the approach taken toward the provision of

basic urban services. We are unsure about projects which provide low cost

basic mass consumer goods. This opens the door to virtually any project

which involves greater efficiency in the production of such goods or services

and furthermore is dangerous as long as there is no specific prescription on

how to take account of major indirect effects (e.g., a negative effect on

employment in the "informal" sector if economies of scale are realized through

mass production of consumer items).

7. (Paras 10-13) We continue to have major problems with the employ-

ment-cum-capital-cost part of the proposed approach. I have not yet met

anybody in this Region who quickly grasped the logic or the meaning of a ratio

of total investments to the total labor force. It seems that there is only a

tenuous connection, if any, between this criterion and the actual amount of

resources available for new job creation. We find it very difficult to accept

a criterion that does not take into account the number of new jobs to be

created, either to reduce existing un- or underemployment or to absorb current

labor force growth. We feel it equally difficult to ignore the fact that

1/ To me, the language of paras 4 and 6 does not seem to do full justice to

the large contributions which at least this Region made to the estimates

of poverty lines and numbers in poverty.
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structural changes required may dictate allocations very different from those

characteristic of the past in any one country and very different among
countries.

8. (Para 15) The rationale for the derivation of the target urban

poverty lending is unclear. In principle, it should be recognized that no
"scientific" or "objective" criteria exist, that any target is therefore in

essence arbitrary and can (or should?) be set arbitrarily. If that is done,

much work to determine (also rather arbitrarily) how much lending is urban,
can be avoided. A target of 10% of total Bank lending seems as appropriate

as any other.!!

9. (Paras 16, 17) While, formally, only one Bankwide target is being
proposed, there is a strong suggestion that there will be, in fact, regional

targets. Will the next logical step not be country targets? And would it be

reasonable to derive these on the basis of general criteria? Our feeling

would be that this would be highly inappropriate, but that, on the other hand,
a country-specific approach which would derive country-specific goals and

targets would be much more productive than any general targetsetting as now

proposed.

10. In view of the above, this Region is now considering to propose to
make a concentrated effort on one or two countries in this Region over the
next 18 months. As a first step, "poverty briefs" should be prepared for

these countries, discussing the extent, distribution and main causes of

poverty, the Government's attitude toward the poverty problem and its ongoing
policies and programs to deal with it, changes which appear possible and neces-

sary, and the Bank's possible role in alleviating poverty. The briefs would

propose a specific Bank operational program on these subjects for the next

several years, as well as methods through which it could be effectively moni-

tored. Plans for specific poverty-related lending, and its rationale in a

wider country context would form a specific part of the proposals and would

also be monitored. This Region is considering to include resources for these
activities in its FY78 budget, but clearly substantial support from CPS/DPS
will also be necessary if this experiment with a country-specific approach is
to succeed.

cc: Messrs. Bell, Kirnani (o/r), Votaw, P. Hasan, Howell, Sandberg,
Hawkins, A. Stone

WCFBussink:cc

1/ Probably the proportion of rural lending in the total will tend to remain

fairly stable in future, and one does not need to worry too much about

encroaching on rural lending.



WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Edward V.K. Jaycox DATE: December 23, 1976

FROM: hans Pollan

SUBJECT: Urban Poverty Program (UPP) - Your draft of December 6

1. I refer to the draft status report which you propose to address

to Mr. McNamara.

2. As you know, the essence of this paper particularly the criteria

concerning the classification of poverty target groups and of urban

poverty projects have had considerable discussion. On review within the

Region, we have concluded to go along for the presentation 
purposes tnat

you have in mind, the use of the criteria as outlined in paras. 13-16

of your draft, provided however that it is clearly understood 
that these

criteria are not to be interpreted as an instruction or as a constraint.

3. Secondly, as to the illustrative EMENA program in the draft, I

need to emphasize that the UPP element, resulting from the recent data

gathering exercise organized by Alistair Stone,4s quite modest. 
A

similar exercise which we had undertaken in the Region in the spring

(vide my memo of May 11 to you) came approximately to similar conclusions

regarding aggregate urban-related lending in EMENA. At that time, however,

we were able to identify a UPP element in the FY 77-81 program, which was

over twice as high ($627 million) as the one of $290 million contained

in the present draft. Maybe in the end we may not be able to reach

a figure as high as we had thought last spring but the operating point is

that what is being estimated now is quite low. I therefore agree whole-

heartedly with you Ias per your para. 17, that the UPP lending foreseen in

your draft is only a minimal target. We plan to do better in EMENA.

cc: Messrs. Benjenk, Dubey, K. Jones, Maniatis, deCapitani, Russell, Ms. Peterson

E14ENA Directors, Assistant Directors and Division Chiefs
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. E.V.K. Jaycox, URB DATE: December 20, 1976

"ROM: Mr. Ian Little, ECDDR -

SUBJECT: Urban Poverty Programme Implementation

I do not know what were the reactions to your memo of December 6th
to Regional Coordinators which included the Little/Pyatt/Ahluwalia memo.

I still favor our own suggestions - of course. For myself, I
am prepared to lose gracefully. But it is not really up to me whether
the DPS wants to pursue the matter.

I have no useful comment on the present redraft addressed to
regional Vice-Presidents.

IL:sa

cc: Messrs. Karaosmanoglu, Pyatt, Ahluwalia (o/r)
Avramovic, Stoutjesdijk



INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL nANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE

ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Dragoslav Avramovic, ECDDR DATE: December 20, 1976

FROM: Mark W. Leiserson, ECDER

SU BJ ECT: Urban Poveryr

1. Kim Jaycox's memo of December 6 to Regional Urban Poverty Program

Coordinator probably does not require further extended comment from us.

But since be does speak of a "consensus" regarding the definition 
of an

urban poverty target group it might be appropriate to point out the fragile

and limited character of such a consensus if, in fact, any exists at all.

2. As far as I know, the only general agreement there is concerns 
the

basic approach to defining poverty target groups--which, in principle,

involves establishing minimal standards of consumption 
levels, both food

and non-food with primary emphasis on the former. This is the approach

taken by the Agricultural and Rural Development Department 
but it has

proved extremely difficult, in practice, 
to obtain consistent and reliable

estimates of rural poverty target groups from country economists. 
And,

my understanding is that individual country estimates 
of urban poverty

have been even more difficult to obtain from the 
Regions so that the

Urban Projects Department has produced its own (which we have 
not seen)

and which are not necessarily consistent with the 
rural poverty estimates

of the Agriculture and Rural Development Department (or agreud to by tbem).

3. It seems to me that these definitional issues are likely 
to be of

more than passing importance in developing a coherent 
Bank approach to

poverty problems particularly at the country level. 
Moreover, they are

also of significance in appraising any poverty alleviating 
effects of

projects selected (as the Jaycox memorandum insists) primarily with regard

to direct employment creation.

cc: Messrs. Stoutjesdijk, ECDDR
Little, ECDDR



W net r~ BANK' I NOAL, HN AN( LOORP'ORAION

OFCE MEr Ar " DUM
- L'. Hans PolaLn r Deceober 20, 19Y6

FRUM: V. C. Nvaneri \

SUBJECT: Cornrents on the Urban Povertl Progrm _mplementation

1. As requested, I reviewed the memorandum of Decemaber 6, 1976, f.'on
Mr. E.V.K. Jaycox to the Regional Urban Poverty Program Coordinators on
the above subject and have some reservatons on the recommondations re-
garding criteria to distinguish urban poverty lending.

2. In paragraph 6, the paper correctly identified two approaches to
achieving the objective of increasing the income and the consumption of
the target group. These approaches are (a) reducing the cost of or other--
wise increasing access to basic goods and services and (b) increasing in-
come earning opportunities and capacity. I believe that the paper put too
much emphasis on the second and too little on the first of these approuches.
This misplacement of emphasis led, in my view, to greater ephasis beina -put
on a group of projects such as industrial, DFC, tourism and othur enterprise
projects. This is different from the group of projects (e.g. public utility
projects) likely to emerge if the correct emphasis was given to tho fi-st
approach.

3. F- hrherwore, the misplacement of rphasis on the two approaches led
to a suggestion of a method of analysis that is theoretically questionh1le
and operationally difficult to implement. If the emphasis had boon on re-
ducing costs of services to the target group, one would avoid most of the
complications discussed in paragraphs 7 to 16 regarding choice of approp-
riate ratios.

4. There are other reasons why the first approach is to be preferred
to the second. For example, with regard to the first approach, the dir-ct
benefits to the target population are more certain to reach them. Pubic
utility charges, educational fees, hospital charges, rents on public housing,
etc. can all be made progressive or dependent on income or type of housing
occupied in the urban areas. There will be little obstacle on the way for
these savings to be reaped directly by the target population. With regard
to the second approach being recommended in the paper, the direct benefits
to target population are less certain to reach them because of characteris-
tics of the private sector in developing countries such as the absence of
effective labor organisations, greater tcndency for monopolistin pricing
and hence high profits and for these profits to be reinvented in Jess
priority sectors or transferred out of the country. These characteristics
are precisely those being given lower weight in the Squire/van der Tak metho-
dology. Fiphasis on the first approach seams to me to be more in tone with
this metholology.

cc: Messrs. Knox, Lachman, Thys, A. Str
ETENA Files, Division File, Chron. File

VCNvaneri:sm
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December 16, 1976

Division Chiefs (WAN):

Urban Poverty Program (UPP)

About a year has elapsed since the UPP was 
launched and I felt

it would be useful to take stock of what has 
been done to date and where

we are going next. Mr. Chaufournier has therefore agreed to put 
this item

on the agenda of our next regional staff meeting 
and Mr. Jaycox, Director

of the Urban Projects Department, will speak at our next 
staff meeting,

Tuesday, December 21.

In order that the meeting may have as much focus as possible,

I am attaching an advance draft copy of a memorandum Mr. 
Jaycox is planning

to distribute for discussion at a forthcoming 
meeting of the Operational

Vice Presidents. This memorandum summarizes the main issues at 
stake

at this time and may help you anticipate some 
of the questions you would

like to raise on Tuesday.

Since I do not have a list of all the participants 
in the

regional staff meeting, would you kindly 
pass this note on to those in

your units who normally attend the meeting.

Louis Pouliquen

cc: Messrs. Chaufournier
de la Renaudiere
Gue
Wright
de Azcarate
Bachmann
Bottelier
Payson



WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM vE
TO: Mr. L. Poulig DATE: December 13, 1976

FROM: Luis de

SUBJECT: Urban Poverty Program Implementation

1. I find Mr. Jaycox's memo of December 6, on which you asked for comments,
somewhat ambiguous as to the final message. The discussion in the memo, and
the related controversy with Ahluwalia, Pyatt, Little (their memo of November
4) is about the best criteria to use for determining the UPP. As such it
is an interesting, potentially useful exercise as far as our work in the
Region is concerned provided it does not end up with another set of guidelines
that we shall have to comply with. This is where the ambiguity lies, for
each part of the discussion on what ought to be done is followed by a few
sentences that say we should remain very flexible. For example on the amount
of urban poverty lending the conclusion is more or less that we can do as
we like provided total such lending for the Bank is (by FY80) some rather
small, and vaguely defined proportion (around 10%). If we do have that kind

of flexibility, and since the definition of urban poverty lending is itself

open to interpretation, I see no problem,. Similarly, para 11 following the

discussion of various "search"criteria heends up by saying that in any case
"sound" micro-economic analysis of each project is the important thing--as

it has always been. Again, in para 15, the recommended and arbitrary ratio
that would define UP lending (less than twice the national average for K/L
somehow defined) can be modified for "good country-specific reasons". Fine

also.

2. Leaving aside now the question of what the real message of the memo is

supposed to be, I have some quick comments on the substantive discussion about

urban lending criteria.

3. It is noted first that- we have all agreed on urban poverty target

groups. I hope that because we and the other Regions have been able to

produce numbers as requested we are not going to forget too quickly how shaky

the statistical basis is. I am afraid that we will be soon asked to "update"

numbers that are half mythical in the first place and that by keeping on

reprinting updated figures these will subreptitiously acquire some respecta-

ble status.

4. As to the size of urban poverty lending, I fail to see what is so

'reasonable" about a figure that results from (a) an existing total urban

lending program that was arrived at as the sum total of regional programs
most probably prepared in a very empirical fashion and the certainty of which
is also probably dubious, and (b) the above program as a porportion of total

lending multiplied by the proportion of what we think (on most uncertain basis,

re para 3 above) to be the proportion of "urban poor" in the world. But, as

noted above the final target is sufficiently small and sufficiently imprecise.

to be agreeable to everybody I suppose.
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5. Thirdly, Mr. Jaycox's memo is not quite sufficiently clear in

distinguishing the various purposes for which criteria are to be needed.

This distinction, however, is well made in Ahluwalia et al's memo reffered

to above: "search" or identification criteria; appraisal or choice criteria,

monitoring criteria. This is a useful classification and as noted in the

paper it is also no doubt desirable that the three set of criteria be

logically interrelated. I would like to note, however, that both Jaycox

and Abluwalia's memos seem to take it for granted that the van der Tak/Squire

methodology has been agreed upon by all whereas we used to think that we were

still at the experimental stage; I may have been overtaken by events.

6. It is most desirable to distinguish among the uses of various criteria

lest we end up with a system of multicriteria analysis of projects. I

realize this is a real methodological problem on which I have no firm views;

my instincts, and what I see here and there in Africa, however, lead 
me to be

suspicious of project selection based on a multiplicity of criteria 
because

about any project will pass one or the other of the hurdles and be accepted,

and in the end lead to wasteful use of resources: digging holes is not normally

very good in terms of return on investment but it may be a very labor intensive

activity; more seriously, how many new industrial investments in our countries

are "justified" by nothing else but their "employment effect"? In other words

let's indeed keep in mind, as said in Jaycox's memo (para 9), that "there is

no substitute for proper micro-economic analysis".

7. I am a little concerned about the -idea of "spreading" capital (Jaycox

para 6; Ahluwalia et al para 6). If this concept is supposed to apply only

within the urban poverty lending, I would say it is a fairly self-evident one

for if the aim is to reach directly X people (and X is always large otherwise

we would have no urban poor problem) we have to try and spread whatever capital

we have among them. However, if the prescription is a more general one, I

dont' think it can be accepted a priori. In fact the footnote to paragraph 6

says more or less why: how efficient it may be to concentrate rather than

spread investment will vary from country to country; spreading may be a way

to directly reaching more people more quickly but it may also result in lower

long run growth and therefore compromise the possibility of any "trickling down"

effect later. The very example used (para 6) is revealing: is it at all

obvious (in Africa) that spreading resources to ensure that the mass achieve

basic litteracy is preferable to concentrating the education dollar in gett.ing

a very few people through the higher levels of education? I would say it

very much depends on each country (one with 10% litteracy and one with 50%

are different cases in this respect).

8. This example in effect points to a rather fundamental issue that I can

perhaps express as follows. Our current preoccupation with the need to

directly impact on the poor carries the idea that more basic consumption should

be made available to the target group. But we are saying also that the aim

is to give the poor the means to become more productive. In other words we

want to give the poor more consumption goods and more capital goods. As long
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as we talk about food there is no serious difficulty; indeed satisfaction of

minimal nutritional standards is both an act of consumption and an act of

investment. The same for basic health requirement (though these are already

more difficult to define). Education however is a more tricky one. What

are minimum requirements? What are maximum levels not to exceed? From

primary to secondary, and to higher education costs per head increase enor-

mously but as in any other sector the determination of an "optimum" level

and pattern of expenditure cannot be based solely on the criteria of cost per

head (or employment per unit cost). Investment in higher education (if it

is not, of course, to subsidize the pursuit of purely personal endeavors

such as the study of, say, medieval Chinese music) can have powerful multiplier

effects.

9. In discussing the possible ratios to use (K/L, K/V, Lw/V) Jaycox

gives preference to national averages that focus on the need for shifting

resources among sectors (say front less to more labor intensive ones), while

Ahluwalia et al would rather insist on intra-sectoral movements toward a

situation of "optimal" K/L ratios. I dont' see one preoccupation should be

preferred over the other a priori. Also the intra-sectoral use of capital has

two aspects which are not clearly separated in either paper: one has to do

with the best use of capital with given technology (avoid wastage of capital,

aim at full capacity utilisation, maintain capital); the other is about the

adaptation of technology to the country's conditions (transfer of technology,

indigenous innovation etc.).

10. To conclude, given the degree of flexibility that seems to be left to

the Region to determine size, composition and even definition of urban poverty

lending, I see no problem with guidelines and ratios of various kinds. It

seems, however, that more than is reasonable at this time is taken for granted

in terms of measuring target groups, appraisal criteria and knowledge of

country parameters such as K, L, V or w (cut-off wage rate). One final

remark: in this as in so nany other Bank papers the whole discussion develops

as if no one else but the Bank was in the aid business. In setting targets

of any kind the primary preoccupation, it seems to me, should take account

of what others, including the government, are doing.

cc: Messrs. Chaufournierl Members of Urban Task Force

Gu&
Bottelier
Payson
Bachmann
Schmedtje
D. King

LdeAzcarate/lm



INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FR '[ INIERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION I RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORORAT ION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM c
TO: Mr. Edward V. K. Jaycox, RB DATE: December 9, 1976

FROM: K. Kanagaratnam, PNP -cemb

SUBJECT: Urban Poverty Program

1. Following our discussions with you and Mr. Stone, we have

given considerable thought to how we can respond meaningfully to your

requests for information about the extent to which population projects

in our lending program will affect the urban poor. I regret to say

that we have not come up with any precise answers.

2. We would estimate that the principal beneficiaries of population

projects are persons in the lower 40% of the income distribution of the

countries concerned. This is partly because the fertility rates among

the higher income persons are lower to begin with, which means that they

already have knowledge of and access to family planning services, and

also because one of the principal delivery systems utilized in population

projects is the public health system which is used principally by lower

income persons.

3. Clearly, there will also be some benefits for persons in higher

income categories. Directly, some of these people will benefit from better

trained personnel being available to provide health services including

family planning services, better equipment for health and family planning
personnel, and easier access to contraceptive supplies. Indirectly, the

reduced population growth will probably result in lower national expend-

itures on health, education, social services, etc. which will reduce the

pressure on general revenue. This would probably have tax implications

for persons in the higher income brackets.

4. It is not possible for us to distinguish precisely which benefits

of population projects go to urban sectors of a country and which go to

rural. Most of our project activities are aimed at rural areas where the

fertility rates are on average higher and the services tend to be less

adequate. However, we also emphasize improving population activities in

urban slums in those cases where national programs have not been effective

in that respect.

5. Many of the activities financed in population projects such as

training, strengthening management and administrative systems, information,

education, and communications activities, etc. have an impact on both

urban and rural areas and usually in ways that will vary over time. We

have not been able to find a reasonable way of estimating how much of our

projects should be attributed to activities in rural areas and how much in

urban areas.

6. An additional complexity of population projects is determining who

a project beneficiary is. Is it the person who comes to a clinic financed

by a Bank loan? Is it a person who comes to a clinic in which he or she
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is served by a medical person trained under a Bank loan? Is it a person
who comes to a clinic in which recordkeeping systems have been improved
through a Bank loan? Is it a person who has heard about family planning
on the radio or who sees a family planning poster? Is it a person who
buys a contraceptive from a commercial outlet that sells contraceptives
because of Bank support for a commercial distribution system? Is it a
person who learns about education in school when the curriculum reform
adding population education was sponsored by a Bank project? Without
being able to define more clearly who are beneficiaries it is not possible
to say more precisely where the beneficiaries live. The External Advisory
Panel on Population addressed generally the problem of quantifying benefits
and beneficiaries in population projects. The Panel suggested that
existing methodology did not permit precise quantification of benefits
of population projects and felt that our analyses in the past had been more
elaborate than the data underlying them would justify. The Panel also felt
that the explicit statements of demographic impact tended to restrict Bank
activity in the population field because some potential borrowers are re-
luctant to ask for funds if that calculation is required in the appraisal
report. The conclusion of the Panel was that the Bank should continue to
do population projects, but should do less of the specific quantitative
estimates than had been done in the past.

7. I appreciate that this response does not assist your task in urban
programming for the Bank. However, I think you will agree that there are
some particularly difficult problems in identifying the "beneficiaries"
of population projects and the places where they reside. Given that the
number of population projects and the volume of lending for population
are still quite small in comparison with Bank totals, perhaps your planning
and programming exercise will not be distorted if you exclude population
projects.

HWMessenger/rb



WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Regional Urban Poverty Pro m* oordinators- DATE December 6, 1976

FROM: Edward V.K. Jaycox

'UBJECT: Urban Poverty Program Imple on

1. The lively discussion of Mr. Stone's September 14 memorandum
has led to considerable re-thinking on our part and in the Regions and
DPS. Agreement on fundamental points and on most of the features of an
implementation strategy for the urban poverty program has emerged. There
remain, however, some points of confusion and some points of legitimate
disagreement. This memorandum responds to the main points of the discus-
sion and describes the recommendation I will be making to senior management
in an upcoming report.

2. The September 14 memorandum set out to:

(a) define an urban poverty target group;

(b) establish criteria to distinguish justified urban poverty
lending from other justified lending or business as
usual; and

(c) give a reference point for deciding how much urban poverty
lending the Bank should try to do.

I believe we have reached a consensus on points (a) and (c); most of (b) isalso agreed. First, I will discuss the points on which we have reached an
agreement, and then turn to the main point where we have not been able toagree and where a decision is required.

3. Target Group. We and Regional staff have now agreed on working
estimates of urban poverty income cut-offs and populations for all countries
likely to be affected. These estimates proved to be difficult to make using
the suggested method as data was often lacking. Nevertheless, reasonable
first estimates have been agreed for working purposes, and I believe this isa valuable first step in describing urban poverty in our member countries.
Equally important is the general agreement to improve the estimates as
opportunities occur in country sector and project economic work. Mr. Yudelman
and I are preparing a separate memorandum to discuss the updating and
improvement of country poverty estimates.

4. Size of the Urban Poverty Program. We have reached agreement on
what would be a reasonable size of the urban poverty program. First, it is
agreed that the urban poverty program should not compete for Bank resourceswith the rural development effort. Therefore, the program should be scaledas a proportion of urban lending, that is, lending that will directly impact
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upon or benefit urban populations. In the current five-year lending
program, urban lending amounts to about 30-35% of total Bank lending.
The urban poverty program would be a part of that 30-35%. Secondly,
we have agreed that the proportion of urban lending that should be "poverty
lending" should eventually (by FY 1980) amount to at least the proportion
of the target population in the urban population. This would be roughly
25-30% according to our present estimates. Overall then we are talking of
only about 10% of total Bank lending. Thirdly, we have reached agreement
that this target for urban poverty lending should not and cannot be used
in a rigid manner that would overly constrain programming at the country
and even the Regional level. The target should affect programming at all
levels but should be held up as a Bank-wide target, allowing the kind of
flexibility at country and Regional levels that is necessary for responsive
operations and relations with our member countries.

5. We now have estimates of the urban poverty lending for each Region.
You have the opportunity to review these and see how they will be handled
in the report to senior management before that report is finalized.

Criteria to Distinguish Urban Poverty Lending

6. Agreement has been reached on a number of fundamental points in
our discussion of this subject. First, I believe the confusion has been
cleared up and complete agreement has been reached that urban poverty
lending must meet all existing criteria by which Bank lending is justified.
Secondly, we have agreed that the objective of the program Is to increase
the income and the consumption of the target group. Low income and low
consumption of the basics for a productive life describe poverty. This
objective can be achieved in two ways--by reducing the cost of or otherwise
increasing access to basic goods and services, and by increasing income
earning opportunities and capacity. There is wide agreement that a key part
of both of these approaches is the spreading of available resources to
increase the productivity of or serve the mass of the people. 1/ A crude
example: IM education projects it means that instead of concentrating the
education dollar on getting a very few people through the higher levels of
education, countries spread enough of it over the mass to achieve basic
literacy. I believe we have reached substantial agreement on this fundamental
point of spreading available resources, and on how it would work in distinguish-
ing poverty lending for the delivery of basic goods and services. We have

1/ This is not to say that we have completely turned our back on the
potentialities for "trickle down" effects from concentrations of
resources. These potentialities remain; but the incidence of poverty
suggests they not be relied upon to do anything significant about
poverty In a reasonable time frame,except perhaps at very high overall
growth rates.
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agreed that such lending constitutes "poverty lending" to the extent that
it meets existing criteria for Bank lending and delivers direct 1/ benefits
to the target population, that are affordable by that population and/or
otherwise replicable on a scale commensurate with the size of the problem.

7. Increasing income earning opportunities for the mass of the
people also requires the spreading of resources (capital). This is
generally agreed, and our discussions have narrowed to whether a capital/
labor ratio (K/L), a capital/output ratio, a value added to unskilled
labor/total value added ratio (Lw/V) or possibly other indicators would
most effectively direct the Bank to identify and finance projects that
spread capital and also meet existing criteria for investment.

8. We proposed a country-specific capital/labor ratio, based on the
availability of capital and the current growth of the employment problem.
This ratio was then to be adjusted to account for the Bank's capacity to
operate at various levels of capital-intensity, i.e., we proposed to
multiply by two. This proposal drew a lot of fire. Many have expressed
the fear that it is too crude a measure and could divert us from, or be
mis-used as a substitute for, sound micro-economic analysis. Others have
felt that the proposed formulation yields impossibly difficult targets of
labor-intensity and the Bank will not be able to find enough of these projects
to fulfill its overall lending program, let alone its urban poverty targets.

9. There is, of course, no substitute for proper micro-economic
analysis being proposed here, by Mr. Stone, or by those who have proposed
alternative search criteria. Whatever indicator we may finally adopt based
on macro-economic factors can only be useful and pay off on the assumption
that the proper micro-economic criteria are also satisfied before a project
is considered to be justified. We all agree on that point and that the
present practice should continue to be upgraded by the introduction of the
Little/Mirlees, van der Tak/Squire techniques and by their application
earlier in the project cycle, where they can improve project design.

10. The suggestions for alternative distinguishing characteristics
of poverty lending that have been elaborated upon in the Ahluwalia. Pyatt,
Little memorandum to me of November 4, constitute a constructive effort
to help us through a difficult area. They argue that actual benefits to
the target group are best measured by a formula which directly incorporates
the returns to unskilled labor and propose a formula where Lw/V (L is total
labor employed, w is a national cut-off wage, and V is total value added)
in a given project should determine the proportion of project costs

1/ And indirect If they can be quantified.
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which classify as urban poverty lending. To encourage investments which
spread capital, they would supplement the Lw/V measure with a form of
capital/output ratio, V/K (where K is the discounted capital cost of the
project) which should be greater than some sectoral or national average.
While we recognize that the combination of these two search criteria
achieve much.of what we are after, we have practical reservations.

(a) The V/K ratio scaled to national macro-economic situations
would indeed push for capital saving and spreading without losing sight
of the need for high returns to capital. It Is really another formulation
of the K/L ratio, assuming both cannot substitute for proper economic
analysis. In our view, the K/L ratio more directly reflects the concern
for employment that is central to the urban poverty program. Frankly, I
do not see the danger that projects staff is going to lose sight of the
need for a healthy economic return. Scaling the V/K to the macro-
economic situation of individual countries is also in our view -Ore
problematical than for the K/L ratio.

(b) The proposed use of Lw/V as a method for classifying the amount
of a loan which should be counted towards urban poverty program targets
has much that is appealing since it allows that almost all projects have
relevant employment benefits and it highlights labor intensity valued at
some appropriate shadow wage. However, we have difficulty with it as a
practical operating rule given our present state of knowledge. first, it
is by no means obvious what (w) should be: the shadow wage in the economy,
some average unskilled wage, the Income cut-off of the target group? Each
has advantages and disadvantages. Secondly, since it Is propose that all
labor be valued at (w), Irrespective of actual wages and the skilled or
unskilled proportions, we are uncertain about the relevance of such a value
to the direct benefits, i.e., earnings for the target group in a particular
project. Finally, the fact that the rule allows that almost all projects
have relevant employment benefits, is in a very important sense a draw-back.
We want to adopt rules that promote change in the direction of much more
direct employment benefits for the target population, and therefdrewe need
a rule which will distinguish between "new style" projects and business as
usual.

11. In any case, the various ratios considered are all built on parts
of the basic production function. They are wholly compatible; although
each may emphasize two legs of one three-legged stool, each implIes something
about the missing leg. And finally, as a search criterion, each Is and
must be viewed as presumptive until and unless borne out by sound micro-
econoihic analysis.

12. As far as the fear of some as to the impossibility of the targets
is- concerned, I believe the targets will be difficult, but by no means
Impossible. In the poorest countries where it would appear to be most
difficult to find productive operations associated with so little capital,
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the facts are that in these societies such labor-intensive operations are
commonplace. In any case, very low capital/value added ratios would be
equally difficult to achieve, as would high Lw/V ratios, since they all
amount to the same thing If properly scaled to the size of the capital/
employment prob-lem. There is no way that increasing productive earning
opportunities for the mass that must be employed is going to be easy.

13. All things considered, for industrial, DFC, tourism and other
enterprise projects, I am going to recommend that we adopt the low capital/
labor ratio, as the distinguishing feature of urban poverty lending. I
can find no one who believes other than that projects which bear this*feature and meet existing Bank investment criteria will also have low
capital/output ratios and high value added to unskilled labor/total value
added ratios--i.e., have high positive direct benefits in terms of employ-
ment and income for the target population. The results will be monitored
in terms of these direct benefits and if the capital/labor ratio is not
adequately serving our needs, we will drop it or supplement it as necessary.

14. Apart from the alternative ratios that might be used, much
discussion focussed on whether the ratios should be sector-specific or some
economy-wide average. Sector-specific ratios for each country would be
much more complicated to generate and in my view would not be useful for
our major operational need. Sector-specific ratios would focus on moving
toward more appropriate technology in each sector but would say nothing
about sector mix. It is my conviction that while capital-saving can take
place in every sector, the new part of what we are here addressing Is the
movement Into sectors where an important part of the labor-inten'silve
operations in an economy take place--inter aflia the services, small scale
enterprises and informal operations. Capital saving in the sectors we now
operate in is business as usual and we can do better, but thls: movement
into new sectors requires more radical change--new types of intermediaries
and ways of doing business. As I see it, it is this latter task that .s
the bigger operational problem we face in the Urban Poverty Program.
Therefore, I will recommend to senior management that we adopt the economy-
wide average capital/labor ratio as an indicator rather than any set of
sectoral averages.

15. In response to many comments on the exact formulation of the
capital/labor ratio criterion, we have worked out some modifications which
will improve it technically. First, the man-years of employment as well
as the investment costs will be discounted over time and counted in man-years
rather than 15 man-year job equivalents. Secondly, the threshold will be
calculated by dividing available capital (GDI) by total labor force rather
than 1/15 of labor force plus growth of labor force. These changes allow
us to eliminate the arbitrary assumption of average economic lift of fixed
capital of 15 years and the definition of a job as 15 man-years'of employ-
ment. Also, the new formula includes the underemployed in the economy as
well as the yet to be employed in the group over which available rapital
must be spread. The formulation we end up with is as follows: Any project
or identifiable sub-project for which the discounted costs divided by the
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discounted man-years of employment generated is less than twice the GDI
divided by the labor force, will be counted as urban poverty lending.
Any modifications of the arbitrary doubling of this index for good country-
specific reasons can be considered and agreed. We would be especially
interested to see this factor reduced for the higher-income countries.
A separate note on this will be prepared shottly.

16. I suggest we meet to discuss this memorandum, and the draft
memorandum for Mr. McNamara and the Operational Vice Presidents (which I
hope will come to you in draft before the end of next week) at lunch on
Monday, December 13, when I shall return from mission.

cc: Messrs. Baum
Ahluwalla
Avramovic
Dunkerley/Churchill
Gordon
Keare
Little
Pyatt
van der Tak
Yudelman

EVKJaycox/AStone:ncp



THE WORLD BANK
Washington, D.C. 20433

U.S.A.

Office of the President
December 1, 1976

To Mr. Baum:

Thank you, Warren, for sending the attached note and for your action

in clearing up any confusion between "targets" and "best estimates."

I was disturbed, however, to read in the minutes of the meeting a

reference to "pressures to produce projects." I cannot state too strongly

that there should be no "pressures to produce projects" other than in con-

formity with accepted Bank standards. We should make this point clear to

all Bank staff members.

There is, of course, for each Project Divisbn and Department an oper-

ating plan prepared by that Division to carry out its responsibilities (and

in the aggregate, the responsibilities of the Bank Group) to help meet the

needs of the developing countries. The appropriate resources (staff personnelw

administrative budgets, etc.) have been provided to carry out the operatin-

plans. And it is the responsibility of the managers to either meet the plans

or to propose changes in them. But under no circumstances will ie permit

achievement of the plan by violation of the quality of the standards on which

the plan was premised.

I would like you to get together with Jim Kearns and organize a

session with the Regional Vice Presidents so that we can dig into the question

of any real or perceived "pressures to produce projects."

I am sending copies of this note to each of the individuals receiving

copies of the attached minutes.

Robert S. Mclaumara

cc-. Nr. Kearns
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Department Directors and Projects Advisory November 9, 1976
Staff in Central Projects Staff

Quality of Project Work

Mr. Baum referred to a recent OED report which had suggested
that, under the pressure of circumstances a "target" rate of return
had been used to justify a project, instead of the staff's "best estimate"
which was much lower. He emphasized once again that, above everything,
management trusted all staff to reflect their professional judgment in
their work.

It was recognized that, by the very entrepreneurial nature of
their work, there was a danger that staff would tend to be optimistic
in their forecasts and underestimate the difficulties and risks involved
in their projects. In addition, it was often very difficult to make
valid estimates of rates of returns, in particular in agricultural
projects, where data on crop production often were averages covering a
wide range of circumstances, and actual results would depend on how
many farmers could achieve the project objectives under variable weather
and growing conditions, and especially how fast. Concern was also
expressed about the possible dilemma of the regional staff when
confronted, on the one hand, with the pressures to produce projects or
substitute projects to meet lending program objectives and, on the
other hand, with their professional standards.

It was agreed that the staff should be made aware that
management unequivocally expects their recommendations to be based on
their best professional judgment, with an indication of the nature
and range of the uncertainties involved and a candid discussion of the
factors on which the outcome depends. Under no circumstances should
projects be made to look better than expected by the use of estimates
that are based on "optimistic" assumptions. Nor should "conservative"
assumptions be used in cases where projects had a high rate of return
since this biased results in the opposite direction. To do otherwise
would not serve the interests either of the borrower or the Bank.

DISTRIBUTION: Messrs. Ballantine, Fuchs, Jaycox, Kanagaratnam, Lejeune,
Rovani, Sadove, Tolbert, van der Tak, Willoughby, Yudelman,
King, Israel, Lee, Lethem, Lithgow, Morse, Raizen, Ray.

cc: Messrs. Knapp, Baum, Bell, Benjenk, Chadenet, Chaufournier,
W. Clark, Krieger, Stern, Wapenhans, Alter, Weiner, Gabriel,
Gordon, Burmester, Finne.

FLethem:lic



WOHLP BANK / INTJRNATIONAL FINANE CORPOAlATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
T: Mesprp, fel, Votaw, Oirmani, Howell, DATE: Novembor 12, 1976

Vergin, Paean, Rawins (o/r), Buddy
FROM: Willem C, F. Bossink

SUBJECT: yhrban Poverty Lendiig

As a further contribution to our discussion of CPS' proposed

crIteria for urban poverty lending -- , I am attaching a brief analysis of

the applination of the criteria to the Indonesia Lending Program.

See Py November 9 memo on "Mr. Stone's memo on Urban Poverty Program
Impleeptation",

cc: EAP Programs and Projects Division Chiefs

WBussink:yc



WiIlem lBus.sink
November 12., 1976

Application of Mr, $tones Proposed Criteria for
Vrban Poverty Lending; an Example (Indonesia)

i, At the request of the Urban Poverty Task Group, the Regions have
divided the lending program over four categories; Rural, Urban, National
and Unidentified, For Indonesia, the attached Table summaries these. data
for two groups of two years, Total urban lending as presently defined,
cpmes to $278 million and $190 million, respectively. Applying Mr. Stone's
proposed urban poverty lending criterion to Indonesiali and given the fact
that an estimated 55% of Indonesia's urban population has incomes below the
poverty line, the target amounts for urban poverty lending would be_$153 million

and $105 million for the two periods.

2. From the Table, the following polints emerge:

i) The farther ahead one looks, the larger the "unidentified"
category, and therefore the lower the target for Urban
Poverty Lending. It is, however, exactly for the later years
that pne can presumably still influence the thrust of the
1cnding program.

II) Concentrating further on the more definite FY77 and 78
program, six sectors contribute to urban lending. Of
these, transport (Jakarta port) and power (Jakarta generation)
contribute, 40% of the total amount. It will clearly be
difficult to argue that these Proiects directly benefit the urban
poor. If they don't, the rest of the program will have to nearly
fully satisfy the urban poverty lending cr iterion, rather an irllnos-
sible target. Two remedies suggest themselves. Firstly, one could
with some justification, relabel these loans national ones (this
indicates how dependent the result is on such labelling). Secondly,
one could indeed do away with such projects, but this then raises
the real question whether that is the desired result of the exercise

iii) Another category of projects consists of DFC and industry
(small business development). To satisfy the urban poverty
criterion here, jobs would have to be created at a very
low cost, or production would have to be steered towards
low-cost goods for the poor. It is as yet unclear how
this is to be done, and whether it will be worth the un-
doubtedly large effort needed by Bank staff. On the
other hand, if the effort were successful, there might be
an important demonstration effect, even though the amounts
of Bank financing involved would only come to about 0.5%
of total Indonesian investment.

iv) For the remaining urban and water supply sectors, the
criterion would call for the inclusion ot substantial
components aimed at the provision of services for the poor.
This seems a worthwhile goal, even if its realization in
Indonesia doesn't guarantee that the lower 40% of the popu-
lation is being reached(given the fact that 55% of the urban
population is deemed to be poor).

! rictly speaking, Mr Stone's criterion is to be applied to regions,
not countries. Logically, however, they should then also apply to countries

(see my November 9, 1976 draft comments on Mr. Stone's memo,page 4, footnote).
At tachmuent



BREAKDOWN INDONESIA LENDING PROGRAM BY SECTOR AND LOCATION OF LENDING ($millin)

SECTOR FYs 77, 78 FYs 79, 80

Rural Urban National Unident. Total Rural Urban National Unident. Total

Agriculture 555 555 570 570
Educ, Population

Nutrition 59 59 75 75
DFC 65 65 60 60
Industry, mining 100 20 120 35 50 85
Transport 32 80 112 60 50 50 160

Power 80 80 160 145 145
Urban 51 5. 35 35
Water Supply 30 30 

30 30
Tourism 

30 30

TOTAL 655 278 59 160 1,152 570 190 125 305 1,190
Target Urban
Poverty Lending
(55%) 153 

105



WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. E. V. Jaycox (URB) DATE: Ngvember 9, 1976

FROM: I.M.D. Little (ECD), Graham Pyat* RCDR) and M. S. Ahluwali&RCID

SUBJECT: Our Memo on Urban Poverty Program Implementation: Errata

1. On reflection, we find that para. 15 of our memo should have carried
the following footnote clarification.

*The use of observed income shares of the urban target group in urban income as
a benchmark for determining the share of value added directly accruing to the
poor raises the question whether the technical limits of urban projects will
profide sufficient eligible projects. Suppose, for example, that the urban
poor are 40 percent of the urban population and receive 12 percent of urban
income and we wish todouble this share at the margin, we need to find enough
projects such that Lw+V is at least greater than 0.24. In some situations,
it may turn out that this is simply not feasible. In this case some adjust-
ment of the target is needed in the light of the technological possibilities
in industry. Note that this is only a particular case of the general problem
of setting sector specific targets, which we have discussed in the memo.

MSAhluwalia:jgp

cc: G. Beier (URB)
A. Stone (URB)
H. van der Tak (PAS)



WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Yessrs. Bell, Votaw, Kirmani, Howell, DATE: November 9, 1976

Vergin, hlasan, 1aw (o/r), Ruddy
FROM: Willem C. F. Bussink /

SUBJECT: Mr. Stone's Memo on rban Poverty Program Implementation

1. Herewith I am sending you draft Regional comments on the

above memo, which I have been asked to prepare, Many others have already

cobmented: DFS (Karaosmanoglu, Ahluwalia, Duloy, Little, Stoutjesdijk),
other regions (Cilmartin, Hablutzel, Nowicki) and some ct our exmn staff

(Helmers, tristry, McGarry). I have not tried to sumrnarize all the

arguments, but have concentrated on two which have not been made forcefully
elsewhere: the "disutility" of applying general yardsticks, without country

specifics, and the fact that the proposed system puts difficult additional

criteria on lending to the poor countries. If one is to make a serious

attack on the problem, much more country-specific work is necessary, and

one should see whether one wants to commit the staff resources to prepare

for such an attack (see the end of my comments).

2. Since Mr. Stone is going to prepare a second version of his memo,

we may want to get together soon to decide what comment, if any, the Region

wants to send.

3. I am at present looking at the Indonesia lending program in the

light of Mr. Stone's memo. If any conclusions worth reporting result, I

shall forward those under separate cover.

cc: EAP Programs and Projects Division Chiefs

WBussink:yc



DRAFT
WBussink:yc
November 5, 1976

COMMENTS ON MR. STONE'S MEMORANDUM ON "URBAN POVERTY PROGRA IMPLEMENTATION"

1. The Bank's approach to poverty redressal is an important

subject, and proposals to conceptualize, implement and monitor anti-

poverty strategies warrant full discussion. Paragraph 2 below raises

some general questions on the approach taken in Mr. Stone's memorandum

on "Urban Poverty Program Implementaticr:". Paras. 3 to 14 comment on its

specific programming proposals. The conclusion is, that the proposed set-up

suffers from serious drawbacks, and that a much more country-specific

approach is necessary if meaningful criteria for poverty redressal are to

be developed.

General Remarks

i) Given the well-recognized links between urban and rural poverty,

and the danger of undesirable induced migration, it is questionable

whether a senrate urban poverty progran should be instituted at all.

Ji "
ii) Public investment in urban ar'ens is only one inct~urnt to combate

poverty. Other instruments, e.g. agricultural price policy, m07.y

be much more important. Within the overall policy framework,

concerntraton en Bank contri buticIns to urban :.nvc:trn te r.ay

therefore place unwarranted cmphasisn . -ray ur I'e cV a relative

small element in the overall picture, and thun turn tten ien away from

more im~portant aspects and/or policy instrOflntS

iii) Cenerally, the criteria for bank .lend inp are that the country's5

investment program as a whole must make sense, and thai: within te

total the Bank should participate in areas where it has a comparative

advantage and/or can play a catalytic role. In this context, the logici

way to handle a specific poverty concern is to incorporate it in the
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review of the overall policy framework and investment program,

not to set specific separate targets for PL.nk rural and urban

anti-poverty lending.

iv) It is hard to see how any exercise as proposed can make 
sense

without country specifics. Fcr instance, there may be wide country

differences in the importance of directly creating additional employ-

ment, in the "affcrdability" of expanding public services, and

in the priority that needs to be given to earning or saving foreign

exchange, and this should have implications for country programs,

including those to alleviate urban poverty directly.

-Specific Cornientc

3. Target Grup dertification. Instead of a single criterion, the memo

(para 4) proposes a double criterion: absolute or relative poverty -1.. This

makes life more ccmplicatec, i Ut only slightly rare so. in y;1 ccuntries,

the absolute poverty criterion dominates;. Te have done the basic work.

Updating or refinements should not be required on a regular (or even annual)

basis, but only if there are significant changes in the overall picture and/or

iqhen a body of new data (e.g. a consump tion or incone d Istributien studl)

becomes available.

4. The conceptual weakness of a target group approach I sz that no attention

is paid to differences in degrees of poverty. Logically, if we are to

distinguish the poor from the non-poor, it is equally neces;a ry to dc!is Lin guish

between the very poor and the not-so-poor.

1/ The Wention is to adopt the highest_ of the two criteria for the poverty

line and the number of people in poverty. Generally speaLing, the relative

poverty criterion becomes operative in the richer countries only.
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5, Also, one should perhaps note that if the identification of a

large number of people, in poverty leads to the establishment of. (impossibly)

high poverty lending targets, there will be an incentive to keep the

target group small.

6. Definition of Urban Poverty Lending. This section contains many

worthwhile ideas but also raises many questions. Urban poverty lending is

defined in para. 8 as lending which directly benefits the target group.

A major issue is whether we should only count direct benefits. One can

certainly sympathize with the thought that allowing all real or imaginary

secondary effects (of e.g. a power generation project) to be counted makes the

definition almost meaninggless. On the other hand the proposed definition

is also very questionable. What if a project does lower costs of goods

consumed by the poor, but at the same time - indirectly - throws many people

in the traditional sector who now produce these goods out of work? That

if cnc project onl uses inporteO. raw materials but another will reatly

increase dcrand for labor-intensive domestic inputs?

7. The importance of indirect effects varies with the type of urban

poverty project. The memo distinguishes three types: urban services, production

of basic goods, and employiment creation 1/. Froni the menu, the first

category appears to be relatively straight forward and norxcontroversi-al. The

benefits of public urban services projects are largely direct and location

specific. The tests of affordability and repAcebi Ity are imp.rortann.

However, there remains the questi on who will bear the costs of those serJJC _es

(para 10) . Even if the poor are able and willing to pay, efficient collection

must also be technically possible and politically acceptable. In the poorest

countries and/or for the poorest groups, cross - subsidies or full public

1/ Para 16 indicates that there may be a fourth type, but its definition is

not precise enough to be operationally usable.
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subsidies will of ten be unavoidable. In other words , the poorer the

country, the higher the proportion of urban service project costs that may have

to be financed through subsidies. In addition, the targeted proportion of

Bank urban poverty lending in total urban lending is also linked to the

country's poverty (through the percentage of urban population in poverty,

para 17)k/. Thus, through both factors, the poorer the country, the larger

the need for subsidies under the proposed Bank guidelines. If this is

indeed the intended thrust, its implications should be assessed carefully.

8. Of the other two types of urban projects mentioned above, the

category "production of basic goods and services for the target group at a

cost below prevailing costs" (para 12) remains vague. It will have to be

detailed much further before it can be meaningfully discussed. In general,

the questions it raises are of the same general nature as those pertaining to

the employment-generation type.

9. The approach taken towards employment-generating projects (paras.

13-15) is very interesting but inadeqnatc. If one hopes to att,:n the objectives,

a much more detailed and sophisticated approach is necessary. There are

substantial technical questions on the derivation of the capital cost per

job criterion (para 10 below), but more important are the ,er: res

already discussed in para.2 above. Certainly there is an urgent need to

1/ It is true that Mr. Stone's memo does not propose tarrets 'or each contry

and sector which directly relate urban poverty 1enC i1 nl to th e percenty, e

of urban population in poverty. Tit seems clear, however, t1h2 t setti n

overall regional targets in this way does have implicat-ienr for country

and sector targets. This is most obvious in Regions where all countrles

are equally poor (e.g. South Asia). In more mixed regions, such as EAP,

it is not clear why some countries I- ruabl y the ricelcr ernes) should

have relatively large anti-poverty lending to compensate for shortfalls in

other countries (presumably thc. poorer ones) in the Region.
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translate employment and income concerns into practical measures to

improve the labor market situation. However, if all the indirect and

dynamic effects, relevant related policy questions and country specifics

are left out, one cannot be reasonably confident that meaningful criteria and/or

measuring stickg result. Using short-cut methods, like the one proposed,

will leave many operating departments unconvinced that the yardsticks

with which their performance is being monitored are meaningful, and will

increase the resentment against "labelling" and"figure-mongering". Be this

as it may, a much more serious risk is that short-cut criteria and

decision rules will influence the Bank's general policy thrust and/or

concrete decisions in the "wrong" direction and be inimical

to poverty redressal - .

10. Technically - and very briefly - the derivation nf! p)imum costs

per iob in para. 14 raises the followinR questions:

i) No justification is given for the unorthodox way in which

replacement investments arc treated. Normally, because of the

fact that invcstnents grow over time, and because a substantial

proportion of investment goods are repaired rather than replaced,

replacements are not more than 1.5-30 percent of total investaents.

If these are deducted, and the rest is allocated only to the

net addition to the labor force, the available investable funds

per job are 3 to 6 times as large as the amounts arrived at 1)y

using Mr . f torc 's method.

1/ In effect, the rules being proposed will put additional constraints on
lending to the poor countries.



ii) Doubling the initial figure is then justified on the basis

of possible indirect effects, and to place the threshold

more clearly within the operationally feasible range of

Bank intervention. The first argument is too general;

as argued in para. 6 above the indirect effect can be

negative. The second argument throws additional doubt on

the validity of the whole approach 1/.

iii) Dependent on the availability of infrastructure, a part

of the investible resources will h\ve to be used to repair,

improve or create infrastructure, which will directly

create only a few jobs.

iv) Several lesser reraarks could be made, which would however

all reemphasize the same point: that one needs to be country and

project specific, and that no "rule of thurib" can substitute

for this.

11. Regional and Sector Targets. In paras. 17-18 of Mr Stone'- reuo,regional

poverty lending targets are proposed which set the target proportion of urban

poverty lending in total urban lending equal to the proportion of urban poor

in the urban population. In short, the poorer the region, the hrigher the

target proportion of urban poverty lending. /lso, however, the poorer the region,

the irore difficult to satisfy the poverty lendinp criterin, as the "allovable"

cost per job created decreases, and it becomes more and more dii ,icuit to jfener-

ate urban service proiects that satisfy the criteria of affordability and repli-

1/ For very poor countries, with low investible resources, it will indeed

often be necessary to accept that the Bank cannot effectively promote

employment at very low cost, and that anyway substantial employment will

still have to be provided through an expansion of the traditional sector

with low investment. (This would point towards intensification of the

search for activities with large indirect employment effects). The argument

would however not hold for the somewhat richer countries. Doubling the

maximum allowable cost per job therefore does not seem justified for all

countries. This again points to the need to be country specific.
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bility. Under these circumstances it is unclear why this specific

targeting system is being proposed.

12. The proposed sub-system for sector specific targets is more

loosely prescribed. It will certainly be useful to develop an idea of the

extent to which different kinds of essential services are lacking-

However, to set targets for each of these sectors within totals that are

cuestionable, only exacerbates the difficulties inherent in the proposed 
systemr

13. Regional Urban Poverty Program and its onitoring. For the urban

services component, where it is reasonably clear what urban poverty lendi.ng is,

the program can be fairly easily defined and monitored. For that part,

the remaining problem is to devise a realistic system of targetsetting for

each country, given its specific circumstances and constraints.

14. With regard to the creation of incomes and employment for the

urban poor, the idea that this can be targeted, programmed and monitored

through a project approach should be abandoned as impracticable and possibly

counterroductive. An alternative approach is discussed below.

Alternative Approach

15. If shortcuts are impracticable or even dangerous, more

detailed analysis will be necessary to attain the given goals. The

key element would be a periodic country- specific review of poverty incidence,

employment trends, and policies to improve employment and incomes of the

poor, within the overall constraints the country faces. This review,

which would cover both rural and urban poverty would describe the

prchlem, analyze it, identify the practical opportunities for poverty

redressal., ard set specific targets for the years ahead, together with

guidelines to monitor them.

16. These "Country Poverty Reviews" (CPRs) would be produced

periodically, the first set phased over perhaps the next three years.



The set-up could be roughly similar to those for sector memoranda. Concen-

tration would initially be on countries with large poverty problems, andlor

countries where the Bank may have a significant contribution to make, either

through analysis or through financial assistance.

17. The CPRs would in the firstinstance bring together already

available information on the poverty problem. They would also identify

gaps in nowledge, and develop a work program to fill these gaps. In

principle, the CPR would be a converient vehicle for a broad-ranging

discussion with the Government of poverty incidence and policies towards

poverty redressal, identifying a role for the Bank in the process.

18. Of course, the production of CPR's would put a significant

claim on manpower, given the need to establish links between the distribution

of income (including provision of public services) ,employment trends and the

investment program. Country expertise would be provided by the regions,

technical and sectoral expertise (services and their costs, enployment and

labor market analysis) by CPS and DPS. If CPRs would, on average, cost 4 to

6 manmonths to prepare, an input of about 10 manyears per year for 3

years would be necessary (Bankwide) to prepare the first round of CPR's.

While this is a significant cost, it is doubtful whether mucl, cculd be

accomplished in the way of development and impler2entation of anti-poverty

strategies unless an initial investment of this order of magnitiiude were made.

If the scarcity of Bank manpower resources precludes such an effort, work

should be concentrated either on a few key countries, or on the

development of country specific programs for the provision of public services

at a cost that the country can bear. Anything like a comprehensive approach

to the poverty problem will however necessitate the commitment of substantial

Bank manpower. As argued earlier, an attempt to avoid this through the

application of general short-cut criteria is likely to be counterproductive.
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WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Messrs. D.Elliott, J.Fish, J.Howard, A.Thys, A.Frank, DATE: Noverrber 2, 1976J. St wart, E. Sekse

FROM: Hans Pollan

SUBJECT: Urban Poverty Prgram (UPP)

1. Following on further work done in the Urban OperationsReview and Support Unit (which you know is headed by Alistair Stone)the Bank is currently engaged in a further refining of the tentativeUPP proposals that had been established l'ast spring. This is necessarybecause first of all there have been several CPP reviews since springand, secondly, because some further thought has been given towardsidentifying low income groups in our member countrie's and subsequentlyin ascertaining criteria for the appointmcnt of UPP target groups.The last effort in this connection was Alistair Stone's September 14mnemorandum on which further work however still needs to be done becauseit has evoked considerable and varying responses especially on theemployment cirteria.

2. Even with the as yet uncertain state of the art it is necessarythat we help towards further refining the outlines of the Bankys Url01poverty program. Opinions in this area would be particularly helpfulto advance further the discussion planned for late this autumn (possiblyalready late this month) concerning the criteria for target groups;this discussion is planned under the chairmanship of Mr. Knappf in ameeting of the Operational Vice Presidents.

3. We now need your help. I have tried, in preparing this effortwithin the EMLNA Region, to keep the mechanical working process to aminimum. This is possible because

(i) we have already made a head start through an earlier apprcxirationof the EMENA UPP 1966-81 as shown in my note to Yr. Jaycox ofMay 11, of which you have a copy.

(ii) the fact that the Urban Operations Review and Support Unit'hasthe services of a Research Assistant, Ms. Morag Kinnison, whowill do most of the running in fitting the redone UPP lendingprogram together which she will, before we pass it out of theRegion, present to me for my approval.

Ms. Kinnison will be phoning you for appointments during the remainderof this week, starting tomorrow, Wednesday November 3. For these neetings- s. YiLrniscn will talk individually with each Division Chief and whocvser
he wishes to associate from the division. You will need to use my Ma,-, 11note. She, in turn, has material of her own partly derived from workof country economists concerning the identification of low income groups.Please r.ake vailable to her any help where needed to re-shape the UPpparticularly in light cf changes since May in CPPs and your own appreciationof target groups arrived at either through your own judgment or with the
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help of some of the items of Alistair Stone's September 14 memorandum,
or- some combination thereof. I am particularly interested however in
your own judgment in this area.

4. I am also copying this note to all EMENA Programs Division Chiefs
because in the second round of Ms. Kinnison's interviews she may most
likely have to approach the Program divisions.

cc: Messrs. Jaycox, Stone, Ms. Kinnison
Dubey, -Lachman, K. Jones, Moreau, de Merode, Ms. Peterson
EMENA Programs Division Chiefs



WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORA'NDUM
TO: Mr. E. Jaycox, Director, URB DATE: October 26, 1976

FROM: A. Karaosmanoglu, Director Dev. Policy.,

SUBJECT: Programming Urban Poverty

1. The attached note by Messrs. Duloy and Ahluwalia
on the problems of "Targetsetting" in urban poverty lend-
ing reflects considerable discussion within DPS and repre
sents a general consensus on the issues addressed.

2. We all understand and, in principle, agree that
poverty alleviation objectives deserve greater attention
and greater weight in- the allocation -of investment resources
and that various target-setting proposals based on labor
intensity derive from this premise. We would like to see,
however, that the development of a coherent system of Bank
economic sector and project analysis does not seriously
suffer in the process of establishing "targetting" rules
and/or guidelines.

3. Although it may be true that an improvement in the
allocation of capital will require that investment per
worker should be changed in favor of labor-intensive activi-
ties, an optimum investment package will always contain
projects with different degrees of capital intensity. There-
f're, proper project or program identification, formulation
and appraisal, taking into account the social cost of employ-
ment, is the only way in which a project related approach
can improve the allocation of capital, while also making
proper allowance for future poverty.

4. The issue which must be faced is the fact that the
Bank projects make a real difference only if they are both
good and would not have been done anyway, or not done so well.
Successful originality, including the originality of finding
projects which have a high social value, sometimes but not
always because they are labor intensive, is certainly needed.
Targetsetting is at best only of limited usefulness in
stimulating this sort of social entrepreneurship and cannot
substitute for a coherent system of economic analysis,and
project identification in which attention is given not only
to direct labor intensity but to other inputs used, and to
the likely return -- as well as to broader considerations such
as whether this is the sort of thing the country would do
equally well, or almost equally well itself.
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5. In evolving ani articulated system for incorporating
poverty alleviating objectives into Bank lending programs,
it is essential that lending guidelines are perceived by
the operating departments as fitting into a manageable
framework. The adverse reaction already recorded by some
some of the Regions to the imposition of additional lending
guidelines of the sort contemplated for urban poverty or
land settlement projects derive to a large extent from the
same considerations addressed in the Duloy/Ahluwalia note
and this memorandum. This gives added weight to the need
to work with the Regions on practical methods of applying
the system of Bank project analysis a la van der Tak/Squire
and linking it more effectively with general economic and
sector work of ,the Bank. Insofar as targetsetting interferes
with this process, it detracts from rather than supports
progress toward the common objective of increasing the
effectiveness of Bank lending in alleviating poverty.

6. It would seem that further discussions are needed:

i) with the DFC Department as to what guidelines, the
results of which could be accurately monitored,
could best serve to guide DFCs in the right
direction. These might involve sectoral allocation,
size of loans, collateral requirements, or other
considerations which fit more directly than a
capital labor ratio with the operational criteria
which DFCs use;

ii) with the Central Projects Staff as to how a wider
spread of capital could be best and most quickly
achieved -- this again might involve a considerable
sectoral realignment with consequences for staffing,
specialization, etc.;

iii) with country economists and Regional Project staff
as to how the mix of the Bank's investment activity
can be modified so that there is more concentration
on poverty alleviation and employment,especially inareas which the country itself may tend to neglect.We
refer to areas of activity excluding urban infra-
structure and services, where it is agreed that the
criteria based Lpon direct benefits to low income
groups may be useful.
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7. The aim throughout must be to search for and identify
relatively neglected areas of activity where high social
returns can be found. It is not too much to hope that
through such discussions various sets of procedural guide-
lines can be established which would have a greater prospect
of achieving the end desired than the use of a capital/labor
cut off.

Attachment

cc: Messrs. Chenery
Baum
van der Tak

DPS Directors
Chief Economists
Messrs. B. B. King

Little
Stoutjesdi4k
Keare
Leiserson
Ahluwalia



URBAN POVERTY PROCRA14 lfPLIEMFNTAT iON

montek S. Ahluwalia and John 1-. Duloy

Our concern with Mr. Stone's memorandum on the above subject is

at three levels. The first has to do with the general problem of "targetset-

ting" in project design and selection; the second has to do with specific

probleprs of fargetsetting in urban in contrast tjo rural projects; and the

third focuses upon the partiCular form of targets for urban lending. Through-

out the note we take it as given that the objective is to increase the bene-

fits--aand particularly the direct benefits--which accrue to the poor. This

is to be done by creating h management tool to monitor the number (or pro-

portion) of projects (or funds lent?) which qualify as poverty projects.

I. The Justification for Targetsetting

The project appraisal methods developed by Little-Mirrlees or by

Squire-van der Tak incorporate a socidl welfare function which permits a

higher weighting on benefits which accrue to the poor than to the rich.

In principle, the systematic use of these methods will lead to the selection

of a portfolio of projects consistent with an anti-poverty objective. Why

then impose poverty-project targets of the form that x% of projects 
(or of

lending) should directly reach the poor? Such targets might be justified

in two main ways.

The first is the case when the project'produces goods,or services

for the poor which are non-tradable. The problems of quantifying the bene-

fits of pure water supplies, or clinics in the slums and the like need not

be expanded upon here. In such cases, it seems to us entirely appropriate

that a government (or the Bank) might decide to bring such services to y

million people per annum, or to allocate z% of its budget to such projects.
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A politically-defined target or constraint, combined with dost minimization

in the supply of the services, can be justified both practically and con-

ceptually.

The second line of justification might be that we cannot apply

a social weighting system in practice. One reason might be that such a

system demands that we be able to identify the beneficiaries and 
the benefits

they receive, and we may be unable to secure such data. This is clearly not

a satisfactory reason since if we are unable to measure who benefits, it is

ultimately impossible to attach the label of "poverty project". In such a

situation, the validity of any proxy or short-cut measure, such as that

proposed in Mr. Stone's paker, cannot be determined. Anothe-r argument

against social weighting might be that we find it impossible 
to determine

the relative weighting to be placed on income streams accruing to different

beneficiaries. Who should determine this critical and value-judgment loaded

par.ameter? At first sight, this is an appealing argument. -However, it is

apparent that a quantitative target contains the same problems 
of value

judgments. A more compelling argument against social weights is that it is

difficult to assess the consequences of different sets of poverty weights

in terms of their impact upon a portfolio of projects and the resulting

direct benefits to the poor. For the practical man, the target has appeal,

precisely because it is expressed directly in terms of consequences 
rather

than in terms of a mechanism designed to achieve certain goals.

l/ The distinction between direct benefits to the poor and the social weight

to be placed upon indirect benefits is the crux of the difference between

targetsetting as proposed by Mr. Stone and the proiect evaluation approach.

The concern with direct benefits assumes that other benefits have a social

weight of zero. This is clearly an untenable position given the importance

of public'savings and indecd even private savings, neither of which count

as direct benefits.
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XI. Tar, itsettinfl Jn 'Rural_ vsrban Area

We accept that the case for the use of targets is very strong,

if not unassailable, for service projects of the type referred to above.

For other projects, the argument for targetsetting seems much stronger

to us in respect of rural than of urban projects. The reason for this

is that the criteria which might be used as cut-offs include essentially

only the benefits which accrue directly to the poor. For rural projects,

it seems likely that this captures a large part of the benefits which

accrue to the target groups--small farms achieve access to more productive

land (through more water, or seeds, or fertilizer or whatever) which

generates income streans for them. It seems unlikely by contrast that

(apart from service projects) the urban poor can be reached so directly.

The overall level of economic activity, trade and tariff policy, how the

capital market functions, migration from rural areas and the like are

probably major determinants of the welfare of the urban 
poor. Again,

the indirect employment effects of a port project, for example, which

might stimulate trade may be more important than the direct employrment

generated in its construction. We note that conventional project ap-

praisal techniques set out explicitly to capture many of the sources of

indirect benefits, the valuation placed on savings generated, being

amongst the most important.

To summarize the line of argument, we conclude that there may

be a use for targetsetting in rural areas: benefits accrue largely directly

to the target groups, the usual apparatus of economic analysis is less

than fully applicable to subsistence agriculture at an early stage of
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development, and it is evident that "trickle-dcwn" effects are not very

important. By contrast, ameliorating urban poverty (apart from service

projects) will have to rely far more on overall economic policy and upon

indirect effects than upon the direct impact of particular projects.

Moreover, the apparatus of economic analysis is -much rore applicable

here. indeed, if more employment is seen as one way in which to help

the urban poor, then 'the injunction of "getting the prices right" and J

using shadow prices in investment decisions is much more important than

targetsetting.

III. Formjs of Targetsetting

However, it may well be the case the there is irresistable

pressure for some form of urban targetsetting or of monitoring applying

to the nonservice-type projects (for which, to repeat, we agree that

targetsetting is necessary). We turn therefore to a brief consideration

of some candidates for a monitoring system.

Our first preference would be for the systematic use of Squire-

van der Tak criteria for the selection, design and appraisal of projects,

combined with some form of management information system. -One such manage--

ment information system might be to measure the proportion of direct bene-

fits which accrue to the "poor", however defined. 'It is conceivable that

projects selected through evaluatieon with social weights would yield a

proportion of direct benefits which is deemed unacceptably low. In this

case it would be necessary to increase the weight placed on the distri-

butive impact of projects in order to achieve the right proportion.

Again, some direct intervention may also be necessary, particularly in
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the sectoral composition of urban lending, e.g., fewer heavy industry proj-

ects and more li'ht industry projects.

Our second preference would be for a monitoring system which

required that x% of the benefits of our urban lending accrued directly

to the urban poor. This neasure, or criterion, has all the defects of

a "direct acticn" target in a situation where indirect effects are very

important. Further, it takes proportions as criterion. Consequently,

for two projects of the same size, it discriminates against a project

which yields higher benefits to the poor if it also yields proportionately

even greater benefits to the non-poor. It has the advantage that it is

conceptually similar to the criterion used for rural development lending,

and consequently holds open the possibility of an economy-wide approach.

The third preference would be for a capital-labor ratio criterion,

as proposed in Mr. Stone's memorandum. The particular form of that criterion

11
has been effectively criticized in a number of papers.

Our concern is, however, more that the approach is inappropriate. It clas-

sifies all projects wholly into one or other of the "poverty"-"non-poverty"

categories. Most projects typically "benefit" a whole spectrum of people

at different income levels and, therefore, it is the distribution of these

benefits that determines the "poverty orientation" of the project. The

authors of the present proposal recognize this in dealing with urban service

projects. Applying the same approach to other projects, we could say that

lending is poverty oriented according as the benefits generated by a project

are divided into benefits accruing to poverty and non-poverty groups. We

1/ The separate comments by Yessrs. Gilmartin and Little on Mr. Stone's

memorandum cover this ground admirably.



could state that the porportion of toLal benefits accruing to the poverty

groups.when applied to the total lending for a projcct give us the comts onent

of lending for that project which is directed to the poor. This can be ag-

gregated across projects to give total lendinz directed to the noor.

Further, the connection between the capital-labor ratio and the

poverty-allevintion effect is by no ieans obvious. The employment generated

nay or may not accrue to the poor, in part or in whole.

IV. Conclusions

In our view, the preferred alternative described in III above

provides a system which is basically consistent with economic rationality.

It is likely to be more dIfficult to implement than the simplistic systen

proposed by the Urban Task Group but if we are serious about program imple-

mentotion, this is a worthwhile investment. ie note that the project eval-

uation procedures recommended by Squire and van der Tak is currently being

applied experimentally in a number of Bank projects. The syste proposed

by the Task Group gains the advantage of easy implementation but only at

the expense of not being worth implementing.

The Bank has a responsibility to adopt and promote sound practice

of economic management. This is not only because the Bank is often a

"leader" in recommending practices for application in member countries but

also because its concern with poverty alleviation is likely to be subjecte d

to careful scrutiny by skeptics. It should not, therefore, accept spuriousI

mechanical approaches to decision making. -

With respect to urban poverty, we suspect that attempting to m

plement a new and complex monitoring system may not be worthwhile. A

practical proposal would then be to set and monitor simple targets for

0-6VA I -yl Cie- L 4 :ef
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urban services lcnding, to encourage a rmore innovative approach in lendcing

to industry and by D7Cj; to encompass sectors presently not lent to.

1A1
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TO: !jfrx. John IHolsen 1DATE: October 15, 1976

FROM: Guy em ''

SUBJECT: Mr, aycox country data

i distributed Mr. Jaycox' memorandumU addressed to you on October 4

(1"Uron Poverty Program Target Population") to the country economists in

the department. I am afraid neither they nor I understand what the table

means. We are particuloily puzzled by the use of proportions pertaining

to Brazil in Paraguay, to Ecuador in Peru, to Mexico in Haiti, etc...

Nor do ve understand some of the headings (e.g. what unit is used or "113

national average income"; what is meant by "per capita T.P.I." ?). Under

these circumstances I cannot make any intelligent comments on the adequacy

of the data submitted to us by CPS. I should be grateful for guidance.

cc: Mr. Lerdau
Mr. A. StoneV
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Mr. Jaycox

APPROPRIATE DISPOSITION NOTE AND RETURN
APPROVAL NOTE AND SEND ON

COMMENT PER OUR CONVERSATIO
FOR ACTION PER YOUR REQUEST
INFORMATION PREPARE REPLY

INITIAL RECOMMENDATIO
NOTE AND FILE SIGNATURE

REMARKS

URBAN POVERTY

I am attaching comments by Mr. Nowicki on
your memo of Sept. 14. I am in full
agreement with Mr. Nowicki's main points
concerning a priori earmarking of portions
of the lending program (para. 7) and the
validity of the statistical methods
proposed (paras. 8, 9, 10 & 11). We may
have further comments at a later date.

FROM AOOM NO. EXTENSION
S.M.L. van der A813 5906



WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
IDECLASSIFIED

TO: Mr. Suitbertus M. L. van der Meer JUN172015DATE: October 12, 1976
A JUN 1 72015

FROM: Alexandre .towicki WBGARCHIVES CONFIDENTIAL

SUBJECT: Programming ban Poverty

1. Mr. Jaycox's memorandum of September 14 was sent to me by Mr. Lerdau
for comments. I regret that I could not comply with the requested deadline

for comments. However, I believe that the discussion of this important memor-

andum which has barely begun will carry well into October.

2. In the meantime, I received a copy of Mr. Gilmartin's note to

Mr. Jaycox dated September 27 which you no doubt read. I find Mr. Gilmartin's
arguments most convincing and they relieve me from my original intention to
write exhaustive comments. I am, therefore, confining myself to only two issues.
The first bears on the differences in countries' attitudes to the poverty problem.
The second refers to statistical traps hidden in the proposed method.

3. The direct Bank lending which could generate definable benefits to

the urban poor is no doubt an excellent idea. It is a particularly valuable
idea in countries where either the Governments do not have adequate resources

to do so or where the Governments pay only a lip service to improvement of the
welfare of its poorest population, while in reality continue to support the
richer strata. In both cases when the transfer of resources from the Bank is

earmarked to the urban poor the Governments' difficulties or reticence would

be circumvented and the target group should directly benefit from it. In both

these cases the discretion as to how to orient the lending program in order to

maximize the benefits to the urban poor was hitherto left to the Program

Departments.

4. If I understand Mr. Jaycox's paragraphs 25 and 26, this flexibility
might be taken away from Program Departments. The danger of its removal could

be that in specific circumstances, while our lending may show that it helps a

larger number of the urban poor directly and within a short-term period, we may

at the same time forego an opportunity to help an even larger number of urban

poor indirectly and durably, because of setting it within a long-term perspective.
To support my arguments for this flexibility, I would refer again to the two
groups of countries mentioned in the preceding paragraph. In the first group
the Governments do not assist adequately the urban poor - although they

genuinely are interested in their lot - because they are impeded by the lack of
resources. One may imply, therefore, that in a great many of these countries
development priorities, for which financing is available, are set in such way
that all preconditions for the improvement of the living standards of the poor
- infrastructure, public utilities, industries - will be met sequentially.
Furthermore, in these countries the urban poor may be also assisted through
gradual increase in current budgetary expenditures on education or health.
Our country economists, when they analyze the economic situation of such
countries do enquire into such issues and, wherever the Government developmental
priorities are set in a way which may not be conducive to creation of employment
or which is simply wasteful, they usually make their views and objections heard
loudly and unequivocally.
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5. For this group of countries the reorientation of our programs
toward allocation of a sizeable portion of it - according to a generalized

formula - to immediate and direct assistance to the urban poor does not

imply that the overall increase in the lending program to these countries
would take place. Therefore, in cases where the development strategy of the

countries was found by our economists to be conducive to improvement of the

standard of living of the urban poor, not immediately and directly but through
a sequence of developmental steps, they will have to seek assistance elsewhere
than from the Bank to accomplish these steps, because a part of the Bank fund
would be pre-empted by direct assistance to the urban poor. The question is

whether they would be able to find such assistance elsewhere. If this does
not prove possible the danger is that the urban poor may lose even more
in a long run - through a lack of supporting conditions - than they would gain in
a short-run - thanks to immediate relief prospects.

6. The situation is different in the second group of countries where
the Governments are much less concerned with the conditions of urban poor.
There our economists normally confront situations which may show that, firstly,
the social and economic legislation and related policies are traditionally
and sometimes heavily slanted toward the richer strata of the population and

that, secondly, Governments, while generally interested in promoting develop-
mental projects, are interested in those, at least partly, for the sake of

various power groups. This does not necessarily imply that this is done to
assist the ruling fifteen or two hundred families but often simply implies
regional or sectoral pressures. Our policy in these countries is, among others,

to try the utmost in order to change the existing regressive legislation.
Here, perhaps inadvertently, we are still following the two centuries old

precept of Jean-Jacques Rousseau "C'est precisament parce que la force des
choses tend toujours 'a detruire l1'galit6 que la force de la l6gislation doit

toujours tendre a l. maintenir". This is no place to interpret Rousseau

except for stating that it is still true that the force of circumstances tends

continuously to militate against equality and that only appropriate legislation

could prevent it. Therefore, if we obtain through our lending, even though
this lending may not directly and immediately assist the poor, a change in

legislation which will at first prevent the degradation of their relative status

and later help to improve it, and if our lending in these countries would

help the general economic development without, at the same time, favoring the

top layers of its population, the Program Department might, for strategic

reasons opt for this way to alleviate urban poverty. The negotiating power

of Program Departments - and their influence on economic and social policies -
would in such countries become much weaker if we make available a substantial

part of our lending for direct urban poverty projects, in which the Governments

may not have an immediate interest.

7. To sum up the above arguments we have, firstly, to accept as a starting

point, that Program Departments are genuinely interested in designing their

lending programs so as to assist the poor population in each country, whether

urban or rural. Secondly, we have to consider that because levels of development,

economic policies and intentions of Governments differ from country to country,

the means to achieve the goal (or a strategy) of helping the urban poor must be

tailored individually. Such strategy may become unduly constrained if a sizeable

portion of the lending program is a priori earmarked for projects which are

designed to help the urban poor immediately and directly.
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8. My other doubts relate to the statistical methods to be used in

the programming exercise, suggested by Mr. Jaycox. The matter here is more

than of academic importance, because these methods are to underpin the future

"earmarking". For instance, the statistical assumption to be applied in

calculations of the size of the target population is that those of urban

dwellers who are receiving incomes below one-third of the average national

per capita income could be considered as absolutely poor. To simplify, I am
disregarding here the suggestion that a prior adjustment is made of the per

capita income by applying to it a price relation between urban and average

living cost. If this general assumption is accepted, the size of the target

group would depend on the income distribution pattern. Thus in countries with

a higher average per capita income but with an unequal income distribution

we may end up in helping quite a large number of relatively well-to-do people

while in countries with a low average income and a reasonably equal distribution

we will use our direct lending to assist a rather limited target population.

The simplified matrix below could explain it better.

ountry's Income/ Higher Average Income Lower Average Income
Income is ribu

Number of persons assis ed (target group)

Equal Distribution 1. Few poor 3. Very few very poor

Unequal Distribution 2. Many not so poor 4. Great many poor

9. Therefore, if the statistical approach suggested in Mr. Jaycox's

note is accepted, we may end up by helping the urban poor in rather unjust proportions

from country to country. It is the countries with equal income distribution

(boxes 1 and 3, above) although obviously deserving, will be unfavorably treated,

while box 2 will benefit from the exercise although it is precisely there, where

the change of legislation might help more.

10. Another statistical doubt arises with respect to the relation to be

established between the capital intensity and savings. There exist, certainly,

many countries where savings are higher because of the high capital intensity

of production mainly for the reasons inherent to this type of production function.

A high capital intensity implies a proportionately higher return on capital (in

terms of the volume but not necessarily a margin of profit) and enables entre-

preneurs to contribute proportionately more to savings than in the labor intensive

version of the production function. Often such countries' unemployment is also

high. If we then accept, as implied, that in these countries the high capital

intensity is given - and consequently justified - and are ready to support it

with our loans, we would unavoidably fall into the trap of a circuitous reasoning.
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To put it simply - it isn't the high saving which permits high capital
intensity (after the labor reserve, at a given price, was exhausted), but
it is the capital intensity which permits creation of high savings and
maintains high unemployment. In turn, this high capital intensity might have
been uniquely determined by an unalterable sectoral technology. Such logical
traps are not unknown in situations where an excessively rigid mechanistic
approach is introduced.

11. A vivid example of such situation is, for instance, the capital
cost per job quoted in Jaycox's memo as obtained for Jamaica ($15,600),
a level which could qualify the project as a poverty oriented one. I did not
have time to investigate the issue more closely but my guess would be that a
very high average capital intensity in Jamaica is due to high capital costs
of technologies applied in its principal activities: bauxite, sugar refining,
and hotel industry. This average is, therefore, attributable to a specific
ccparative advantage of Jamaica, which shifts the production function toward
a higher capital intensity. Why should this specificity be taken into consider-
ation when calculating the capital intensity of projects designed to assist the
urban poor? Similar statistical traps are set up in all countries where a dual
economy still exists, or where a specific sector has a comparative advantage in
using capital intensive production methods.

12. Boiling down to one statement what is said above, I would say that
an honest and unequivocal country-specific economic analysis, an appropriate
development strategy and a comparative advantage-oriented sectoral and project
analysis, all underlying a lending program which is used as a platform for
negotiations with the Government especially when these are supported by Bank
negotiators' genuine concern for poverty, may, together, help the urban poor
more strongly, more durably and more efficiently than a few over-generalized
mechanical rules.

cc: Messrs. Lerdau, o/r
Holsen, o/r
Gilmartin
Goffin
Wyss
Glaessner
Pfeffermann
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T0: Mr. William Gilmartin, ASNVI DATE: October 11,1976

FROM: Norman L. Hicks, ASADA

SUBJECT: The_ Estimates of Poverty or The Poverty of Est:iates

I discussed Mr. Jaycox's memo with Miss Atwood of the Urban
Projects Department in order to decipher how the estimates for urban
poverty were derived. It appears that since our department has done its
homework, the poverty estimates are based on the nutrition approach out-
lined in Mr. Jaycox's memo of April 20. The 1/3 national income average and
25% threshold levels are inserted as a guide to be used for countries where
better estimates are not available.

For Pakistan, the figure shown in the table is wrong. The correct
number should be 7.95 million urban poor, or 42% of the urban population.
The 42% figure is based on the methodology of my memo of June 17, which
corrects for the error of using household data and assuming a constant
number of people per household for varying income classes. The estimate
for Pakistan using the original Jaycox methodology was 30%. Unfortunately,
the numbers for India, Burma, Nepal and Sri Lanka appear to be based on
this methodology and therefore understate the level of poverty. The esti-
ma es for Bangladesh are based on wnat I would call the Gilmartin methodology
which means finding the level of income at which people actually do consume
a nutritionally adequate diet_ If this approach were used in Pakistan the
poverty level wouldi nxlned to 48%. In summary, the table is constructed
using widely varyiri C :dologies b 'ween countries, thus producing results
which are inconsisot -"n unreliable.

cc: Messrs. Pi Wit

KY
Am0



WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Edward V.K. Jaycox DATE: October 11, 1976

FROM: Hans Pollan

SUBJECT: Progranmming Urban Poverty

1. At this stage, I see little value to join the argument about
whether the approach and formulae suggested in Mr. Stone's memorandum

of September 14 give us a useful or a counter-productive tool in defining the

UPP target groups or for programming our work. I find extensive appeal
in the line of thinking advanced by Mr. Gilmartin in his September 27
note, a sentiment which comes also through with vigor in the attached
notes of several EMENA staff concerned.

2. Since it is clear however that nobody who worked up, or is

opposing, the contentious formulae has invented the "squaring of the circle"
and since furthermore Stone's unit needs some yardstick for, I am sure,
a very preliminary approximation in identifying target: groups, we, in
EMENA, will try to work as well as we can with the tools as now offered

or eventually prescribed.

3. But two other aspects need to be borne in all of our minds:

(i) the formulae, as they now stand, are only a prop to

get us going. You know, that EMENA is aiming at several quite
early UPP endeavours (see my note of May 11), and as soon ae
we have a measure of an empirical handle, country/sector/and

likely city-specific, we will not hesitate to develop different

criteria. The possibility is therefore real that the so-

called props may fall by the wayside;

(ii) whatever use is made of the material gathered with the help of

some formulae is not to confuse the staff actually dealing with

UPP lending as if they were to read staff guidelines.

4. To sum up, the moral of the story is that we should get on with
the top priority in UPP, i.e. move on with the intended projects. We will
also be glad to support the efforts of Stone's unit (as per his October 4

note) to work up an overall picture of the Bafik's 1976-80 uiban lending
program. (As I am on mission, Mr. Dubey, my alternate, will deal with
the latter for EMENA.)

cleared and cc: Mr. Dubey
cc: EMENA Directors, Assistant Directors, Division Chiefs.



WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Hans Pollan DATE: September 27, 1976

FROM: James J Fis9)

SUBJECT: Urban Poverty Programming - Memo of September 14

Due to the short time to consider this complex paper these comments
are not as comprehensive as I would wish,and probably not constructive, but
initial impressions are:

1. My basic comment on this proposal is the same as that for similar
proposals on rural poverty et. al. i.e. while increased attention in investment
to benefit this target group is probably a laudable objective and should receive
more specific attention in racro economic planning, what magic is there in Bank
money that makes it an essential objective "to increase the share of Bank
investment spent directly ... on the urban poverty group" (para 9)? If it is
other than self-aggrandizement, it is well hidden in the paper. In other words,
are we really convinced that setting targets for Bank lending here is the key
to improving the lot of this target group? Assuming the answer is yes, which
I seriously doubt, then the following comments might apply:

2. The target definition concentrates on direct investment and therefore
presumably excludes secondary benefits of e.g. infrastructure investment (we
get no UPP "credit" for investment in a power plant, the output of which would
serve urban expansion of which say, 50% is small industry?) -- if deliberate,
I wonder why? In the footnote example on page 3, what ultimate difference does
it make whether the Bank finances the water distribution system, or the supply
and treatment facilities -- so long as we are satisfied with the total investment
program and the total comprehensive project?

3. Is it xeally going to be practical to establish Bank lending targets
on a country (or city) basis in the absence of detailed assessment of need and
more importantly, of the minuscule impact whici direct Bank lending can have
on the total need?

4. Are we trying to shift Bank criteria or not? On the one hand, para. 7
states that "(the objective) will require determined efforts to re-orientate
(sic) much of our existing lending practice", yet para. 9 says "we do not want
to replace or modify existing first order criteria" -- really? how possible
not to?

5. I think that part of the paper which deals with the definition of the
target group and the rationale for forcussing on investment needs and limits
(affordability/replicability criteria) is good, but the planning, programming
and monitoring procedures outlined in the rest of the paper have direct implica-
tions on staff time (and our specific lending program) which need careful
assessment before this proposal is taken any further.

cc: Messrs. Knox, Russell
EKENA, Division and Chron. Files

JJFish:ms



WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. H. Pollan DATE: Sept. 27, 1976

FROM: A.E. Lachman

SUBJECT: Urban Poverty Program Implementation

Since there was little time today to discuss the CPS memorandum on

the above subject of Septeitber 14, you may wish to get my principal 
reactions

in writing.

It is, frankly, appalling that the end of helping the urban poor

improve their condition justifies the means: the fabrication of formulae

based on non-existent and/or inaccurate data. It would be more honorable to

admit, first, that we have great trouble defining the target group; secondly,

have even greater grouble determining the ways and means of reaching the

urban poor; and thirdly, therefore, no matter how desirable above two elusive

objectives, it will take more time to devise the means of accomplishing 
them.

Instant gratification of a good idea is as puerile as any other instant

gratification. A little humility concerning our ability to implement 
urban

poverty programs would be more appropriate.

Since the writer of the memorandum pays lip service to the "first

order criteria of Bank financing of projects" in para 9 of the memorandum,

I very strongly object to his paras 17 through 21 on targets. This objection

is essentially bureaucratic. Once regional targets are established, failure

to reach them will have to be explained. The setting of sector specific

targets for each of the key sectors will put our entire program 
in a straight-

jacket -which will effectively replace or modify 
existing first order criteria

for Bank financing, including economic and financial efficiency, 
national

priorities, institutional viability and technical soundness, 
to quote para 9

of the memorandum. Particularly shocking is the extraordinarily mechanical

way in which regional lending targets should 
be determined.

The formula described in para 14 is anything but simple, as claimed

in para 15.

Now a couple of minor comments: (a) Does it not sound rather

sinister and dictatorial that UORSU plans to "promulgate" appropriatie reports

on a regular basis in para 23? and (b) I find it rather baffling that 32

education projects amounting to $348 m are "urban related", while 21 such

projects worth $351 m are "urban poverty designated". Hence, the relation-

ship between the dollar amounts of the latter to the former exceeds 100%.

Nor do I understand why only about half of the urbanization 
projects (ntnber

as well as dollar amounts) are "urban poverty designated".

I'm sorry I have no "constructive" suggestions to make, but that

is not exactly surprising, when you deal with a quagmire.

AELachman: rbc
cc: Messrs. Knox, Dubey
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TO: Mr. Vinod Dubey, Chief Econuiist, EHENA Rugion DA Septenber 27, 1976

FROM: Christian Merat and RamiaChopra, Senior Economists, CPD-II EMJNA

SUBJECT: Programaing Urbo verty

1. We have reviewed A. Stone's- r thur confusin- nraorandu of
September 14 on the above subject. Tim following eic c=r preli-inary
reactions.

General

2. The memorandum proposes (parns. 13-15) the use, for project
selection, of a capital-cost-per-job test. As the paper points out, this
test is an arbitrary operational compromisc. It is not clear to us how
this test relates to the more general van der Tak methad of cA2 uating
the benefits of projects. It is quite feasible fcr this test to lead to
results that are contradictory to those arrived at by using the "cfficiency
prices" in the van der Tak methodology. The emoranom outght to clenrly
discuss the relationship between the proposed test and the van Wer Ink
method, and it should a so clearly indicate whut should he done uhen the
two lead to contradictory results.

3. A second general question arises concerning the setting of
regional lending targets. The memorandum proposes (para. 17) a echanis-
tic fcrmula for this purpose; namely, "the proportion of such lcnding in
any regitnrl program that should he poverty ienuing will be dbteyrinkd by
the proportion of the urban poverty tayget group to total urban population".
This formula would impose a straight jacket on the regions, i.reaecvIve
of their special circumstances. At the same time, it wculd prcsumably
enable regions to make offsetting changes among different countries'
lending programs. Urban poverty lending, like all other types of lending,
should above all be tailored to country circurctances. This importan1t
consideration is given passing and insufficient recognition at the end of
paragraph 26 which says that "the resolution of independently dc termined
regional/country targets and the sectoral targets will take place, as is
the case now, during the CPP process". Clearly, additional thought ought
to be given to the problem of regional lending targets and their rela.ions
to country circunstan.es and how the proposed system of setting urban Poverty
lending targets fits into the CFP process.

Minor Points

4. Paragraph 6 states that working estimates of targdt groups art
being prepared by the Support Unit. The ueplanaft:ion ct how this will be
done in canes where insufficicnt data is- availnble (in para. 6 and
footnote 2) is not very clear. Paragraph 5 notes the further contribuan.
of country economists In the estination of talgat froups. Ho specifics as
to how and when this is to be done are provided.

5. ~TIe nenorjndum was sent for cona.eLn to CVI1 Divisions. Ve wIll
send you their reqctions as roon an we receive them.

CMrn 10t /RChry ra: v ll



WORLD BANK / INTERNATIOnAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM sEp 2

TO: Mr. Vinod Dubey DATE: September 23, 1976

FROM: Basil G. Kavalsky#'

BJECT: Programming Urban Poverty Lendin

1. It is difficult for a regional staff member to remain cool and calm

in the face of a memorandum such as this and focus solely on the substance of

it. The paper is essentially a proposal to institute targets for urban poverty

. lending by region and to monitor the lending program to insure that these

targets are achie~ed. It underscores what is rapidly becoming a CPS credo -

that regardless of how unreliable the data 
base, oT how arbitrary the methodology,

it,is always better to have a quantitative measurement than to rely on the

intelligent judgment of those who are most familiar with the country or the project.

The imperfections of the data and the approach are often conceded, but the argument

is made that unless we make a start, how can we improve and refine our measurements?

If it is then suggested that a start might be made 
with a few selected situations

where theproblem looms largest and the data offers hope of doing something

sensible, this is resisted since it would not generate eye-catching global

aggregates.

2. The memorandum proposes the establishment of regional targets for

urban poverty lending. It is not at all clear what sense it makes to establish

such targets at the regional level rather than at the country level. Is ity

really useful that we get the aggregates right if we do a lot of urban poverty

projects in -countries where it is a minor problem and none where it is a majcur

problem? ow is the targct to be established? At the moment the regions have

made projections which simply reflect 
a judgment that particular projects will

help the urban poor. Is the monitoring going to be simply a 
matter of rewarding

good initial guess-work, or will new "objective' criteria be developed? if -ay,

20% of the urban populat-ion of the region is poor, what proportion of urban-

related lending should be for urban poverty? And let us come back again to he

question of who are the urban poor? The paper.proposes that the bottom one-

third be so regarded Taking the least developed countries whose per capita

incomes are around $100, this would mean $33 or aout 9 cents per person per

day. Projects geared to this group would be projects for widows and orphans

a laudable objective but not very practical for .-he Bank.

3, Obviously the effect of all this will be to end tip with a small grouop

of countries where the urban poor constitute a serious problem. Perhps for the

whole Bank this would be no more than 20 countries - say about tno to four b er

region. Let's take those countries and sit dow and try to define sensible

lending strategies for them. Let's ionitor the implementation of those lending

strategies not merely in terms of our intentions, but the mpact they actually

have on urban poverty. Let's examine the cost per Job created as tho paper

suggests - not necessarily through some arbitrary economy-wide definition, but

by comparison with other sectors and other projects in the country. Let's -the

at replicability but again not in a mechanical fashion. Curiously enoughthe

proposal, though it is likely to be unpopular with the regions, is unlikely to
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have a substantial impact on lending programs, since the regional program is

large enough to allow adequate manipulation and cosmetics. I would guess that

the major impact will be that a few telecommunications projects would go out,

and a few water supply projects would come in. A far more important impact

would come through examining selected country programs, eeing how they can
be re-oriented and doing the associated in-depth preparatory and analytical

work.

4.' The memorandum must surely be regarded as work-in-progress. Almost

every proposal rests on the shakiest possible ground. Yet it is presented

with scarcely a caveat. Indeed it wears the word "arbitrary" like a badge -

as if to concede that something is determined arbitrarily is to justify it.

Urban poverty projects aren't something which has to be forced down the

region's throats. We share the concern and are eager to do something in this

area. In our own region this week proposals have been made for re-orienting

the lending program in a much more substantive way than would come about

through the introduction of centralized monitoring of quantified targets.

Yet we are moving cautiously. We need help in developing projects and programs

which are responsive to the needs of the urban poor. Surely this is the

function that CPS should be serving.

* A small point - there is an error in Attachment 2 in which the Urban

Poverty designated projects in the Education sector are shown as having

a larger amount than all Urban related lending for Education.

BGKavalsky:cb

cc: Messrs. PaijL)ans, lorcau, Kipp, Aiyer, Hurphrey, Kaji, de Lusignan
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OFFIC MEMORANDUM
x. Guy de Lusignan DATE: September 24, 1976

M: S. El Scrafy

o8JECT: Urban Poverty Pro:ram Implementation

1. You asked for my co-mments on the September 14'eomorandum
from Mr. Alastair J. Stone (Chief, Operations Review aid Sup*port
Unit, Urban Projects) to Mr. Edward V.K. Jaycox (Director, Urban
Projects, Central Projects Staff.)

Exposition

2., If my understanding is correct this paper is intended as aprogress report on the activities of the Urban Poverty Task Force which
is trying to alleviate urban poverty through the choice and design of,-urban projects". 'This is being sought by means of:

(a) defining an urban poverty target population;

(b) proposing as criteria for bank lending for this purpose:

(i) projects creating low capital cost employment;

(ii) projects "which produce goods and services to iieet the
basic needs of the poor";

(c) determining that portion of the regional lending programs :hich
should be allocated to directly benefit the target group;"

(d) attempting to combine urban poverty--oziented criteria with
sectoral or overall lending targets"

3. Some progross seems to have been made in defining tha tareetpopplation for urban poverty programs and projects as "all urban dwellersin absojute poverty or with incomes below one-third of the average natVi nalper capita incono" after the latter had been inflated to reficet urban/national living costs differentials. "Absolute poverty" measurements bcountry economists (based on costing of a basic diet and non-ood basicncds) secm to have bten disappointing (too few countries have been coverudand data have been deficient.) A memorandum is proeised in two weeksbuilding on the information acquired from the Rqgions to define the urbancost of JKving inflator, the threshold income of the target group in urbanareas and eventually the number of people in this group.
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The paper seems to recognize the fact that poverty oriented

j t hi dopno directly promote production ind employment would be

projects .7hich do not iifcl rotelare" among the poor,. and

seen as transfer measures to promote "wearamingthepooand as a

introduces the infel icitous conicept of ".affordflbility/-.,eP,)icabilit~y'Ia

criterion for project selection. Apparently (the paper claims) it is

important before a project which caters for a small proportion of the urban

poor is selected that the country or the city should be able to "afford" the

extension of the services of similar projects to all the targef group,.

5. The paper attempts to elaborate this concept further. "Put

simply, the test -of affordability is that the costs of the service or

benyefit provided in a project are less than or equal to what the poor are

able and willin to pay ... And in case prices are charged which are lower

than average costs it would be within the capacity of the city/State to

cord' suchg subsidization to all the poor over the long run.

6. Defining what constitutes "urban-poverty" projects the paper

enumeratcs

(a) Sites :and services, slum upgrading, water distribution,

schools etc. with an element of urban poverty orientation

(i.e whose benefits accrue to people in the target group.)

(b) Services such as transport to the extent they are produced

at "costs and prices the target population can afiford and

- there are no supply conditions which bar access to the. poor.

(c) Projects (including food industries, cloting and housing

for rent) that result in the production of "basic goods and

services for the target group at a cost belov- prevailing

costs.

(d) Other projects. with an employment impact on the target

. group.

aper goes on to propose a formula for identifyi.ng eployient-

creati g projects hich sould qualify them as poverty oriented. Projects

shoul be so judged if (using my own notation)

2 -- _-

L. \ L + 0 67 L

ere I'' is the presot value of the capital cost of thc project 3; L-j

the r e 0 i ' h , p re e a by it 4 , I the ilncree nCtal grcm ; d;1.esti C
)UV~stl..cmt in the nb ojsca L increletal jobs crected ir the econo-my

and 0.067L cil adjustment facto to allow for capital

1jus~i,.c t_ f -to
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And yet, other projects would also be judged to be urban-poverty

oriented if they result in "substantial" policy or institutional changes

"which correct or substantially mitigate economic distortions with respect

to opportunities for production and consumption by the urban poor.

9. Once the target group had been defined, the paper claims that

operational targcts shoUld be set within the various sectors sthat the

projects selected would alleviate- urban poverty. It is admitted that little

progress has so farbeen made in the Bank in this regard, and the CPS

departments are being urrec! to give moire positive assistance. As to the

Regions, a good first start has been made but not by LAC 
and South Asia.

The paper maintains that the poverty criteria here elaborated should be

used in forming the. current 5-year lending program.

i0 An Urban Poverty Program Information System is being proposed to

c, -ect information, be a vehicle for promoting work on urbdn poverty,

tilt the lending program in favor of urban poverty targets and to "keep

track" of Bank lending within cities receiving a concentration of Bank

lending. "The resolution of independently determiid region/country targets

and the sectoral targets will take place, as is the case now, during the C

process.

Comment

11. There is little doubt in my mind about the good intentions of 
this

paper. All the objectives being pursued (e.g. services to the poir,

employment creation etc.) are, to say tbe least, worthy. However, I find

the entire approach of the urban poverty program very unsatisfactory.

Alleviation of poverty (or promotion of welfare) is af ter all noting less

than the whole subject matter of economies, and ecoi-or-stp have beeno

"~'whardto evis ws and rxeans for the apprfaisal. of proj ectscmbnn

L cria of efficiency with those of social justice The paper appears to

be unaware of these project selection criteria and addresses itself to

rules of thumb which nay e useful in somed hoc situations but clearly

fails to bring rigor to the selection of projects. I would nafintain that

greatet benefits woUld accrue from using an in

(such as the Squire-van der Tak one) than from the unsysten-mtic uanti

ions suggested in this paper which only serve to produce ir"pressionAs I

would put mor- trust in a vethod which calculates economic and social

returns to. investment than in one which proposes a reconciliaticn (in the

choice of projects) bctween poverty targets and sector tart,-ets t1hrough

the CPP process.

12. I fiiust also confess a certain reluctance to accent the definition

of target groups as a ffritful eXvrCiSE. This appears tC) 1,e a crude

iftiatl g!asure ich f una amentally a cul-de-sac leading nowhere in

particular (paragl:aph 3 above).



WORLD BANK / INERNATIONAL FINANCE COHPORAVO

OFFICE MEMORANDIEvf Jo
TO: Programs Division Chiefs, EA&P Region AT&October 7, 197r

FROIM: F. H. Howell

SIONCT, Urban Poverty Program

1. You will recall that on September 28 I sent you a copy of amemorandum on this subject written by Mr. Jaycox.

2. We are now being asked to update and extend the estimates youmade earlier this year of the impact our lending program will have onthe urban poverty group. To this end, Alastair Stone has written a notedated October 6 (just received today), the text of which is attacheJ,Accompanying it were about 1.5 inches of xeroxed computer printouts,most of Wich I have in my fice avalla-ble-T your inspection shouldyou wish to see them. I also attach a copy of the Jaycox memorandumof October 4 on target population, referred to by Stone.

3. Finally, there is attached for your countries a copy of "Report2-l" referred to in Stone's paragraph 2. This report contains the datahe is seeking to have updated and projected one more year. Pleaseobserve his deadline of October 22 for returning the marked-up sheeus.

Last week Heinz Vergin and I had a talk with Stone and Lethbridgeabout the role of our Region in preparing the next report on progress inaddressing urban poverty. I am confident they will be most cooperatLieand helpful if you seek the assistance Stone offers in paragiapb 4 c hismemorandum.

Attachments

FHHowell:ls

cc: Messrs. Kirmani
Voata
Vergin
P. Hasan
Dawkins
Bussink



WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Fil.es DATE: October 6, 1976

FROM Frida Johansen, Economist, EA2DR .

SUBJECT: Comments on A. Stone's Memorandum on "Urban Poverty Program
Implementation"

1. The above mentioned memo does not dis'cuss how much should be

allocated to the urban sector vis-a-vis the rural sector (para. 18). This
rationale is covered in the Urban Poverty Interim Report (March 29, 1976)
and in Notes on Urban'Related Country Economic York (S. Chernick, IJune

11, 1976).

2. Instead the memo attempts to define some main -toncepts:

(a) Definition of urban poverty target population:

The absolute poverty level, defined as the income below:

the local cost of minimum nutritional and non-food requirements, or the

relative poverty level, one-third of an average per capita income inflated

by the ratio of urban living costs to average living costs. I think the

first definition is better; if there is no data on absolute poverty, there will

probably not be data for adequate estimates of relative poverty (living
costs) either, so the second definition, even more so when considering the
notional one-third correction, seems rather arbitrary. Once the income
levels are determined, the number of people earning that or less should be

estimated. In general there is no adequate information on these topics;
in our region, rough measurements could be done only for three countries.
But how important are these figures? The Bank is not in any case going to solve

all the urban poverty problems, and for the ones it solves through specific
projects, it will have the specific data that permit choosing and evaluating
projects. The Operations Review and Support Unit, Urban Projects (ORSU)
is preparing estimates for all countries.

(b) Method to determine the portion of the regional lending
program that should be allocated to the urban poor:

The memo proposed that within a given allocation for the urban
sector, proportions of lending to general projects compared to poverty solving
projects, should follow the proportion of people above the poverty level,
compared to the poVerty bracket population. This seems to be too simplistic:
(i) it does not consider government preferences; (ii) it considers the Bank

as the only assisting agency; (iii) it supposeo the benefits per investments

to be the same in any project; (iv) it does not consider experience from
past projects and current absorptive cepacity.

So the renions will continue through their work to determine how

much, and in which sub-sector, should be lent to the urban poor; in fact,

already 40Z of the proposed !Wnding program 1976-80 for the E. Africa urban

sector, is for the poor. Other cri:tria, such as which kind of projects and

sub-sector specific targes, still need to be worked out, based vainly on
the regional experience,



.3. The additional work that the proposed "Programs Implementation"

would mean to our Department is:

(a) country economists should measurd proverty income

levels and population falliyg in that category. (I think,

however, that not too much time should L devoted to

this);

(b) project officers should prepare ,a data sheet on proposed

urban -lending, as per Attachment 3 of A. Stone's memo.

4 The ORSU would prepare other data as needed (Attachnent 
4 to

the memo), finalize more policy definitions with the region's assistance,

and carry out the monitoring of urban projects.

FJohansen:med

cc. Messrs. Wiehen
Uablutzel
Stonew-*



WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Regional Urban P ty Tk Group Coordinators DATE: October 4, 1976

FROM: Alastair J. V 7 ief, Operations Review and Support Unit, URB

SUBJECT: Information on FY76-80 Urban Lending Program

1. Attached are summary reports based on information gathered by theUnit from the Regions concerning the location, sectoral breakdowns andpotential for impact on the urban poverty group, of the lending programthrough FY80. I believe that you will find these summaries of interest andwould welcome any suggestions that you or your colleagues may have as to howthese reports might be made more useful for regional programming purposes.

2. In routine operation this information system will be updated byinformation received from the five-year lending programs, CPPs andindividual project data sheets, as was spelled out in my memorandum ofSeptember 14. In order to get the system moving, however, we need toupdate the information contained in Report 2-1 to an 7Y77-81 basis and in apreliminary way to indicate the likely portions of this updated FY77-81lending program which will be classified, under the criteria outlined in theSeptember 14 memo, as urban poverty lending. Specifically, we need the FY81lending program, and changes to the FY77-80 program, written out on one of theattached copies of Report 2-1 using the existing headings. Similarly, we needroughly estimated percentages of the loan amounts classified as urban povertylending in the column now used for the UPl/JP2 designations.

3. The application of the criterial/ to classify the urban povertylending is obviously difficult and rough indications is all we can and doexpect at this point. For the first two years of the five-year lendingprogram some data may be available to make informed judgements on projectcontent but for the last three years of the program you should simplyindicate the percentage of the loan amounts in projects th t you are intendingto design so that they contribute to the poverty program.2. For this exercisewe recommend a minimum effort approach as the primary purpose is to develop

21/ Income thresholds pertinent to the criteria are under discussion (seeJaycox memo dated October 4, 1976).

2/ It should be borne in mind that we are trying to shift our urban lendingso that by 1980 the proportion directly benefiting the target populationis roughly similar to the proportion of urban poor to total urbanpopulation or roughly 35-40%.
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Group Coordinators

familiarity with, and a feel for, the system. It will obviously take two
to three years to develop hard data for the system suggested and in the
intervening period the numbers can only be indicative. With this in
mind, I would appreciate receiving the marked-up Report (2-1) by close
of business October 22. The new Report 2-1 plus updated versions of the
other reports contained in the attachment to this memo will be returned
to you shortly thereafter. This information will form the basis for our
next status report to Mr. McNamara.

4. The staff of the Unit are available to explain in detail the
process involved and to assist with the interpretation and updating of
data. Please contact me (ext. 8088) or Nicolas Lethbridge (ext. 5413).

AJStone idd

Distribution: Messrs. Pouliquen, Howell, Dubey, Bronfman, Glaessner,
Rajagopalan

cc: Messrs. van der Tak (CPS); Ballantine (Education); Rovani (Energy, Hater
& Tele.); Fuchs (Industrial); Kanagaratnam (Population);
Tolbert (Tourism); Willoughby (Transportation); Yudelman (Agric.
& Rural); D. Gordon (DFC); Chernick (Pol. Plan. & Prog. Rev.);
Zaidan (Prog. & Bud.)

Jayoox, Dunkerley, Churchill, Walters, Mould, Strombom,
Venkateswaran, McCulloch (Urban)



EXPLANATORY NOTES ON ATTACHED REPORTS

SOURCES OF INFORMATION

1. The primary source of information was the ad hoc questionnaires,
completed by regional staff, for all non-agriculture projects in the
FY76-80 lending program as of April 1976. These gave detailed information
on project types and locations. ;he secondary source was the preliminary
Regional Urban Poverty Programs,.1/ which listed projects which might
contain urban poverty lending. It should be noted that all but seven
agricultural sector projects are entirely excluded.

2. Population estimates for cities and touns were gathered from
country censuses or estimates from the 1975 Rand MINally Atlas.

DEFINITICON OF TERMS

3. Locational Categories: All projects or parts thereof have been
classified into one of four eategories according to location.

(a) Rural: Rural and agricultural lending is lending located in
rural areas or desiged to directly increase rural or agricultural output.
This will not necessarily coincide with the agricultural sector lending
since some of that may better be classified in one of the other categories
(see below) and because lending in other sectors, such as rural water
supply or education, should be included.

(b) Urban: Urban related lending is lending which is located in
urban areas or has a definable and direct effect on consumption, production
or access to land and services in urban areas.2/

.1/ Project-specific programs were not received from LAC and South Asia.

2/ In this exercise, URL lending was further divided into three sub-
categories:

(i) General Urban: it is known that projects or parts thereof
will be located in or impact urban areas, but it is not yet
known which specific cities or towns will be affected or the
relative size of these urban locations;

(ii) Cities: it is known that projects or parts thereof will affect
identified cities or that they are likely to be in relatively
larger urban areas; and

(iii) Towns: it is known that projects or parts thereof will affect
identified towns or that they will probably affect relatively
smaller urban areas.

a/ Urban status and size will vary for each country. In Botswana,
20,000 pop. is a large city, in Brazil, 20,000 pop. is a small
town. Urban areas have been classified into cities and towns on
an individual country basis.
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()National Spatially distributed lenin i edn hs
tmpact is indicriminate with respect to rural and e part ofthe country or which is locationally non-specific. Much of current lendin

program is spatially distributed with examples to be found in all sectors,moat notably education, telecommunications, transportation and some DFCprojects.

(d) Unidentified: Unidentified lending is a temporary residualcategory used until projects are identified sufficiently to be classified
into one of the above three categories.

4~. Allo cated/Associated Desi, ations: Urban related lending amounts
known to impact a specific urban location are "allocated" to that location.In addition, some lending is classified as spatially distributed or generalurban and is designated as "associated" with specific cities. j/ As anexample, a DFC project in Ghana (3GHADD01) has been elassified as spatiallydistributed throughout the country, but it has also been associated withAccra, which it will likely impact (see description of Cities Report below).
5. Urban Poverty Project De=2nations: A UP1 designation was givento each project which had been identified by the regions as a project wherean urban poverty element or emphasis might be incorporated. Project specificinformation on urban poverty programs was not received from LAC or South Asia.
6. A UP2 designation was given by the unit to yet other projects whichalthough not identified in the Regions as having urban poverty overtones
seemed to have that potential.

ATTACHED REPORTS

7. Pro.1ect Listing by Country: Report (2-1). This report lists allprojects and pertinent data, as just described. Column 7 gives the TotalProject Cost where an estimate has been given. Columns 8 and 9 give thespecific city or town and the proportion allocated to a specific location,or category (if the project is not directly allocated to a specific location).Columns 10 (Col. 9 x Col. 6) and 11 (Col. 9 x 7) are calculations of theallocated amount to each location or category. For a full overview, thisreport should be reviewed together with the Cities Report (see below).

8. Locational Report (1-2): This report gives totals in eachlocational category by fiscal years for each country, region, and the Bankas a whole. Actual amounts In each category as well as the correspondingpercentage@ are included. Again, please note that agricultural sectorprojects (except 7 with identified urban-related portions) are excludedfrom the entire system.

./ If a project is associated with 1 city, it has a 100% association, with2 cities, 50% and 50%. Thus, these numbers are not actual allocationsbut rather associations.
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9. Urban Related Lending, Urban Poverty Designation Report (2--2):
This report gives information from the Locational Report on a regional
basis.1/

10. Cities Repo Re ort (1-1): This report shows the identified
urban locati and distinguishes between projects which are "allocated"
and those that are "associated" (refer to para. 4 above). Colum 1 gives
the location as well as the per capita lending for each city by Allocated
projects, Associated projects, and Total projects (both Allocated and
Associated). Note that Colum 2, UPP, gives both UP1 and UP2 notations,
but the totals include UPis only (see para. 5). Colum 9 gives the
proportion of each project allocated to or associated with the specific
location. Colum 10 shows dollar amounts thus allocated or associated.

11. Miy Rankings Report (4): This gives a list of identified
cities and toms by region, with project numbers and loan/credit amounts,
ranked in several different ways. Colum 1 (Country & City Code) is an
identifier and may be used in referring to the Cities Report to find the
specific projects allocated or associated with that city.

12. Sector Report, Report (3): This gives a breakdown by sector
within each region and for the Bank as a whole. Colums 4 through 7
show for each sector the spatial distribution of lending as a percentage
of lending in the sector.

1/ For South Asia and LAO the report only shows UP2 designations since
- M prOject specific information was received.



10: Mr. J Bron1man DATE: September 27, 1576

MOM: William . Lewis

SUSJE CT: Urben Poverty Pro ram mrlementation

Since Philippe Nouvel will be away until September 28, he passed
on to me the paper from Alastair Stone on Programming Urban Poverty. Ey
comments folloy; Philippe may have some comments when he returns.

The paper illustrates well the difficulty of defining the portion
of lending oriented towards urban poverty, and I believe some problems,
remain with the proposals as they would apply to DFC and industrial
projects. The paper states that "for DFC, industry and tourism lending
the main contriibution to urban poverty programs is expected to be in terms
of the employment they create." The paper goes on to propose that a
project would be considered urban poverty lending if its total investment
cost per job were less than twice the result of dividing gross domestic
investment by the sum of current groeth in the labor force plus 1/15 of
the total current labor force (this latter term being included to account.
for replacement of capital). The paper gives some rough figures for the
cost per job below which a project would qualify for urban poverty lending.
The figure given for Kenya is US$1,700, which means that the "average''
investment cost per job is $850.

I find this figure for Kenya implausibly low for a criterion for
selecting industrial projects oriented towards the urban poor. This criterion
would limit industrial projects for urban poverty to the simplest woodworking,
metalworking, and other craft activities. These small activities do not
offer the prospect of solving a large part of the urban poverty problem of
Nairobi, for instance; there is not sufficient demand for the output of
these activities. They do have some place in the urban areas; however,
they are much more important as generators ofemployment in secondary
towns and villages. I would believe that in urban areas, larger scale
enterprises would offer more hope of being established in the near future
both to generate employment for the urban poor and to produce some of the
essential consumption items for the urban poor. These larger firms can be
organized more quickly and offer much greater total employment potential.
Unfortunitely; the technology available for most of these larger firms is
more capital intensive thn for some of the very small units. (These larger fir
would employ up to say 50 people, have total investsent costs of
$5-10,000per job, and be classified as small and medium scale industries.)
Howevr, it is also cler that attractive opportunities exist for small and
mcdium sCalc industries in Kenya at considerably ler investment costs per
job than many of the large scale induntries prevoucKly est-%blished or currently
being conyidored.

One problem ith thG criterion Meini Tvoposed mAy be t rA
any other Wrvlnn activilion are con JL :inu-ctur setins 52

W 07a>0 M*Vu tiv:11 wcr anIuae f or r. vnfa Lot yr15 A,

Y, rfy nnn 11ol!rWU ,Aait
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The second comment I have is that for DFCs in Fastern Africa, many
subprojects would probably not qualify under the employment criterion but
do produce items which are consumed to a certain extent by the urban poor
(for example oil seed crushing plants, large bakeries and textile plants).
The paper does allow for counting these types of projects, and for some
DFC's, the lending amounts for these projects will be significant.

cc: Gordon
Hidalgo
Nouvel
Levitsky
Stone, Urban Projects

WT./i-
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FROM "Thref Erkmen

SUBJECT: Uiban Poverty PrOgram Implementation

I have the following comments to offer on Mr. Jaycux's memo--

randum of September 14.

1. I am somewhat concerned at the proposal that a fixed

proportion of all urban-related Lending will be
"poverty Lending'.' Should this percentage be high, it
may well conflict with the aims of economic and financ-

ial efficiency referred to in para. 9. It may also have
a substantial impact on water pricing policies.

2. I am not enthusiastic about the proposal to extend the

Project Brief system to provide urban poverty data.

For water supply projects, accurate information on

urban poverty will be difficult enough to come, by at

appraisal; at the time of project 'identification it

would be very unreliable and to update it at six-
monthly intervals does not seem justified.

RReekie/atm
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T-.o Mr. JW. :ronen DATE: Septmeber 27, 1976
FROM: Robert Reekielti"

SUBJECT: Urhan Poverty Task Gru

As requested I attended the lunch with Mr. Jaycox. Others pre-sent were hessrs. GLaessner, HowelL, PolLan, Pouliquen, Rajagopalan andStone.

1. Mr. Jaycox reported that his memorandum of September 14 had beendiscussed at this morning's Operational Vice-Presidents' Meeting. TherewiLL be further discussions in ManiLa to determine the action to be taken.ALthough he ro longer requires comments on his memorandum hewouLd bepLeased to have any inpts which the regions care to make. Data on thedefintton--ffthee-"Target Grou5" and acceptabLe LeveL of investment perjob created wilL be circuLated tomorrow.

2. Mr. Jaycox reported that Mr. Stern, RVP S. Asia, wal rather cri-ticaL of the proposals. WhiLe he agrees with the'increased emphasis on theprobLem of urban poverty he does not agree that the targets (in doLLaramounts, as a share of urban Lending) shouLd determine the Lending programfor a country. He would much prefer to designate a specific number ofprojects as being aimed at the urban poor.

3. Much of the discussion centered on the difficuLties of identify-ing the target group and quantifying the proportion of projects directedtowards serving them. There was strong resistance to extending the pro-ject Brief system to incLude data on the urban poor.

4. It was agreed that simiLar meetings should be heLd monthly.

RReekie/atm

cc: Mr. E. Erkmen



WORLD [3ANK / INTERN/ATIONAL =INANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Edward V.K. Jaycox, Chairman, Urban Pover y Task DATE: September 27, 1976

'Group
OM: William Gilmartin, Chief Economist, ASNVP

S D ECT: Urban Poverty

1. Prescriptions to reduce urban poverty are as yet far from clear
and precise. Consequently our approach, and that of the developing
countries, to the problem requires flexibility, persuasion, experimenta-
tion and variety as among both sectors and countries.

2. It is disappointing, therefore, that the Urban Projects Department
in its proposals of September 14, for so-called " Programziing*Urban
Poverty" by the Bank, suggests a uniform aid highly mechanical approach
with appearances of relevance and precision, both of which are spurious.

3. Our reservations are not with the proposed definition of the target
urban poverty population, which seems a simple and practical approximation,
but question the value (para. 6) of the suggested further pursuit of
definitional refinements. They certainly should not become a standard
part of country economic work.

4. Neither are our reservations with the prop sals regarding urban
services and their poverty impact (as discussed in rarag-aphs 9-11) which
seem conceptually satisfactory although their operational practicability
still is not clear to us.

5. It is the remainder of the paper which gives us the greatest
difficulty because of its ambiguity and, in our view, invalid conceptual
basis. The ambiguity arises over the treatment proposed in "Programming
Urban Poverty" for "production of basic products demanded by the poor" 11,h.
(grain?) and of the criteria for qualifying investments which create
employment for inclusion in urban poverty lending. s uncle
how we are to "increase the share of Bank rnvestment spent udirectly on

i~rae outolyari supp- y 1fba, nceds to the urban poveirty
group" while,- at the--sar6 einie not wanting "to replace first order criteria.

qj- which include. financial efficiency, national priorities, instituitzlonal
viability and technical soundness". Second, it is unclear whether pro- K
k etion by the urban poor and supply of basic eonsumption goods ar equally

4 'csired objectives. Third, it is unclear whether t ie objective is only
to define under which circumstances "good poverty" labels are to be

-j ,attached to projects or whether the objective is to prov:lde guidance on -
the design of projects to alleviate urban poverty6

6. In regard to the employment of the urban poor confusion arises
from a quantitative formulation which pretends to classify investmen--->,
according to that which generates employment (jI ijip V d is-
tinguished from other employment. Leaving aside for the moment the validity
of this formulation, the range of its intended applicability is not clearly
consistent in the memo; in some placs it might be construed to be country-
wide for the whole of national fives tment, In other places to be appli icble
only within citie , or otherwise unclearly placed somewhere in between

/2



Mr. Edward V.K. Jaycox - 2 - September 27, 1976

("lending which is programmed to take place in urban areas 'or to be urban-
related'"). More important is the misconception of the attempt at a quanti-
tative formulation of appropriate nhvestment iiv-e in employment creation
which qualifies as urban poverty lending. The definition relates employment
of the poor to low capitalization per job and this seems reasonable enough. -02
But then it is proposed to set a quantitative limit of capital per job to
qualify as an urban poverty project. The calculation is reiparkable indeed.
It relates the acceptable maxidum of capital per job to the ratio of the
annual increment b-MEr'f-~~ FFY-1005'~~Tr^ET (Th'7-dcep reciation factor) to
the total gross national investment. The result tells the-maximum which
a country could afford to spend per additional job (taking account of all
kinds of jobs in all places and all sectors) if the labor force increment-
were to be fully employed each year. It makes no allowance for the backloK
of unemployed and the vast problem of underemployment which are as relevant
to the poverty problem as increments to the labor force. If a formulation 4
along the proposed lines were to include the backlog problem (unemployed A
and underemployed) the resulting permissible capital per unit of employ-
ment creation would be tiny indeed. The formulation also ignores chanes
over time. A higher capital cost investment n F ii7a e crucial to

_a 4_0 IV W4increasing moyen of urban poor in subsequent years

7 However, even accepting these deficiencies one sti l is left to
wonder at the relevance of the emerging I Otal-jb which is a

4~derived from a pattern of investfeit 7ith a. ;6i-ypodge of capital-per-
job characteristics ranging from, say, an oil refinery to a subsistence
farm. The result is a number which migh e relevant to a nati o11 e Qrt
at direct and current Prevent ion of any crease in unerployment,

+ / ard to an oth evelopment objectverthoi_ ggspe
erployment implications. But this is not what we are concerned with -
c e'EF 1yii Ti M t11Vsia where development objectives are multiple
and oncerns are with longer term as well as current employment creation.

8. ~ ence, the questionable relevance of this formulation at the
national level. What relevance it might then have, with its inclusion of
rural and all other forms of investment, as a guideline to be observed
in urban programs, and in the programs for particular cities, and for

particular sector operations in a city seems less than self-evident. The

p lyposiblejaptifgation would e the notion that asaprogramming device
~ an num i~whatever its relevance. .s2te T3.~fubr tcr

to which I do not subsribl. Again, the problem disappears i we are only
arned with labels, as has been suggested; but that cannot be the only

objective of so broad ranging an effort.

9. On this basis we are asked to define poverty-related employment
creation, and to add this to the poverty oriented proportion of investment
in urban services as a measure of the proportion of the urban lending program
devoted to urban poverty. But this is not the last step in the mechanization
process. A further prescription would be that the ratio of urban poverty
to urban lending would be at least as large as the ratio of the urban poor
to the total urban population. As a general guidnlinbgse legsj. -
enough (if we had poverty-relate ~TmiiFdTiIitions that were operatiommal iy
*fFP"TAT il and relevant) although this again should have regard, as indicated,
for other developmental objectives and their possible indirect poverty

/ 3-
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employment benefits The latter may at times outweigh the priority of

prmf and other investment which has a direct poverty identi-

fication, and it is for this that we need flexibility to allow for regional.

and sectoral variety as well a's judgments of priority. - idiA4'

10. 1 have one last but serious criticism of these proposals: they 4

are exclusively concerned with the Bank and its operations as if there

were no country considerations beyond Bank'operaLions 
in an alleviation of "7

urban poverty. There must be more to all this than just the Bank operations

At least as important, probably more so except for concern with the Bank

image, is the problem of an f eyb . Q.g y

and its place in a c r sao..rsy-t.

Perhaps again it would be more realistic and effective to weigh the relative!

countrywide priorities of immediate and direct urban poverty programming and

onger term indirect inroads against urban povert This rather crucial S 14-

roader countey oris at i in Bank's concern xWith urban poverty is

entirely missing from the Urban Projects Department's 
proposals.

11. My suggestion is that we avoid these spurious appearances of a

mechanical and precise approach to urban poverty operations, while at the

am mereogniinheneefor greater commitment to the objectives,

as well as a more rigorous conception of means 
than at present. As an

objective, and with recognition of possible other priority considerations,

the suggested aim of the Urban Department for urban poverty lending which

is as large in urban programs as the proportion of the urban poor in the

urban population seems reasonable as I have indicated. As means toward

'k this objective I E nT~e ust first delineate with some precision that

part of each urban operation that has service and employment 
benefits

for the poor. This can presumably be done without too much difficulty in

the case of urban service projects. t is

jTr AYnf lpcToT]- 7 b- ffits that can be allocated to the

urban poor. Here we would follow the lead of the Urban Department (part

way) and accept the criteria of catallabor ratios and our need to reduc A

these ratios in the'interest of increasing employment benefits for the

poor, but without attempts at precision about acceptable maxima or at

-~ ~KP<fapplyin tht s eco 1Ierthis could be done by taking our

esent pattern of capital-labor relationships in urban projects and

etting reasonable goals for their steady reduction. This, of, course,

Sc9 uld only practically be done by sectors for obvious technological and

' ot ier reasons. Aggregate or cross-sectoral averages serve little purpose.

Such an approach to the problem seems to me far more sensible and practical

than that proposed in "Programming Urban Poverty". It has the disadvantage

that only our progress toward employment of the poor through declining

ratios of capital per job would be measurable and not the. numbers ,of

additional poor actually employed. But it is doubtful that such numbers

could be produced in any case with' any degree of credibility. In this

area at any rate we might want to deal with what we can manage reasonably

tinstead of committing outselves to solve simultaneously all issues.

AA-

/ 7.
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cc. and Cleared with: Mr. Ernest Stern

cc.: Messrs. Baum, van der Tak, Israel, Lee (CPS Advisory Staff)
Ballantine, Hultin, Zymelman (Education)
Rovani, Warford, Kalbermatten (Energy, Water & Tele.)
Fuchs, Kalmanoff (Industrial)
Kanagaratnam, Messenger (Population)
Tolbert (Tourism); Willoughby (Transportation)
Yudelman, Christoffersen, Turnham, Davis, Berg (Agric. & Rural)

J- Adler , Blaxall, Wood (P&B)
D. Gordon (DFC); Duloy (DRC); Avramovic, Stoutjeskijk, Keare (Dev.Econ.)

H. Adler, Loh, Wiehen, Hablutzel, Barry, Bronfman (E. Africa)
Gue, Pouliquen, Wright, de la Renaudiere, de Azcarate, Denning (W.Africa)
Kirmani, Votaw, Hasan, Ruddy, Howell (E. Asia & Pacific)
Picciotto, Rajagopalan, Blobel, Street (S. Asia)
Knox, Pollan, Paijmans, Bart, Dubey, Finzi (EMENA)
van der Meer, Glaessner, Lerdau, Wiese, Holsen, Perez (LAC)

Dunkerley, Churchill, Walters, Mould, Strombom, Venkateswaran,
McCullocq (Urban Projects)

WGilmartin/rmh
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NAME ROOM NO.

Messrs. Jaycox/S e

APPROPRIATE DISPOSITION NOTE AND RETURN
APPROVAL NOTE AND SEND ON
COMMENT PER OUR CONVERSATION
FOR ACTION PER YOUR REQUEST

INFORMATION PREPARE REPLY

INITIAL RECOMMENDATION
NOTE AND FILE SIGNATURE

REMARKS Re: Urban Poverty

I was sorry to miss the meeting-lunch of
last week. Although I understand you no
longer require the "Regional" comments on
your memo of September 14, I attach copies
of some comments that were made by the
Education, Water Supply and DFC Divisions.

FROM JROOM NO. EXTENSION
J. Bronfman ~)5536



INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT | INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR - INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVLLOPMENT CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. J. . Bronfman DATE: September 24, 1976

FROM, G. Pet i

SUBJECT: Urban Poverty Program Implementation

.1. I have few substantive comments on the paper; in East Africa

the only major centers concerned appear. to be Kinshasa, Nairobi, and

Lusaka. We have assisted in the educational aspects of the sites and

services project in Lusaka, Nairobi, Francistown and Dar-es-Salaam and

would be glad to help in a similar way in the other major urban areas.

However, as by and large urban areas are already comparatively over-

provided with education facilities, our emphasis will continue to be on

spreading education to rura ,reas or, at least, away from the major

centers.

2. I do not like the titles of these documents: they all' seem to

imply "Urban Poverty" is a good thing, to be programmed and implemented.

Don't we need a word such as "Elimination" in them?

3. The memorandum prepared by the UORSU has passages which are

difficult to understand at least at a first reading and makes an over-
abundant use of economic jargon. It would benefit from some editing.

The responsibilities of the various elements in the Bank Group in this

exercise also need to be more clearly spelled out; for myself I trust

that this urban poverty exercise is not going to increase an already

heavy workload. On a matter of detail, specifications of education

projects are often finalized only at the very end of the project cycle,

and in some cases "detailed project information" is not available for

the "next fiscal years" (how many? two? the entire five-year program?)
as is implied at the end of para. 22.

cc: Mr. Hendry

FCGamble/GPennisi:mm



' , . , f .N IrIWJMIUNAL UANK -(N I INTERNATIONAL FINANCEASSOCIATION I RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT I CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. J.A. Bronfman DATE: September 27, 1976

FROM: Robert Reekie

SUBJECT: rbanPovert askGro

As requested I attended the lunch with Mr. Jaycox. Others pre-
sent were Messrs. Glaessner, Howell, Pollan, Pouliquen, Rajagopalan and
Stone.

1. Mr. Jaycox reported that his memorandum of September 14 had been
discussed at this morning's Operational Vice-Presidents' Meeting. There
will be further discussions in ManiLa to determine the action to be taken.
Although he no longer requires comments on his memorandum he would be
pleased to have any inbuts which the regions care to' make. Data on the
definftin-of-the-"Target~Group" and acceptable level of investment per
job created will be circulated tomorrow.

2. Mr. Jaycox reported that Mr. Stern, RVP S. Asia, wa, -rather cri-
tical of the proposals. While he agrees with the'increased emphasis on the
problem of urban poverty he does not agree that the targets (in dollar
amounts, as a share of urban Lending) should determine the lending program
for a country. He would much prefer to designate a specific number of
projects as being aimed at the urban poor.

3. Much of the discussion centered on the difficulties of identify-
ing the target group and quantifying the proportion of projects directed
towards serving them. There was strong resistance to extending the pro-
ject Brief system to include data on the urban poor.

4. It was agreed that similar meetings should be held monthly.

RReekie/atm

cc: Mr. E. Erkmen
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr J.A. Bronfman DATE: September 27, 1976

FROMf.Esref Erkmen

SUBJECT: UWbanPovertX Pr o2am Implementation

I have the following comments to offer on Mr. Jaycox's memo-
randum of September 14.

1. I am somewhat concerned at the proposal that a fixed
proportion of all urban-related lending will be
"poverty Lending.' Should this percentage be high, it
may well conflict with the aims of economic and financ-
ial efficiency referred to in para. 9. It may also have
a substantial impact on water pricing policies.

2. I am not enthusiastic about the proposal to extend the
Project Brief system to provide urban poverty data.
For water supply projects, accurate information on
urban poverty will be difficult enough to come, by at
appraisal; at the time of project 'identification it
would be very unreliable and to update it at six-
monthly intervals does not seem justified.

RReekie/atm
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. J. Bronfman DATE: September 27, 1976

FROM: William W. Lewis

SUBJECT: Urban Poverty Program Implementation

Since Philippe Nouvel will be away until September 28, he passed
on to me the paper from Alastair Stone on Programming Urban Poverty. My
cbmments follow; Philippe may have some comments when he returns.

The paper illustrates well the difficulty of defining the portion
of lending oriented towards urban poverty, and I believe some problems
remain with the proposals as they would apply to DFC and industrial
projects. The paper states that "for DFC, industry and tourism lending
the main contribution to urban poverty programs is expected to be in terms
of the employment they create." The paper goes on to propose that a
project would be considered urban poverty lending if its total investment
cost per job were less than twice the result of dividing gross domestic
investment by the sum of current growth in the labor force plus 1/15 of
the total current labor force (this latter term being included to account
for replacement of capital). The paper gives some rough figures for the
cost per job below which a project would qualify for urban poverty lending.
The figure given for Kenya is US$1,700, which means that the "average"
investment cost per job is $850.

I find this figure for Kenya implausibly low for a criterion for
selecting industrial projects oriented towards the urban poor. This criterion
would limit industrial projects for urban poverty to the simplest woodworking,
metalworking, and other craft activities. These small activities do not
offer the prospect of solving a large part of the urban poverty problem of
Nairobi, for instance; there is not sufficient demand for the output of
these activities. They do have some place in the urban areas; however,
they are much more important as generators of employment in secondary
towns and villages. I would believe that in urban areas, larger scale
enterprises would offer more hope of being established in the near future
both to generate employment for the urban poor and to produce some of the
essential consumption items for the urban poor. These larger firms can be
organized more quickly and offer much greater total employment potential.
Unfortunately, the technology available for most of thebe larger firms is
more capital intensive than for some of the very small units. (These larger firn
would employ up to say 50 people, have total investment costs of
$5-l0,0o0 per job, and be classified as small and medium scale industries.)
However, it is also clear that attractive opportunities exist for small and
medium scale industries in Kenya at considerably lower investment costs per
job than many of the large scale industries previously established or currently
being considered.

One problem with the criterion being proposed may be that trade
and other-service activities are combined with manufacturing in setting the
threshold.- I believe that if the threshold were calculated for manufacturing
-alone according to the proposed rule, then the threshold would be higher
and would perhaps place many small and medium scale industries into the
urban poverty group.
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The second comment I have is that for DFCs in Eastern Africa, many
subprojects would probably not qualify under the employment criterion but
do produce items which are consumed to a certain extent by the urban poor
(for example oil seed crushing plants, large bakeries and textile plants).
The paper does allow for counting these types of projects, and for some
DFC's, the lending amounts for these projects will be significant.

cc: Gordon
Hidalgo
Nouvel
Levitsky
Stone, Urban Projects

va/lj
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Alastair Stone DATE: September 23, 1976

FROM: Stephen Denning

SUBJECT: Urban Poverty Programming

1. I have the following comments on your memorandum of September l4
on the Urban Poverty Program Implementation. I am attaching a paper cur-
rently being reviewed by Mr. Blaxall, the Program Coordinators and Mr. John
King which discusses the overall programming system. It spells out the main
assumptions on which my comments are based, namely:

(a) the present programming system does not work very well. In
particular, the formulation and appraisal of substantive
assistance objectives is now systematically carried out only
at the project level. Planning at the country, regional and
Bank level is largely in terms of proxy objectives. The weak-
nesses of the present system are structural, and not the re-
sults of the recent budget exercise.

(b) the systematic formulation of substantive assistance objectives
is supposed to take place at the country level in the CPP. In
practice, this does not happen very satisfactorily.

(c) dollar amounts of IBRD/IDA commitments are decided on a country
basis by the President and Senior Vice President. The current
management philosophy does not really admit regional allocations,

despite occasional indications to the contrary.

2. One of the problems you face is that you are attempting to plan the
urban sector at a Bank-wide level. This is going to be very difficult, given
the absence of systematic planning at the Bank-wide level in other sectors.

3. You also appear to be attempting to establish substantive planning at
the regional level. Whatever the merits of this approach, it is not easy to
reconcile with the current management philosophy that substantive planning should
be done at the country level. Substantive regional planning in the urban sector
can be attempted, but it will be anomalous so long as other sectors are not
planned in this way. The formulation of regional lending targets does not fit
in very easily to the notion that lending resources are essentially allocated
on a country basis.

4. It seems to me unlikely that "definitive Regional Urban Poverty Pro-
grams will eventually emerge from the CPP process." Even if the CPP process
worked much better than it does noy, it is aimed at formulating country objec-

tives. The regional lending program is continuously fluctuating reconciliation
of the various country objectives with regional staff resources. So long as

the Bank plans substantively at the country level, the regional program will

probably never be "definitive." So long as the CPPs fail to spell out substantive
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country objectives, the regional lending program will be largely a paper
exercise beyond the second year. This is particularly the case with the
regional lending program prepared as part of the budget exercise.

5. In effect, I feel that the proposals for urban programming may
not take sufficiently into account either the structural weaknesses of the
present programming system or the assumptions on which it rests. By pro-
posing different assumptions for urban programming, you risk creating
further hurdles in the way of integrating the overall programming system,
as well as seriously jeopardizing the success of your own programming pro-
posals. It seems to me premature to propose detailed programming procedures
for the urban sector, when the overall programming procedures are under
review. What might be useful is to join forces with Mr. Blaxall, who is
working on the overall programming system, and Mr. Lethem, who is working
on the project brief, to come up with an integrated system that meets
everyone's criteria.

Attachment

cc: Messrs. Jaycox (without attachment)
Thalwitz " "
Gue " "
Pouliquen "
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Programming of Lending 9/9/T

1. This note sets out the preliminary findings of a review of the

system for the programming of lending. It is put forward as a basis for

discussion to determine whether it could constitute a first step towards

clarifying and codifying the existing system. It is set out as follows:

Page

I. Introduction ...... 5.......................... 5

II. The CPP Process ............................ 9
III. Ongoing Decision Making Processes ............. 29

A. Generation Selection and Development
of Projects ...... .................. 29

B. Dollar Levels of IBRD/IDA Commitments ..... 37

C. Budget Process ......................... ** 43

IV. Integration of the System ..................... 45

V. Alternatives ........................ . 47

VI. Conclusion ................................ 49

Annex I Participative Decision-Making
Annex II Summary Analysis of a CPP
Technical Supplement.

Summary

2. The review starts from two basic premises:

(a) 'that the CPP should be the principal instrument for defining the

Bank Group's posture towards member countries and for directing

the Bank's activities in support of their development efforts

(0.M.1.12);

(b) that the country allocations of IBRD and IDA lending should be

decided by the President and Senior Vice President.

These two principles are given as basic elements of the Bank's management

philosophy.

3. Section II deals with the CPP which is found to be unsatisfactory

as a planning instrument. The reasons are discussed in paras. 10-12 and
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illustrated in a detailed analysis and evaluation of ten recent CPPs, an

example of which is contained in Annex II. To make the CPP a better

planning instrument, para 13 recommends that the following steps be taken:

(a) confirm that the CPP's main role is as a planning instrument;

(b) give more prominence in the CPP process to setting country

assistance objectives for the Bank Group;

(c) require each CPP to formulate explicitly the principal assistance

objectives of the Bank Group in the country;

(d) encourage each CPP to distinguish and segregate country assistance

objectives into cross-sectoral and inter-sectoral objectives;

(e) require each CPP to formulate the principal objectives of the

Bank in each sector in which the Bank is active;

(f) require each CPP to appraise the intra-sectoral objectives it

formulates in the light of the principal country objectives;

(g) require each CPP to appraise the proposed lending program in the

light of the principal country and sectoral objectives;

(h) encourage each CPP to relate the principal country assistance

objectives to the relevant decisions to be made;

(i) reduce the present emphasis in the CPP process on level of dollar

commitments in the country;

(j) make one emphasis of the CPP review process an appraisal of the

CPP as a planning instrument;

(k) develop procedures to integrate the Bank's country and sector

objectives approved in the CPP process into the day-to-day decision-

making procedures of the Bank.
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4. Section III deals with the ongoing decision-making processes:

(a) generation, selection and development of projects

The main points are:

(i) the project-specific lending program provides an acceptable

conceptual framework, though the implicit priorities should

be made explicit (paras 17-18);

(ii) a choice needs to be made between centralized decision-making

in the region and participative decision-making by the country

program divisions (para 19-21 and Annex 1);

(iii) the criteria for programming decisions should be made explicit

(para 22-23);

(iv) successive iterations of the Regional Lending Program should

be on fixed rhythms (para 24).

(b) dollar levels of IBRD/IDA commitments

The main points are:

(i) top management decision-making should be focused mainly on

the first three years (para 26(a));

(ii) top management should always exercise its right to review

the country implications of new Regional Lending Programs

(para 26(b) and (c));

(iii) the concept of the "two-year approved base" for a country

should be made explicit (para 27);

(iv) the main decision-making process should be by Bank-wide

allocation supported by the CPP analysis (para 28);
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(v) systematic procedures should be developed to permit top

management to expand, contain or reduce overall lending

amounts while expanding, containing or reducing the

numbers of projects (para 29).

(c) budget process

The main points are:

(i) if the budget preparation includes project-specific detail

in support, the implications in terms of country lending

allocations should be reviewed and approved by top manage-

ment (para 31);

(ii) an annual plan and timetable for preparing the budget should

be established (para 32);

(iii) the possibility of maintaining a margin between the World

Bank Lending Program and the aggregated Regional Lending

Programs should be retained (para 33).

5. Section IV deals briefly with the integration of the CPP into

the ongoing decision-making processes including the Regional Lending Program,

the Monthly Status Report, the project brief, issues paper memoranda to the

Loan Committee, ad hoc memoranda to the Senior Vice President and the budget

process. The integration is only possible if the CPP has formulated meaningful

substantive objectives for the Bank in the country.

6. Section V glances briefly at other avenues which might be explored,

including:
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(a) the formulation of substantive objectives at the project, re-

gional and Bank levels; and at the country level other than by

the CPP;

(b) the possibility for a region to use the old operations program

concept;

(c) the use of the programming system to deal with bunching;

(d) clarification of terminology.

I. INTRODUCTION

7. If planning consists of a systematic appraisal and formulation

of objectives and of the actions necessary to achieve those objectives,

then the first step in the planning process is to ascertain overall objec-

tives. In the case of the Bank, the overall objective is, broadly speaking, to

lend for development. The meaning of "development" is spelled out in speeches,

books and articles of the President and senior staff, the decisions of the

President and Senior Vice President, sector policy papers, special studies,

manual statements and staff inputs, rather than in any single document. The

Bank's assistance objectives are sometimes classified into resource transfer

objectives and technical assistance objectives (using "technical assistance"

in the widest sense to include policy formulation, project design, project

implementation techniques, training, institution-building and the like). The

dollar level of loan/credit commitments is frequently used as a proxy for

resource transfer and, for want of something better, the number of projects is

treated as a proxy for the technical assistance objective. While these proxies

are quantifiable and precise, there is a constant need "
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to distinguish them from the substantive objectives they represent. As

the only "hard" element available to measure the "soft" objectives which

constitute the institution's mission, these proxy objectives tend to dominate

discussions of programming and budgeting. At the aggregate Bank wide level,

the proxy objectives are very important for external presentation purposes.

However, while proxy objectives are important as measures of progress towards

substantive objectives, they are not objectives per se. Committing funds and

approving projects constitute necessary, but not sufficient, conditions for

ensuring that resources are transferred or that technical assistance objectives

will be met. Meaningful planning requires going beyond the proxy objectives

to see what substantive objectives are involved.

8. The Bank's overall substantive objectives are broad and flexi-

ble enough to permit a very wide range of activities in different circumstances.

The breadth and flexibility of these overall objectives, while perhaps

inevitable given the diversity of our borrowing countries and the ambiguities

of development, underline the managerial need to spell out what exactly are

the strategies that the Bank is pursuing in different places at different

times. For reasons of management philosophy and political practicality, the

Bank spells out its substantive objectives mainly in terms of individual

countries. The principal instrument for doing this has been the CPP prepared

annually or biennially. Insofar as CPPs formulate meaningful objectives and

insofar as the lending which takes place meets these objectives, then there

are at least the rudiments of a rational planning system.
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CHART 1
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While many different planning systems could be designed for the Bank, the

approach suggested in this paper is to take this basic outline and make it

work more effectively.

9. Each CPP review results in an approved 5-year lending program for

the country. However, the lending programs of the Bank are subject to great

uncertainty. Even in the short run, it is impossible to predict accurately

the performance of countries or the progress in processing particular proj-

ects. In the medium and longer term, the formulation of lending programs,

often involving unidentified projects of unknown content, remains a highly

speculative affair. No matter how carefully a CPP is prepared, the lending
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ing program contained in it is rapidly overtaken by subsequent decisions

taken in the light of changing circumstances. If the end result of the

CPP process is simply an approved lending program, it is difficult to see

how the CPP will ever be more than a passing incident in an unending series

of revised lending programs. If the CPP process is to have enduring value,

it must be recognized, on the one hand, that decision-making in regard to

the lending program goes on in a more or less continuous fashion and, on

the other hand, that this continuous decision-making should be governed by

the country assistance objectives formulated, appraised and approved in

the CPP process. In effect, the most important end result of the CPP

process should be, not the approved lending program, but rather the approved

country assistance objectives. Thus the simplified picture shown above in

Chart I has to be modified to show the ongoing decision-making processes

(excluding control):
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II. THE CPP PROCESS

10. If the argument in the preceding section is accepted, the primary

function of the CPP process should be the formulation and appraisal of the

country assistance objectives of the Bank Group and of the actions needed to

achieve those objectives. The CPP process may also serve as a briefing

mechanism for management, though care needs to be taken that this does not

overload the process with excessive quantities of material, or unnecessarily

duplicate other briefings. The CPP process may also be a decision-making

process in which specific country lending programs are approved. In this

area, however, the CPP process has to compete with other decision-making

mechanisms (including the Monthly Status Report, the Regional Lending Program,

Loan Committee memoranda and various ad hoc memor&Cda to senior management)

which are generally more timely for the issues involved. If the CPP process

is merely a decision-making process for specific country lending programs,

then it is bound to become the poor relation of.the other processes in the

system, because it is so cumbersome. If the CPP is to be the principal

instrument for planning lending operations in a country, it must guide and

coordinate the decision-making that goes on throughout the year. It can only

do this if it sets objectives, that are clear, specific, easily accessible,

authoritative and capable of being monitored. This section reviews how far

the existing CPP process succeeds in setting country assistance objectives and

then discusses how it might be made more effective.
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11. To assess the effectiveness of the current CPP process in setting

country assistance objectives for the purpose of guiding subsequent decision-

making, a representative set of ten recent CPPs was selected:Botswana, Brazil,

Cameroon, Gambia, Jordan, Philippines, Senegal, Sri Lanka, Tanzania and

Tunisia. An effort was then made to extract the Bank's country development

objectives which were explicitly formulated or implicitly alluded to in these

CPPs. An example of these analyses is set out in Annex II. An evaluation was

then attempted of these CPPs as instruments for setting the Bank's country

assistance objectives which might guide and coordinate subsequent decision-

making in respect of Bank activities in the countries.

12. All of the CPPs were successful as briefing documents in describing

what was being planned in the way of lending for the relevant countries.

All of the strategies discussed were broadly consistent with overall Bank

policies and objectives. Nevertheless the particular way in which the CPPs

formulated country assistance objectives may be limiting the effectiveness of

the process in guiding and coordinating subsequent decision-making:

(a) inaccessibility of the objectives

While the CPPs do formulate objectives in such a way as to permit a

diligent reader to find them, the country assistance objectives do

not always emerge clearly, obviously and unambiguously. In no case

did the decision as contained in the postscript (where available)

or the Summary and Conclusions explicitly restate the main country

assistance objectives. Both the postscript and the Summary and
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Conclusions seemed to be mainly concerned with the proxy objective

of the size of the lending program. The Postscript usually noted

that the composition of the lending program was satisfactory without

reference to the substantive objectives being pursued. In only two

of the CPPs were the main objectives presented in such a way that

the reader would find them easily and unambiguously (e.g. by under-

lining or indenting in subparagraphs). In most cases, the objectives

are embedded in the text, often in the middle of a paragraph,

sometimes without any indication whether they are essential or

dispensable parts of the overall strategy. These practices have

several important consequences. First, because the objectives are

presented in such a casual manner, no one is completely certain that

they have received management scrutiny or that they are in fact

authoritative.Secondly, there is no established consensus as to the

precise objectives being pursued in a country so that subsequent

decision-making has no agreed framework in which to operate.

(b) failure to organize objectives

It is clear that the Bank is always pursuing a multiplicity of

inter-related objectives in any one country. The large numbers

of objectives stated or alluded to in the CPPs is more apparent

when the objectives are set out exhaustively than when they are

buried in 20-25 pages of tightly argued prose. Once the objec-

tives have been identified, it is not always easy to determine

the relationships and priorities between different objectives.

In some cases, little attempt is made to distinguish central
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from peripheral objectives: the prose flows on, steadily

accumulating worthwhile objectives, but scarcely pausing to

assess their significance or their implications. In other

cases, "primary" objectives are identified, followed by "key"

objectives, "major" objectives, "essential" elements, "urgently

needed" items and "important" aspects of the strategy, so that

the primacy of the primary objectives is not entirely unambi-

guous. In a very few cases, there is a well-ordered set of

objectives with clear relationships and priorities established

between them. However, the more general impression is one

of the fuzziness reminiscent of those political party platforms

which promise something for everyone. Such CPPs suffer the

normal fate of political platforms--rapid oblivion--because

they offer little guidance for future action.

(c) proxy objectives

As noted above, the number of projects financed is generally the

only quantifiable proxy for the broad technical assistance objec-

tives of the Bank Group. While scarcely anyone would argue that

the number of projects financed is significant except insofar

as it represents progress towards the substantive objectives,

it is very tempting to save the trouble of spelling out what

these other substantive objectives are. In dealing with aggre-

gates such as the World Bank Lending Program or a Regional Lending

Program, the use of proxy objectives may be the only practical
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way of conducting any meaningful discourse. But in the case of a

single project or a single sector in a single country, the reliance

on proxy objectives is less justifiable. Yet a surprisingly large

number of sector discussions in CPPs fall into the following

pattern: start by describing the usually enormous problems

affecting the sector, indicate the major components of the most

recent project already financed and finish with the statement

"A th project is scheduled for FY ___." The implication

seems to be: " with a target so big, we can't miss: any project

is bound to do some good. There is no shortage of worthwhile

objectives. Let's leave it to the identification mission to see

what they can come up with." If it is decided that, as a practical

matter, this approach works well enough, then the pretence of a

major planning role for the CPP can be abandoned and it can be

replaced with very much simpler briefing mechanisms.

(d) concentration on level of lending

The major theme of all the CPPs is the level of dollar commitments

in the country. This is the main thrust of every Summary and Con-

clusions and is referred to in every available Postscript. Seven of

the ten CPPs propose larger lending programs. Much of the accent

throughout these CPPs is on showing in subtle ways that a larger

program is warranted. Now no one would deny that resource transfer

is a major objective of the Bank or that level of commitment is a

relatively good measure of it. However, few would argue that it is

the only objective and many would say that it is less important

than the broad technical assistance objectives of the institution.
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Yet a disproportionate effort in the principal planning process

of the Bank-the CPP process--seems to be devoted to obtaining

a larger share of the available lending res'ources for the country

in question. Since the overall level of available lending resources

is determined in advance by exogenous factors, it may be that some

of the effort now put into trying to increase the country's share of

lending resources could more usefully be directed to formulating and

appraising more thoroughly the broad technical assistance objectives

of the Bank in each country.

(e) objectives too detailed

In one sense, objectives can never be too detailed. The more one

is able to analyze the detailed implications of a general objec-

tive, the more chance one has of being able to reach it. However,

in a constantaly changing situation, it is not enough to work

out the detailed implications once. They have to be worked out

again each time there is a change in the situation. If this is

not practicable, then the detailed implications of the plan

rapidly become useless, except as a "snapshot" of how things

were at one point of time in the past. Unfortunately this seems

to be the fate of much of the planning done in the CPP process.

For example, the 5-year lending program, complete with percentage

distribution of lending by sector calculated to the first decimal

place, is rapidly outdated by subsequent decision-making in the
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light of new events. Likewise, a plan to have a project in the

south is not much use when the government insists on the project

being in the north. The point is that the'CPP should endeavor

to spell out objectives which can guide subsequent day-to-day

decision-making rather than be overtaken by it. This means

formulating objectives at a sufficient level of generality that

they continue to be meaningful despite changes in circumstances.

Thus an explicit objective to have a project which benefits

poor farmers currently without extension services may, in some

circumstances, be more meaningful than an objective to have a

project in the south. On the other hand, objectives need to be

sufficiently specific to have an operational impact. Thus an

objective "to provide meaningful support for the government's

development efforts" may not be particularly helpful. It is a

matter of judgment in any case as to what is the most appropriate

level of generality. As a rule, the CPPs tend to set

objectives which are too specific to have enduring meaning.

(f) lack of explicit connections between objectives and decisions

The idea of planning is that the objectives should lead the deci-

sion-making, not follow it in a kind of ex-post rationalization

of what happened. Yet the CPPs give little sign that the objectives

are driving the decision-making. In only one of the sample cases

was the lending program systematically evaluated against all the

main objectives. More typically each new project discussed generated

a new objective which "justified" the project. There was virtually

no discussion of alternative ways of reaching the objectives more
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ently or effectively. The CPPs tended to discuss the 5-year

lending program as a whole without distinguishing between the

different kinds of decisions which are relevant at different time

periods. There is little indication in the CPPs that the Bank is

rigorously pursuing a firm set of country objectives (except detail-

ed project-specific objectives). There is instead an atmosphere of

improvisation within a very broad framework of alternative objec-

tives. In the circumstances of the Bank, some might argue that this

is a defensible style of work for the reasons discussed below in

para 14. However, it leaves essentially no planning role for the

CPP. If the goal is to make the CPP a meaningful planning instrument,

then some changes are needed.

13. To make the CPP a meaningful planning instrument, the following

actions seem necessary:

(a) confirm that the CPP's main role is planning

The first step is to make clear that CPP's unique function is as

a planning instrument. Currently some see it as a cumbersome

briefing document. Some see it as a decision-making instrument,

competing ineffectively with other day-to-day decision-making

mechanisms (such as the Monthly Status Report, Memoranda to the

Loan Committee and ad hoc memoranda) and use the CPP principally

as a lever to try to get more resources for the country in question.

It may at one time have been envisaged as a "program" document in

the PPBS sense, containing both inputs and outputs, though this has

proved to be impracticable for the reasons given below in para 30.
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Unfortunately O.M.1.12 does not really clarify the matter. To

remove the ambiguity, O.M. 1.12 should be modified to state that

planning should be the CPP's principal function, with all

other functions subsidiary to this. There are various indirect ways

in which management can also make this understood, including the

steps listed below. But the first step is to make explicit in the

Operational Memorandum that the CPP's primary purpose is planning,

i.e. the systematic formulation and appraisal of objectives and of

the actions necessary to achieve those objectives. Needless

to say, the CPP would continue to report on the country's own

objectives and performance and overall external assistance. It

would continue to relate to the Bank's assistance on a 5-year

horizon. It would continue to attach a project-specific 5 year

country lending program. The CPP as a plan would be expected to

have a useful life of at least a year, though it would be recognized

that the project-specific lending program would probably undergo

changes in the subsequent day-to-day decision-making described below

in Section III.

(b) give more prominence in the CPP process to setting
country assistance objectives for the Bank

There are various ways in which objective setting could be given

more prominence. One possibility would be to supplement the

current Postscript by a concise formal statement of the principal

country and sectoral assistance objectives. Another possibility is

to have the Summary and Conclusions restate the principal country

and sectoral assistance objectives. The standard format might be:

"The principal country assistance objectives of the Bank are:
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(a) to help benefit lower income people; (b) ....... (c) .........

etc. The principal inter-sectoral objectives are: (a) to devote

at least one third of our lending in FY79 and FY80 to rural

development projects; (b) .......... (c)......... etc. The

principal assistance objectives in the agriculture sector are

(a) to develop rural development projects which raise incomes

and productivity of poor farmers in the densely populated

groundnut basin; (b) ...... (c) ......... etc."

(c) require each CPP to formulate explicitly the principal assistance

objectives for the Bank in the country

The full articulation of all the objectives of the Bank in a

country could result in an enormous number of objectives. Large

numbers of objectives can be systematically represented in network

form, and such exhaustive presentation might be encouraged

in the CPP process. Nevertheless, it is not possible for managers

to concentrate equally on large numbers of objectives and the

attempt to do so can easily diffuse their efforts. This is

particularly critical for programming decisions where managers

are often trying to decide the relative priorities of projects in

different countries. It is, therefore, suggested that the CPP

should select from among the many aims relating to the country, the

principal assistance objectives, i.e. the objectives that will

make the greatest difference in the Bank's work from the point

of view of accomplishing the Bank's overall development

objectives In formulating objectives, the planner should try

to foresee the kind of issues that are going to arise in the
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course of the year so as to establish in advance a framework

for resolving them. Selecting the principal objectives in this

context is not necessarily the same as selecting the essential

objectives. For instance, an objective to lend for economically

viable projects is very important, but to emphasize it would have

very little impact because the Bank does it automatically. Hence,

it is not appropriate in this context as a principal objective for

the Bank in a country. The kind of objective which may be appro-

priate, for instance, is to help raise incomes and productivity of

lower income people. Relevant objectives will often involve changes,

but equally may concern continuation of existing policies, especially

where such policies may be considered controversial, e.g. to continue

lending for traditional infrastructure projects. The idea of making

the principal objectives explicit is to clarify the direction, the

image, the tone and even the philosophy underlying a complex set of

activities, so that all the institution's efforts pull in the same

direction.

(d) encourage each CPP to distinguish and segregate country assistance

objectives into cross-sectoral and inter-sectoral objectives

In some of the sample CPPs, the discussion of country strategy

amounted to little more than a discussion of the sectoral content

of the lending program, e.g. "to focus our assistance on agriculture

and to a lesser extent on transport." Objectives of this sort (here-

after called inter-sectoral objectives) are very close to being mere

proxy objectives and by themselves constitute an inadequate consi-

deration of strategy. The substantive planning issue is: why are

we focussing on agriculture? The answer in terms of substantive
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objectives at the country level tends to be cross-sectoral in

nature, e.g. to help relieve the balance of payments or to benefit

lower income people. To lessen the risk of country stragegy dis-

cussion degenerating into the formulation of mere proxy or inter-

sectoral objectives, it is suggested that CPPs should systematically

distinguish and segregate cross-sectoral and inter-sectoral objectives.

The principal country assistance objectives would normally be

cross-sectoral in nature.

(e) require each CPP to formulate explicitly the principal objectives

for the Bank in each sector in which the Bank is active

Conditions in different sectors may vary considerably, resulting

in, different emphases in Bank activities. These emphases should

be made explicit in the CPP by the formulation of objectives going

beyond the standard "A th project is scheduled for FY ."

The standard format might be: "The principal assistance objectives

of the Bank in the industrial sector are: (a) to help expand and

diversify financial and technical assistance programs for small and

medium scale industries: (b) ....... (c) ........ etc."

(f) require each CPP to appraise the intra sectoral objectives it

formulates in the light of the principal country objectives

Planning includes the systematic appraisal of objectives. If the

CPP is to be a meaningful planning instrument, it must start taking

the appraisal of objectives more seriously, rather than using an

undetermined list of objectives as a device for ad hoc rationaliza-

tions. It is not implied that all the principal sectoral objectives

could be related to the principal country objectives. One would

however expect some degree of correspondence.
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(g) require each CPP to appraise the proposed lending program in

the light of the principal country and sectoral objectives

The idea of formulating objectives is to affect decision-making

throughout the coming year. As a start in this direction, the

current lending program attached to the CPP should be analyzed

in the light of the principal objectives. Possible alternative

ways of achieving the objectives more efficiently or effectively

might be discussed in the CPP.

(h) encourage each CPP to relate the principal country assistance

objectives to the relevant decisions to be made

The major distinction to be drawn relates to different time

periods ahead. For the projects in the first and second year

ahead, the issue is generally, given the projects we have,

what can be done to maximize the contribution to our country

objectives? For projects in the third and fourth year, the

issue is: what implications will our objectives have for the

selection of projects during the course of the next year or so?

For the fifth and sixth year, the issue generally is: what new

lines of activity should we be developing given our country

objectives?

(M) diminish the current emphasis in the CPP process on level of

dollar commitments in the country

The main way of doing this will be to encourage concentration

on more productive topics such as the formulation and apprai-

sal of country assistance objectives. However, there may be

other indirect methods for de-emphasizing the level of lending
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issues. One possibility might be to make the matter more open

by having a formal "advocacy" section in which the case could be

made for a level of lending higher than the'2 year approved base

(see paras 27-28). Explicit evaluations of the case for increasing

lending might be made by top management in order to prepare for the

contingency that more funds may become available if other countries

drop from the program. Another possibility would be to confirm that

the principal process for deciding country levels of lending is an

annual Bankwide allocation by country of IBRD and IDA funds for the

two years ahead. The "advocacy" section in the CPP would then be

directed towards any proposed modification to this allocation. The

CPP as a whole would be directed towards establishing the two year

base in the next Bank-wide allocation. Another possibility would be

to reduce the formal decisions on dollar commitments from a horizon

of five to three years so that the argumentation and decision-making

would be focused on the real issues. The final two years could be

retained for the purposes of illustration and aggregation but

normally excluded from the decision-making (see below para 28).

(j) make the emphasis of the CPP review process an appraisal of the

CPP as a planning instrument.

The current CPP review process tends to be issue-oriented. In

effect, reviewers try to find issues for discussion, often by

searching for unusual aspects or apparent gaps in the lending

program or opposing the almost standard proposal to increase

lending. While the latter function is probably inevitable, the

search for aspects of the program to challenge is probably counter-

productive. CPP writers quickly learn to defend themselves
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by providing rationales for everything. The result is an

"issue-free" paper, except possibly for one or two token

issues almost deliberately left in for discussion purposes

(e.g. to put in Reserve an extremely attractive project or

to include an apparently unattractive project in the lending

program). Reviewers could help the CPP become a serious plan-

ning instrument. The first step at the working level might

consist of pointing out to the writer, as appropriate, the

large number of unorganized objectives, the lack of clear

priority among them, the emptiness of objectives such as

"to schedule a project in FY80," the difficulty of identifying

the objectives in the CPP as written, the lack of explicit

relationship between the principal objectives and the program

and so on. At a higher level, the reviewers should explicitly

assess the CPP as a planning instrument, asking: does it

systematically formulate and appraise the Bank's objectives

in the country and the actions necessary to achieve those

objectives? In effect, a "good" CPP should be one that not

only tells it like it is, but also serves a useful purpose in

subsequent decision-making by staff and management during the

year.

(k) develop procedures for integrating the Bank's country and sector

objectives approved in the CPP process into the day-to-day

decision-making procedures of the Bank

The approval of the CPP should be the beginning of its

effective life, not the end as now tends to be the case.
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The first step is to produce it in such a way that it can be useful.

The second step is to devise procedures which ensure that it is used

in the subsequent decision-making. The basis for such procedures

will be outlined in the following sections.

14. It should be noted that the recommendations for the CPP rest on

the following assumptions:

(a) that planning is desirable

Though rarely questioned openly, planning is sometimes covertly

questioned by an emphasis on intuitive judgments, flexibility

and keeping options open. A planning approach does not imply

that decisions are not made on the basis of judgments. The question

is whether those judgments have to be made in the mists of inadequate

information, undefined issues and a welter of conflicting personal

opinions or whether they can be made on the basis of adequate,

reliable information, relevant experience and clearly drawn issues.

The planning approach emphasizes "procedural rationality" in which

established procedures, common frames of reference for discussion

and agreed kinds of information to collect facilitate rational

discourse within the organization.

(b) that planning at the country level on an annual or biennial basis

is possible and desirable

The CPP process depends on the ability to formulate enduring

guidance for work on the country. The approved lending program

in the CPP does not achieve this because it changes too rapidly.

The viability of the CPP process depends on the ability to
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formulate something of sufficient generality that it will have

lasting validity, yet of sufficient specificity that it is useful.

(c) that the CPP review process can permit open communication

To be useful, objectives have to be specific and may imply change.

But if they are specific and if they imply change, they inevitably

call into question some of the things currently being done. If the

review process is characterized by a search for points to challenge,

then the reviewers can easily use the objectives to attack the

program. The CPP writers will protect themselves by making objec-

tives more general, so that the objectives no longer imply change.

As a result, the CPP as a planning process is seriously weakened,

and effective country planning is done outside the CPP process or

not at all. Successful implementation of the recommendations

depends on the possibility of open communication. One important

element will be the awareness on the part of writers and reviewers

that meaningful objectives often imply change, that change takes

time and that not all the current activities of the Bank fit our

principal objectives. However the open recognition of this fact is a

prerequisite to doing domething about it. Otherwise the planning

process consists of producing objectives to justify the status

quo.

(d) that the CPP can serve many purposes

The idea of an instrument which not only formulates overall

objectives, but also requests specific decisions on level of

lending, is ambitious. There is a very serious risk that unless
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writers and reviewers display considerable skill, an advocacy

approach to the level of lending will prevent the formulation

of specific objectives.

(e) that is is possible to reach agreement on priorities between

objectives

The complexity and ambiguity of the Bank's activities is undeniable.

It is inevitable that in any country a wide range of interrelated

objectives are being pursued. In fact, it might be helpful on an

experimental basis to introduce into some CPPs a comprehensive

statement of objectives in a systematic fashion, e.g. in the form of

a hierarchical network. What is being proposed is, first, that

the implications of pursuing many objectives should be examined with

more intellectual seriousness; secondly that, insofar as it is

impractical to pursue large numbers of objectives with equal atten-

tion, priorities should be indicated between objectives; and thirdly

that the objectives, once formulated, appraised and approved, should

play a central role in subsequent decision-making. If this is

not possible then it implies that planning at the country level

is not possible and the attempt to do it by the CPP process should

be abandoned.

(f) that the formulation of objectives is not viewed as an undesirable

loss of flexibility

Planning involves choice. The choice once made means a loss of

the options excluded by the choice. The number of options excluded

depends on the specificity of the plan. For instance a plan to
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"do something" excludes only one option i.e. "doing nothing".

The degree of specificity of a plan is one of the most important

decisions a manager has to make. It is true that, once set,

objectives can take over. If they are inappropriate and pursued

mindlessly, they can lead an institution astray. However, the

concept of planning proposed here is a dynamic one of defining

development objectives, devising alternative ways of achieving

those objectives, evaluating these alternatives, questioning

the objectives and the assumptions underlying the evaluation,

opening new alternatives and establishing new objectives, and

so on indefinitely. On this basis, the concept should increase

actual flexibility by encouraging the systematic consideration

of alternatives. The concept is proposed in opposition to an

approach in which the lending of the Bank is determined by

improvising projects within an undetermined range of alternative

objectives. If the latter approach is to prevail, then it should

be adopted explicitly so that the elaborate planning machinery

now in place can be dismantled and replaced with simple briefing

mechanisms.

(g) that effective planning is not excluded by uncertainty

Uncertainty creates a dilemma. On the one hand the more uncertain

a situation the more difficult it is to plan. On the other hand,

the more uncertain a situation, the greater the need to plan so

as to anticipate difficulties and to take advantage of opportuni-

ties. The question is not whether to plan or not, but rather
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how to match the level of generality of the plan to the relevant

time horizon and the frequency of decision-making. Many of the

current problems with the CPP stem from the attempt to plan on

an annual or biennial basis to a degree of detail which is

inconsistent with the fundamental uncertainty of the subject

matter. The appropriate solution is not to abandon any attempt

at planning, but rather to plan at an appropriate level of

generality.

(h) the Bank can and should formulate its own objectives

The recommendations assume that although the Bank is involved

in a cooperative enterprise with its borrowers, it should

formulate its own strategy as to what it is trying to

accomplish. Even if its objective is to help the borrower

pursue the borrower's own strategy, the Bank still has to

determine in what sector, in what form and to what extent

it is going to help the borrower. The notion that the Bank

simply reacts to what the borrower proposes is not supported

by analysis. As noted in a recent OED study, as many as 40%

of projects are seen in retrospect as having been conceived

by the Bank before the borrower. Even if 100% of projects

were conceived by borrowers and submitted to the Bank, the

Bank would still have to devise a strategy for responding

to borrowers' requests. In fact, the more the borrower

tries to influence what the Bank does, the more important

it is that the Bank have its own strategy to ensure the

achievement of its own institutional objectives.
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III. ONGOING DECISION-MAKING PROCESSES

15. The overall object of the planning system is to optimize the

achievement of the Bank's resource transfer and technical assistance objec-

tives. The first step in clarifying the operation of the system was to

spell out the role of the CPP as the principal planning instrument, viz

to make explicit the Bank's resource transfer and technical assistance objec-

tives in the country and the actions necessary to achieve those objectives.

Because the CPP takes place on an annual or biennial cycle in a rapidly

changing environment, its unique and most important contribution is in the

formulation and appraisal of the Bank's country assistance objectives.

The ongoing decision-making processes inevitably modify the particular actions

proposed in the CPP as new information becomes available and as the situation

changes. The second step, therefore, in clarifying the operation of the

planning system is to explain the operation of the Bank's ongoing decision-

making processes relating to lending. This is the topic of Section III. For

the purpose of simplifying the discussion, three broad areas of decision-

making will be distinguished (though clearly they are interrelated and need to

be integrated as explained below):

A. generation, selection and development of projects;

B. dollar levels of IBRD/IDA commitments;

C. administrative budget.

A. Generation, selection and development of projects

16. Each CPP attaches a lending program which shows the projects

planned for the succeeding five years. This section will be concerned
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with the processes which determine how these particular projects get into

the lending program and what happens after the lending program is approved.

It will deal with a variety of issues related to the concepts for

decision-making (paras 17-18), the responsibility for decision-making (paras

19-21), the criteria for decision-making (para 22-23) and the frequency of

decision-making (para 24).

Concepts for decision-making

17. This paper accepts that the existing concepts for decision-

making are appropriate for the generation, selection and development of

projects. Thus the project-specific lending program designated by country, by

type of project, by fiscal year of Board presentation, together with the

likely loan amount and scheduled dates for performing critical steps, is

generally satisfactory. The most important requirements, namely, that it be

in terms of objectives (albeit proxy objectives), rather than means, and that

it reflect major management concerns, are met.

18. If the existing terminology for decision-making is retained, then

one point which is now implicit should be made explicit. It should be

recognized that the use of the terminology implies that a project in the

lending program prima facie has a higher priority than projects in the

standby program. Thus the project-specific lending program was devised

in order to give clearer guidance on priorities. It appears to be treated

in practice by projects staff as indicating priorities, regardless of any

instructions to ignore the distinction. If it is desired not to indicate
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priorities by the decision-making concepts, then a different terminology

should be used, such as the former operations program. In effect, the

project-specific lending program forces a very clear presentation of lend-

ing plans. If it is felt that it is too clear then a more ambiguous termi-

nology should be chosen. The point of view adopted in this paper is that

with appropriate steps to differentiate and integrate the elements of the

system, the concept of the project-specific lending program is a suitable

basis for decision-making in terms of generating, selecting and developing

projects. It will be argued, however, in para 27 below that it is by itself

an inadequate basis for controlling country allocations of IBRD and IDA

resources.

Responsibility for decision-making

19. Planning involves an organizational dilemma. On the one hand,

effective planning implies coordination, and coordination is generally seen to

imply centralized decision-making. On the other hand, effective planning

requires the participation in the formulation of the plan of those affected by

it, in order to maximize the commitment to implementing it. Thus participation

implies decentralized decision-making. This dilemma poses severe practical

problems in assigning responsibility for planning of lending within the

regional offices. Thus a change in one country lending program frequently has

ripple effects throughout the region, affecting directly the work plans of the

sector-oriented projects division and thereby other country lending programs

in the region. A proposal to change a country lending program often raises a

regional issue, particularly when changes to several country lending programs

are involved. The decision can only be taken effectively by someone with a
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with a regional perspective. Thus the dilemma appears to imply either a

coordinated decision at the region's center (RVP, Program Coordinator or

Directors) with low commitment of the 'staff or a decision at the region's

periphery with higher commitment of the staff which is nevertheless un-

coordinated and hence unrealistic and ineffective.

20. Within the present organizational structure of the regions, there

appear to be only four alternatives:

(a) decentralized decision-making in the country program divisions

This was essentially the official approach adopted before the

reorganization and for a year or two thereafter. The result

was an inflated lending program which vastly exceeded the capacity

of the projects divisions to process it. The real planning

decisions were taken outside the formal decision-making

apparatus, apparently mainly by the projects staff.

(b) decentralized decision-making in the projects divisions

This was essentially what actually happened prior to and just

after the reorganization. It was effective because the projects

divisions not only had responsibility for project preparation and

appraisal but also had a regional perspective owing to their sector

orientation. However, there is a substantive question whether

the projects division is best placed to weigh inter-country and

inter-sectoral priorities.
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(c) centralized decision-making at the level of RVP, Program Coordinator
or Director

Such decision-making can be coordinated and effective, but tends to

lack the commitment of the staff to implement it. An illustration of

the effect on morale of centralized decision-making can be seen from

the following quotation from Mr. Kearns' memorandum on the programs

function: "loan officers often view CPP work as an effort to

(1) develop strategic rationalizations for projects which are in

the lending program for the first two or three years, (2) provide a

means for people having less country knowledge than they do to

affect long-term assistance strategy and (3) provide after-the-fact

justifications for the decisions made by such people." Another

symptom of the lack of commitment to the decisions is the frequency

of proposals for change to the lending program, implying that the

original decision did not meet with general satisfaction and accep-

tance. There is a permanent "open season" on decision-making: the

fact that the lending program excludes a project today does not

prevent anyone from proposing it again tomorrow. A further symptom

of the tension between the centralized decision-making and the

staff is apparent at the CPP review when the CPP is used by the

program division in a generally unsuccessful attempt to get a larger

share of the region's processing resources for the relevant country.

The Regional Lending Program is thus not something which the program

-divisions are committed to implementing but rather something they

expend energy trying to change. The planning system is tolerated

as a necessary burden, instead of contributing to the region's

work, as a positive constructive element. The various measures
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that can be used to mitigate the effects of centralized decision-

making will be discussed below in para 21. But the measures

can only mitigate: they do not remove the -problem.

(d) participative decision-making by the country program divisions

Some institutions have dealt with the type of problem discussed

above by introducing participative decision-making. It remains

an open question whether such an approach could be introduced into

any Region in the Bank at present. It is discussed in Annex I.

21. Given the dominant management style throughout the Bank today,

centralized decision-making will probably be the norm and the main issue is

how to get maximum benefits from it. Centralized decision-making implies

competition for scarce processing resources, and the object should be to keep

the competition within bounds and to explain its operation to the participants.

One step will be to define country assistance objectives more sharply as

explained above in Section II and to establish decision criteria as explained

below in paras 22-23. In addition the following measures might be considered:

(a) clarification of planning responsibilities

The centralized nature of decision-making should be made explicit

and formalized, with the role of the program divisions clarified.

(b) guidelines When requesting the formulation of a new Regional Lending

Program by the country program departments, the Program Coordinator

should provide guidelines showing numbers of projects for:

(i) each department;
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(ii) each major country;

(iii) each sector in which processing resources are scarce.

(c) agenda for meetings

Meetings for centralized decision-making often suffer from the lack

of detailed knowledge of the issues by the participants unless they

have had a chance to brief themselves. This underlines the need for

participants in centralized decision meetings on the Regional Lend-

ing Program to give advance notice of any issues to enhance the

quality of the decision-making.

(d) reasons for decisions

The reasoning behind decisions should be systematically communicated

to all interested staff in the form of detailed minutes by the

Program Coordinator.

Criteria for decisions

22. Discussions of programming issues are generally bedeviled by a lack

of clear criteria for decision-making. Without criteria, it is very easy for

the decision-making to degenerate into adversary style bargaining in which

the achievement of the country development objectives as spelt out by the

CPP tends to fade into the background. It is therefore suggested that each

decision-making group, whether centralized and decentralized, should esta-

blish clear decision criteria before undertaking any actual decision-making.

In such a complex area, criteria could easily be elaborated to an imprac-

tical degree of detail. It is therefore suggested as a start that the

criteria should be kept to a few key dimensions such as:
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(a) project's relation to the Bank's objectives in the country as

spelt out in the CPP;

(b) equity considerations in the context of the country's fair share

of the region's processing resources;

(c) the feasibility of presenting the project in the relevant fiscal

year (preparation time, financing, position of the government,

etc).

23. The importance of these criteria varies depending on the time

period. In the fifth and sixth year, virtually the only relevant considera-

tion is the first, viz the project's relation to the Bank's country objec-

tives. In the third and fourth year, in which the important project selection

largely takes place, the equity consideration starts to play an important

role. In the first, second and, to some extent, third year, the question of

the feasibility of presenting the project starts to loom large. It may be

that by making these points explicit some progress can be made in clarifying

programming discussions.

Frequency of iteration

24. Many of the present difficulties stem from the random and exces-

sively frequent iterations of the program. One result is that staff are

never sure as to when decisions are going to be made and hence cannot always

make their contribution. This is a serious problem for the Central Projects

Department. Another result is "planning fatigue," particularly during the

budget process. A further result is that the more often plans are remade, the

more likely it is that the planning process will seem less binding, so that

the plans it generates will be subject to further revision. For all these
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reasons, it is recommended that the iteration of new programs should be

governed by a fixed rhythm which should only be disturbed in the most unusual

circumstances. It is suggested:

(a) the Regional Lending Program for years one and two

should be prepared no more frequently than once a

month. Thus the budget process would in effect

have to be fitted around the Monthly Status Report,

as the cost in confusion of any alternative approach is

probably too high.

(b) the Regional Lending Program for years three and four

should be prepared on a fixed two month, three month,

four month or six month schedule. To permit effective

COPD participation, this may need to be agreed Bank-wide.

B. Dollar levels of IBRD/IDA commitments

25. This section will discuss the dollar levels of IBRD/IDA commitments

in terms of the responsibility for decision (para 26), the concepts for

decision-making (para 27), the frequency of decisions (para 28) and the

procedures for changing decisions (para 29).

Responsibility for decision

26. As noted above, this paper starts from the principle that country

allocations of IBRD and IDA resources should be decided by the President

and Senior Vice President. This principle is embodied in the written rules

for years one and two contained in the President's memorandum of October 30,

1975. The three areas where clarification is needed are:

(a) rules for years three-five

A recent DPS study has shown that management decisions on

the fourth, fifth and sixth year vary by as much as 100% in
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real terms from what actually materializes. This is not however a

matter of much concern as accurate decisions on the outer years are

simply not needed. Thus while options relating to the choice of

projects in a country tend to narrow drastically several years in

advance of Board presentation, the level of lending for a country

permits considerable flexibility up to and even during the year

of Board presentation. It is therefore suggested that top management

decision-making should concentrate on the first and second year as

now, only making formal decisions beyond this period in relation to

the third year (to prepare for the new two-year base) and in excep-

tional cases where longer advance planning may be needed (e.g.

enclave projects, phasing out lending). Thus apart from these

exceptions, the region would extrapolate to determine approximate

levels of lending beyond years one, two and three. This would be

sufficient for most practical purposes, including the Bank's 5 year

lending program and financial plan.

(b) right of review must be exercised

One confusing aspect of the FY77 budget preparation was the fact

that several regional lending programs were called for, the country

implications of which were apparently never reviewed by top management.

To prevent this confusion in future, it appears that If decisions as

to the dollar level of commitments are to be made by top management

on a country basis, this must be the consistent practice. In

effect, if the lending program is to be revised Bank-wide, top

management must actually exercise its right of review and examine

the country implications within a reasonable period of time (say,
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one month). If it is not practicable for top management to

carry out the review at that time, then the preparation of

new programs should be postponed until a top management

review is practicable. Generally speaking, new programs

should not be called for until the country implications

of the previous submission have been reviewed and approved

by top management.

(c) use of regional lending allocations

Particular care is needed in the use of the concept of the

regional lending programs. Thus although the Regional

Lending Program may, under the October 30, 1975 rules,

serve as a limitation on the extent to which the region

can make adjustments within the two year approved base

in each country, the use of the Regional Lending Program

concept in preparing new lending programs can easily give

the impression that each region is being given authority

to allocate a new and often large regional total among its

countries (c.f. Mr. Knapp's memoranda of February 5, 1976

and April 16, 1976). It may be that the regional lending

total is a useful way of indicating guidelines for making

new country submissions. But it should be made clear at

the same time that it is only a guideline and that top

management is going to review and approve each country

allocation.
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Concepts for decision-making

27. The President's memorandum of October 30, 1975 made clear that

the control of country allocations of IBRD/IDA resources would use the

the project-specific lending program. Each country's lending program was

defined as "the specific projects and amounts listed for the country in

the Regional Lending Program for the year." It implied that control decisions

would be made in terms of a two-year approved base for each country. What was

not clear was whether the sum of the individual loan amounts listed for each

country would or should always be identical with the two-year approved base

for that country. As Mr. Knapp's memorandum of April 16, 1976 shows, cir-

cumstances could arise in which it was desired to establish a two-year

approved base for each country which was in excess of the aggregated forecast

loan amounts at the time. Much of the difficulty in dealing with that situa-

tion derived from the fact that the concept of the two-year approved base for

each country was implicit rather than explicit. As a result, there were no

generally agreed terms for discussing and effecting the change. It is there-

fore recommended that the concept of the two-year approved base for each

country be made explicit and distinguished from the individual loan amounts

forecast or predicted at the project level. In effect, there may be cir-

cumstances, such as in October 1975, when it is desired to make the two-year

approved base equal to the aggregate forecast loan amounts in the country.

There may be other situations, such as in April 1976, where it is desired

to have the two-year approaved base larger than the aggregated loan amounts

in the country. To give top management the flexibility of making a choice,

the concepts need to be defined, distinguished and recorded separately, for

instance, in the Monthly Status Report and the lending program attached
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to the CPP. The term "two-year approved base for a country" is used in Mr.

Adler's memorandum of August 16, 1976 and might be defined as the level of

lending for a country for the current and succeeding fiscal year as authorized

by the President and Senior Vice President.

Frequency of decision

28. The level of lending to a country is clearly one of the major

planning issues relating to it, and it is inevitable that this subject will

receive attention in the CPP review. Nevertheless the CPP process by itself

cannot handle the allocation of funds issue. Thus quite apart from the

rapid changes which affect individual country lending programs, it is highly

unlikely that a set of sequential CPP decisions made annually or biennially

on each of 75 countries will exactly anticipate the Bank-wide decisions

and forecasts made at the time of the annual budget. In effect, the only

satisfactory approach to allocating scarce resources is to start by looking

at the grand total and then break it down into its parts, rather than starting

with small pieces and working up. The implications for decision-making

in respect of dollar levels of IBRD/IDA commitments are twofold.

(a) Bank-wide allocation

Once each year, an allocation in terms of a two-year approved

base for every country should be established by the President

and Senior Vice President after consultation with and proposals

from the regions. This would be done as in October/November 1975

and in August 1976. It would be the main decision-making process

for the allocation of IBRD and IDA funds among countries. It
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would take place against a background of analysis and discussion

in the CPPs, and such other special analytical exercises as would be

helpful.

(b) CPPs

The CPPs would serve two functions. First, CPPs would provide the

background analysis to enable top management to make the next

Bank-wide allocation. To this end, top management would review in

the context of each CPP not just the two-year approved base for the

country, but also the third year which in the succeeding year would

prima facie become part of the two-year approved base. Secondly,

the.CPP could contain an "advocacy" section in which the case for a

larger two-year approved base could be made. Management might

explicitly evaluate the case for additional lending, so that,

should additional funds become available later, there would be an

established framework for deciding which countries merited increased

resources. The decision-making in the CPP process however would not

normally focus on the level of lending in the fourth, fifth or

sixth year.

Changes in decisions

29. It would be desirable to have a system which could accomodate

changing Bank-wide resource constraints, i.e. expand, contain or reduce

lending amounts while expanding, containing or reducing the numbers of pro-

jects. These types of changes are continually recurring in the context of the

budget, end-of-year adjustments, and anticipated shortfalls in output.

Instead of dealing with each case as a separate problem, it might be helpful

for both staff and management if systematic procedures were devised to deal

with each of the nine possible contingencies, instead of dealing with
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each instance in an ad hoc fashion. The nine cases should be studied, the

degree of flexibility determined and the best procedures agreed upon.

C. Budget process

30. The budget is a variety of plan concerned with the relationships

of inputs and outputs generally expressed in quantitative terms. In the

Bank, the inputs are readily quantifiable in terms of staff positions and

administrative expenses. However the inputs necessary to achieve given

output are difficult to predict with any accuracy at the country level, on

account of the small numbers and wide variances involved. It is only at the

regional and Bank-wide levels that there is any stability in the relationship

between inputs and output in a single fiscal year. In the Bank, the lending

outputs are only quantifiable in terms of the proxy objectives, i.e. numbers

of projects and dollar levels of IBRD/IDA commitments. The Bank spells out

its substantive objectives at the country level, but its proxy objectives at

the country level in a single fiscal year fluctuate so rapidly that only proxy

objectives at higher levels of generality than the country (i.e. at the

regional and Bank-wide levels) tend to have much meaning in a single fiscal

year. The main mechanism for integrating the Bank's substantive objectives at

a country level and the proxy objectives for the purposes of the budget

process is the Regional Lending Program, which, together with the region's

Five-Year Work Program and Budget Proposal, constitutes a comprehensive

plan covering every aspect of the region's work. This note will not attempt a

review of the Bank-wide budget process but will confine itself to the inter-

action of the budget process with the lending decision-making processes.

Country lending implications of budget

31. It is possible to decide the output aspect of the budget process

either in an aggregate fashion as for FY76 or with specific project detail
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as for FY77. The latter approach produces a more convincing plan, provided

that all the implications of the plan are understood and approved. Thus

for a project-specific plan to be meaningful, it requires approval of the

implied country implications of IBRD/IDA. If in the institution, alloca-

tions of IBRD/IDA are decided by the President and Senior Vice President, then

the project-specific plan is only meaningful if its country implications have

their approval. Consequently if the budget process is to include preparation

of project-specific detail then the Bank-wide allocation of lending resources

mentioned in para 28(a) must take place before the budget preparation. If

this it not possible, then the budget should be prepared without project-specific

detail and the Bank-wide allocation of lending resources carried out later at

some more convenient point.

Coordination of the budget process

32. The budget is only as good as the care that has gone into its

preparation. If the plan is prepared by a series of ad hoc requests, frequent

adjustments and last-minute slashing, the quality of the plan may be jeopardi-

zed. This is particularly the case with the project-specific detail which can

only be repeatedly integrated in the form of the Regional Lending Program at a

considerable cost in "planning fatigue." It has already been suggested above

that the project-specific detail for the budget process should be required no

more frequently than once a month, and then as part of the regular Monthly

Status Report. In addition, an agreed annual timetable for preparing the

budget could enhance the quality of the information in the budget plan.
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The margin

33. This paper takes the view that the question whether there should-

be a margin between the World Bank Lending Program (the President's commitment

to the Board and the basis for justifying budget resources) and the aggregated

Regional lending Programs is substantive, not procedural. In other words,

management should have the flexibility to maintain a margin or eliminate it in

any year as it sees fit. In any event it is practically impossible to maintain

a continuous reconciliation of the aggregated Regional lending Program and the

overall Bank target, so that the possibility of a discrepancy needs to be

allowed for. The question of how to adjust the numbers of projects and dollar

lending amounts should be dealt with under the systematic approach suggested

above in para 29.

IV. INTEGRATION OF THE SYSTEM

34. The integration of the system has been implicit in what has gone

before. The key to the integration is the formulation of the Bank's substan-

tive country objectives in the context of the CPP and the use of those ob-

jectives in subsequent decision-making. The relationships of the overall

system are sketched below in Chart 3.

35. The Regional Lending Program is the main integrative device and

would use the country assistance objectives as one of the main criteria in

the ongoing decision-making as to the content of the Regional Lending Pro-

gram. The significance of the Regional Lending Program would depend on the

time period. In years five and six, it would be little more than a register

of new ideas, with scarcely any attempt to constrain the content within
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the processing capacity and all the emphasis on encouraging originality

and creativity. In years three -and four, the selection process would

start in earnest, possibly using the project brief to help incorporate

the CPP objectives. -In years one and two, the emphasis would be on

managing the program within the constraints against the background

of the CPP objectives. The Monthly Status Report would comprise years

one and two of the Regional Lending Program.

36. The country objectives as formulated in the CPP would also play

a role in other ongoing decision-making:

(a) the issues paper would evaluate the project against the Bank's

country and sectoral objectives;

(b) memoranda to the Loan Committee and ad hoc memoranda to Mr. Knapp,

when raising any issue for decision, should normally refer back

to the Bank's country and sector objectives;

(c) the CPP would be integrated into the budget process by way of the

Regional Lending Program.

V. ALTERNATIVES

37. This paper has been an attempt to make sense of the existing system

rather than to create anything new. In this Section, it will glance briefly

at some of the further possibilities that might be explored outside the

existing system.
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38. The notion of planning used in this paper depends on the formula-

tion and appraisal of objectives. The current failure of the CPP to spell

out meaningful substantive objectives means that the planning system is

condemned to the realm of proxy objectives. If the recommendations con-

tained in Section II cannot be implemented, there are four possible

alternatives:

(a) project planning: this is largely what happens now. The Bank's

substantive planning is done at the project level, under a super-

structure of proxy objectives at the country, regional and Bank

levels. However, much of the proxy planning that occurs does not

seem very meaningful to the participants.

(b) country level: the CPP is an ambitious multi-purpose document.

At present, the discussion of level of lending tends to prevent the

meaningful formulation of substantive country objectives. If this

continues, then the possibility should be considered of splitting

the CPP into two separate vehicles, one dealing with the macro-

economic situation and the level of lending and the other formula-

ting substantive country objectives for the Bank.

(c) regional level: if it is difficult to plan substantively at a

country level, then it may be even more difficult to do it at the

regional level. Possibly regional sector strategies might be

formulated to supplement the Bank's country objectives.
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(d) Bank-wide: some more formal expression of the Bank's substantive

objectives might be considered as a longer term goal. Clearly

it will be a very difficult task.

39. As to the conceptual framework, three possibilities might be con-

sidered:

(a) operations program: while the project-specific lending program

forces a very clear presentation of lending plans and should

probably be retained for communications between the regions and

top management, some regions might prefer to use the old opera-

tions program for their own internal management purposes.

(b) bunching: the present use of fiscal year objectives tends to lead

to bunching. The programming system tends to encourage this by

dealing only in fiscal years. Any serious attempt to eliminate

bunching will involve inter alia taking quarterly or other targets

more seriously. One way of doing this, should it be considered

desirable, is to have a programming system that distinguishes

between quarters as well as fiscal years.

(c) lending program: some further study may be warranted of the

possibility of a more precise terminology which distinguished

between ceilings, targets, forecasts and floors.

VI. CONCLUSION

40. The above proposals are put forward as a basis for discussion

to determine whether they could constitute a first step toward clarifying
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and codifying the existing system. They are intended to explain the basic

idea of the system so that, if they are accepted, the preparation of detailed

procedures, forms and instructions would be a relatively clearly defined

task.

41. While the proposals use the forms of the existing system, it

would be wrong to assume that the existing procedures operate in the

manner described above. For them to operate in this way, considerable

change in thinking and approach will be needed at many levels. Some

experimentation may be required to see whether the procedures can work

in this way. Implementation may show that improvements, modifications

or regional variations should be introduced. Although therefore the pro-

posals might constitute a basis for codifying the existing system relatively

quickly, an extended period of testing and adjustment would be required to

bring actual practices and the official procedures in line with each other.
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Participative decision-making by program divisions

1. This approach is based on the following considerations. First

the country program departments are responsible for the planning of country

lending programs, so that this is where the planning is supposed to be

done. Secondly, to maximize the commitment to implement decisions, it is

important to push all possible decisions to the bottom of the decision pyra-

mid. It is at the divisional level that the detailed project knowledge

necessary for planning exists. Thus country lending decisions should, if

possible, be taken at the divisional level within a framework of objectives

agreed with higher management. Thirdly, the reason why decisions are not taken

in the country program divisions now is that each country program division has

the detailed project knowledge, but lacks the regional perspective necessary

to plan effectively. No guidelines can give it that perspective because the

permutations and combinations of 30-50 projects in up to 20 countries and 10

sectors are essentially unpredictable. To plan country lending effectively,

one has to know what else is being planned in the region and then decide what

has priority. However, the country program divisions together have all the

necessary elements to plan the region's lending. Fourthly, if the country

program divisions would cooperate with each other, they could effectively plan

the country lending, and hence exercise their assigned function. If, on the

other hand, the country program divisions either compete actively with each

other for processing resources or fail to communicate and coordinate their

proposals with each other, they will not exercise their assigned function of

planning country lending programs effectively. The making of country submissions

to the Program Director or Program Coordinator is a highly ineffective form of
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communicating and cooperating with the other program divisions. It puts the

program division in the position of making proposals without having the

necessary elements to know whether its proposals are consistent with the

criteria for a satisfactory decision. Consequently, the division tends to

maximize its requests and ends up competing with the other program divisions

for scarce processing resources. In practice this results in the planning

decisions being taken centrally within the region by the RVP, Program Coor-

dinator, Projects or Program Director. By failing to deal directly with the

other program divisions, each program division is effectively delegating its

planning responsibility back to the center. It can propose but others dispose.

The result is a sense of powerlessness. It is of course more than a sense.

The division will always play a subordinate role under the formal decision-

making procedure unless and until it starts cooperating with the other program

divisions in an effort to arrive at the best regional decision. A frequent

reaction of the program division, however, is to stop taking the official

decision-making seriously and to press on as best it can under informal

arrangements with the projects divisions. This strategy may succeed in the

short run in getting out a program, but can in the long run be damaging both

to the morale of the division's staff and to the effectiveness of the overall

planning system. Nevertheless it is not a necessary result and could be

avoided if the country program divisions cooperated with each other and

participated in taking programming decisions as a group. The next paragraph

will try to explain how this might be accomplished, if so desired.
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2. There are a number of conditions that would have to be met to

permit participative decision-making by the country program divisions.

(a) substantive country and sectoral objectives must have been

established for each country.

Unless the CPP has already spelt out the Bank's objectives in

each country, there will be little common ground for discussion.

Thus if all divisions are keeping all their options open, then there

is little foundation for participative decision-making. A joint

meeting of the program divisions, for instance, is likely to result

in a competitive bargaining session characterized by adversary

behavior, unless considerable preparation has been done by formula-

ting clear country and sectoral objectives for each country.

(b) overall decision criteria must have been established.

This is discussed in para 22. It is especially important if

participative decision-making is to be possible for same reasons

as given under (a) above.

(c) there must be a clear and continuing commitment on the part of

the regional management to participative decision-making

It the Regional Vice President or the Program Directors wish to

retain centralized decision-making, by encouraging competition

between program divisions, there is very little prospect of the

country program divisions being able to cooperate effectively.

The effect of competition between program divisions is that the
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regular day to day planning decisions are taken centrally by the

RVP, Program Coordinator or Program Director. Participative

decision-making would mean that regional management intervention in

the planning process would be in the form of a review rather than by

taking most of the planning decisions as now. It is not enough for

regional management to say they support participative decision-making.

They must support the endeavor on a continuing basis by acting so as

to encourage the program divisions to cooperate in taking joint

decisions from a regional viewpoint.

(d) there must be some commitment in the group to cooperate

There is at present very little perceived need or desire among

the program divisions to cooperate with each other. This is

particularly so where the program divisions are split into

two departments. Unless there is some support for cooperation,

there is little prospect of participative decision-making

developing.

(e) the skills necessary for participative decision-making may

need training

Experience in other institutions shows that groups accustomed to

competing or acting in an adversary competitive way do not move

easily to a participative approach. The change needs a great

deal of time and effort, often with the help of training courses.
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(f) detailed procedures are worked out so as to integrate decision-

making with the projects departments and the regional management

There are a number of alternative procedures for achieving these inte-

grative goals. The choice should be made in the context of the

actual implementation of the overall approach within a particular

region.

3. Until condition (a) is met, participative decision-making cannot be

seriously contemplated. Resolution of conditions (d) and (e) will also take

time. Immediate implementation of the approach is therefore impracticable.

Instead one might envisage a planned step-by-step introduction lasting about

a year.
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Summary Analysis of CPP for Country A

1. The Postscript does not refer to Bank's substantive objectives in

the country, except by confirming the proxy objectives ("the size and composi-

tion of the lending program were about right"). Apart from the allusion in

para 4(d), there is no statement of the Bank's substantive objectives in the

country in the Conclusions and Recommendations which focus on the size of the

program.

2. The second sentence of para 57 possibly states either a major

objective or the major objective. It is not clear which. It says "The

proposed Bank program is designed to assist in the improvement of sector and

sub-sector programs and the financing of projects which generate broad policy

or institutional improvements." The objective is very general but possibly not

sufficiently wide to justify the power or transport lending which seems to be

mainly aimed at resource transfer. Moreover it is not really clear whether

the major objectives include the following themes which appear when they

strengthen the case for the lending program but disappear when they might call

it into question.

(a) to benefit lower income people (e.g. para 58 for agriculture,

paras 59, 67, 69, 71);

(b) expanding employment (e.g. para 58 on industry, para 72);

(c) regional development (para 58 on industry, paras 71, 72, 76,

82);
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3. It is not clear whether the failure to state these objectives

explicitly as principal country objectives is due to (a) the fact that they

are not principal objectives or (b) a concern that projects which did not meet

the objectives would come under fire or (c) the fact that the writer is not

trying to say what are the principal objectives or (d) a preference for

keeping the options open.

4. Several hours' analysis is required to identify and classify all

the main themes. Even then the principal country objectives and most of the

sectoral objectives remain a matter of interpretation, and it is difficult to

feel confident that the CPP results in any consensus as to the principal

objectives, except the proxy objectives represented in the lending program.

Assessment as a planning instrument

5. The CPP can be rated as follows:

(a) formulation of objectives: The writer is aware he should be

formulating objectives but in the end fails to do so clearly and

unambiguously.

(b) appraisal of objectives: No attempt is made to appraise objectives.

(c) formulation of actions: The activities (or lending program) are fully

articulated.

(d) appraisal of actions: Little attempt is made to appraise actions in

the light of the objectives. Objectives are used on an ad hoc basis

to justify actions but not to question them.
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8&. This paper was reviewed at a meeting in Mr McNamara a office on

June 4, 1976, and the following conclusions wer reached(

a) The size and composition of the lending program are about rightot ( oie ofl ep ras

provided that the Government continued to manage the economy

effectively and the country was able to expand exports at the (2rraeecetoprd
rate projected in the CP? since this could affect the contry's (2) reference to proxy

creditworthiness. The Region would continue to monitor developments - objectives: size and

in these areas very closely with a view to making adjustments in . compsition of pro

the lending program should this prove to be necessary.

b) The total lending program for FY77 should be reduced from
$335 to $315 million, by reducing the proposed loan for the seventh (3) absence of reference

power project from $85 to $65 million. to substantive objec-
tives of the Bank in

c) Local cost financing in the should be limited to
4O percent of total project costs rather than to 50 percent as h the country.
been proposed in the CPP.

A. CONCLUSIONS AND RZECOMENDATIONS

The last CPP for the as reviewed by Mr. McNamara

in December 1973. A SP? was reviewed in July 1974. At that time, it was

agreed that the next CP? would be reviewed in FY76 following completion

of the Basic Economic Report.

2. At the time of the SF? review, the Bank' s senior management

approved a lending program increasing gradually from $315 million in FY76 Background information onl size

to $330 million in FY80. aggregating $1,505 million. In the Bank-wide lend- of program
ing program review in July 1975, the FY76 lending program was reduced to

$277 million and a FY77 program of at least $300 million was approved.

During the subsequent lending program review in November 1975, the FY77

program was raised to $320 million.

3. The lending program that is now proposed for the 4Y76-80 period

totals $1,568 million. This program is only $63 million (4.2 percent) larger The main thrust is an increase

in terms of current prices than the program approved in July 1974. In terms in the program

of amounts, the proposed program is consistent with the Regional FY7681
lending program submitted to P & B in the Region's memorandum of April 23,

1976, but minor adjustments have been made in the amounts and timing of some

loans mainly to accomodate the addition of a rural electrification project in

FY79.

4. The proposed program is based on the following major considerations:

(a) The Government is expanding its development program to provide

for more rapid future growth and a broader distribution of

economic benefits. This program, which takes into account

the critical need to expand foreign exchange earnings and Goverment s objectives
employment, would, if implemented over the next ten years,

(i) provide sufficient food for the V expanding
population; (ii) ensure at least a minimum increase in the

standard of living and thereby help to alleviate the poverty
of the lowest income groups; and (iii) absorb the rapid
increase in the labor force, which is the inevitable result of

past population growth. Should there be a major shortfall in

the implementation of the program, unemployment would rise,
standards of living would decline for large segments of the

population, income distribution would deteriorate and
effective economic management would become very difficult.

(b) The Government is managing the economy well in the currently
difficult economic circumstances and is generally pursuing

policies which are conducive to the longer term development Goverrmlt' s performance

of the country. The i has reasonably good natural

resources and relatively well-developed human resources;
once international conditions improve, the prospects for a
higher growth rate and more balanced future development are
good.
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(c) The Government has under preparation a large number of
projects to support its development program, many of which
are designed to provide substantial benefits to low income
groups; its performance in implementing existing projects has Government 's program
been excellent. The Government's significantly improved
project preparation and implementation capability therefore
provides a sound basis for a large external borrowing
program.

(d) While economic management is good, the Government needs
assistance in further improving and refining its policies Thisparagraph alludes to Bank
in a number of sectors and in strengthening the capacity objectives, rather than stating
of public sector agencies to plan and administer expanding them directly.
development programs, particularly those which involve
assistance to large numbers of people in rural areas. The
Bank can continue to play a major role in this process because
the Government is receptive to Bank staff advice. An active
Bank presence also has the effect of strengthening the position
of the highly capable technical leadership in the Government
and helping them to implement policies that foster development.

(e) Even with the expected improvement in the mobilization of
domestic resources to which the Government is committed, the

will need to borrow large amounts from abroad. We Government's need for external
*Rtimate that the M will need commitments of assist- resources
ance from official sources of at least $3 billion over the next
five years to rinance its development program and to maintain the
satisfactory structure of its external debt. Official develop-
ment assistance will also help to bring about the institutional
improvements necessary for increased lending by non-official
sources, which should also provide substantial amounts on
favorable terms. Official development assistance has for histori-
cal reasons been relatively low in the past and is likely to decline
in real terms during the coming years. The V will there- Government will have to rely
fore have to rely heavily on the Bank, ADB and other semi-con- on Bank.
cessional sources to help finance its devel#6ment requirements.
The Bank Group's share of total public debt outstanding is
currently about 19 percent and ,is projected to rise to'as much
as 28 percent in 1980 and 29 percent in 1985, with a declining
trend thereafter. This situation, however, should not give cause
for concern so long as the Government continues its sound debt
management policies and the debt-service ratio does not exceed
the projected peak of 18-19 percent in the early 19809.

(f) The Rank's per capita lending to the of $7.80 per
annum for the period FY76-80 and $8.08 for the period FY77-81
would be about average for countries of similar size and about average
income.

5. The proposed level of lending to the is justified in
the light of the development requirements, high absorptive capacity, and Final plea for increased'lending
relative lack of access to alternative sources of official assistance I/.
The proposed lending program is, however, predicated on the assumption that
the good general management of the economy will continue, that the Govern-
ment will intensify its efforts to assist lower income groups and that ex-
ternal debt will continue to be kept within manageable limits. Should any
of these pre-conditions no longer apply, the lending program would be
reviewed with a view to making necessary reductions.
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a. SWKE CROUP STRATM 
Coinents

6. part a has desetibed the need 'for a larger Investent program with

special emphasis on measuces to increase employment and arengihef the balance

of payments. Thp Covernment s overall policiies te broadly io line with the"e

objectives, although further efforts will be needed to refine policies is spa-
ciitc areas and to improve the capacity of Public agencies to implement more

effective sactoral. programs. to most sectors. the Government will also need

to sete she capacity of regional and local institutions to plan and

implement programs which to more closely attuned to the resources and needs

of different areas of the country. d

57. The considerations which justify a large and diversified lending e objective is embedded in the middle of

program are aet out in par& 4. above. The proposed Banki program is designed Ia arrph. It is implicitly a, major or

to assist In the Improvement of sector and sub-sector programs and the finagz even the major objective. Howver this is

iinG of projects which generate broad policy or institutional improvenenta. - not e licit and there is no analysis of

In this regard. considerable progress is possible because the Government is its imlicationd

spon i a to the Sankds suggestions and already has relatively well developed

An resources to Implement its programs. The Bank will continue toero-

A* technical assistance, particularly to less experienced project agencies,,

but will also respond to opportunities for further strengthening local t the objective izch ae s e tive

capabilities through measures designed to improve manpower planning and f the objectives in h sen s et e

training, and increase the participation of local consulting firma and jIvil

works contractors.

58. The sectoral distribution of the program gives particular mphe -

sis to agrtcuLta Ind rural devele"nent. which would account for more them

one-third of total lending, because there is considerable potential fo

improving agricultural and other production in rural areas where the bulk

Of lower income People live and it is in these areas heereP Allusions to the objective of helping lover

grams most need to be strengthened. The Bank's lending in this sector uld ' inc. people. Is-this also a major objec-

concenrate on the financing of projects which would suppr theson 
Gteroet thabetv f epn o

objective of increasing the productivity of small farmers and would strengthen tire?

the Covernment's irrigatie credit, extension, and other rural development

programs. In the Industrial sector, which would account for 15 percent of I

total lending, the Bank would continue to providencesar c n Alluaion to employment objective. Is this

institutional support for DP1's large-scale industrial prograe. and would omlm a majr objective or an intrasectoral

increase and diversity the support provided to the Government to promo objective O

the small and medium industries essential for encouraging regiondl growth

centers and expanding nonagricultural employment in areas outside of I

In the transportatin and ,ower sectors, which would account for nearly

one-third oft total lending, the Link would concetrate on the provision of HOW oes finacing infrastructure elate

badly-needed infrastructure, which continues to be a constraint on growth, to the apparent major objective in parat7

Ind on the manpower development and institutional improvements necessary for

lublic sector agencies to plan and implement rapidly expanding programs.

Lending to social sectors would expand to 18 percent of the total, mainly due Adoption of major objective in pera 5 for

to the rapid expansion in our lending for urban development projects. tn the tis oect o o in pf T for

urban field, the Government is still in the early stages of developing much this sector, but no analysis of its impli-

larger prOerams for housing, water supply. sewerage and other services in cations.
M and othur cities; the Bank program would concentrate on the financing

of projects designed to help create an appropriate policy and institutional

basis for carrying out these programs. The national family planning pragra

has made good progress in the last several years and the Bank would continue

to provide assistance to the Government in support of this important effort.

CoWTOUTION o TI LENDING PROCRA4 (PERCMlT

Current
VY69-73 VT76- 7F77-41-

Agriculture and Rural Developmet 31 S1 34

Social Sectors (Education. Population
and Urban Development) Ii

Transportatin . 20 13

Power . 20 /a
Industry 25 28 is

/a This includes part of the Lending for the multipurpose irrigation

projects, which will provide facilities for power peneration. and a

loan for the Bank's first rural electrification project In the
- -
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Comments

%I. The lending proisr.e Is espected tn have a signifienmt social
imp.wrt an %j percent of total lending i1 tor pruectN providing snh!tant.tian
4-reet bcnetits rt low inctim. people. Careful attention has also been given Allusion to benefits for lo income
to tih. gegraphical location of projects with gr*-ntur priority than in the . s this _n e
'%%t given to low Ince areas of the Ti t an

44). The total amount of the prolfosed FY77-81 landing program of $1,625

million would provide about to retat of the estimated commitments of

mi.-dim and long-term loans and 36 percent of the estimated commitments on Size of program discussion.
concessional'And sAmi.-concesmional terms required during the period. In
nominal terns. the proposed priogra for FY76-80 of $1.568 million is $63
million (or about 4.2 percent) larger than the program approved in JuLy 1974
on the basis of the SPP. Thirty-five million dollars. or over half of this

increase. can be accounted for by the additionaLity effect af Third

Window financing. In real terms. the proposed increase would be 4.1 percent.

The proposed lending program for VY76-80 would amount to about $7.80 per

capita per annum ($4.69 in constant FY74 dollars). which appears to be about

averate for countries of similar size and income 1/ and is reasonable given

the N puverty. development requirements. good economic performance.

high absorptive Capacity and relative lack of access to alternative

sources at official assistance. in terms of number of projects, the FY77-81

program includes 34 projects, which compares to the 36 projects approved for

FY76-00 on the basis of the SPP. As a result of inflation and the growing
ibsorptive capacity of Government agencies, the average loan size would

.acreass frCo% $44.5 million during FY77-79 to $53.9 million dozing IF80-81.

61. It should be possible to Implement a lending program of the pro-

posed magnitude because of the advanced state of preparation of projects in Further discussion of size of program.
the early years and the good prospects for substituting alternative projects .

in the future if necessary. The proposed FY77 and FY78 programs are based

o the present status of project preparation and take into account the known

possibilities for co-financing. 2./ Of the night projects in the FY77 lending

program, four projects amouniing to $240 million will be appraised before
the end of the current fiscal year and the program is backed up by a number

of standby FY78 projects which would be brought forward if the need &rises.

62. The share of the Bank Group in public debt service payments is
expected to increase from 10.8 percent in 1975 to 14.2 nercent in 1980,

16 percent In 1985 and L8 percent in 1990. Total Sank Group Loans outsanfe-

ing and disbursed are expected so increase from 19 percent of total public

debt outstanding in 1975 to 28 percent in 1980 and 29 percent in 1965 ad

will decline thereafter to 20 percent by 1990. The Sank Group's share of

total outstanding and disbursed medium and long-term private and public debt

is expected to increase from 10 percent at presant to 19 percent in 1980

and 21 percent in 1985 and 1990. The 3111100 share of total Rank Loans
outstanding and disbursed in 1980 will be 3.9 percent. While the Bank will

account for a relatively high portion of the M public debt, this

situation can be tolerated given the continuance of sound debt management

polaians and moderate debt-service ratio and the limited

access to other concessional financing.

63. Total Usnk Group disbursements for the period rf77-FY81 are esti-

mated to be $1,108 million, which would be equal to about 15 percent of the

projected gross receipts from medium and long-term loans and 31 Further discussion of size of program
percent of foreign assistance on concessional or seai-concessiocal terms.

.The not transfer of Bank Group resources during this period would be $662

million.

64. The size and composition of the M Lending program is
such that if the capital inflow target is to be achieved, external assistance

would need to exceed that which would become available if only foreign ex-

change requirements of projects were to be financed. The prograo includes a

number of pvajects. particularly agricultural projects. which would signi-

ficantly increase productivity and incomes of poor segments of the populatin,

but which need only limited amounts at foreign exchange. We estiente that

there would be approximately six such projects in FY77 and TY78. We therefore

propose to finance local costs in appropriate cads, normally in amounts

sufficient to bring Sank financing to 50 percent of. the total cost of .an

Individual project.

65. Mannpower and Staffin. Reuircnts: We estimate that the lending

program will absorb about 20 percent of the Regions planned lending and aupmr

vision manpower over the FY77-FYSI period. Given the rise in the number of

Bank-financed projects in the M and the concomitant incease in the

sutervisiaon workload, we have given consideration to the possibility of

establishing a small resident office in I In addition to assisting in

loan administrattin and supervisi~ov. such a mission would be uaeful in helping

to vidntain a close link with M based agencies such as tia ADS, to keep

In close touch with current politicl and economic deveinpments and to Adjust
our operations in keeping with current circusntances. However. the need to

establish a Bank renident office does not appear to be urgent hecause of our

close working relationship with the Government; we Ive decided therefore

against making a positive recommendation at thin time.

hi. The F~contsiat and Sector w,,rkrriora: The lending program will

be 4upported hy a lirie r tveuf led eou,.e work program. We will

ein. in.e to prepare a cau,,trv ecenomic memornmise carn ,rar for the annual

meeting if the Cnnulative i4,rilp. We nitto plan a serumo as A.-rt.)r nod

1peial stueiies. inittally. ths'. would coMI-1ntrAte on a nieier -)I prblem



ar identified in the i ste comie Isport. including no"l" ruWL Annex 2, part 1, Page T
- oiW'"Ut. export potential. effective protctioan bat prtea na
rwoionaLly--4iipered 'aufactutiell. i a lan touriaL s eppor tg Otrvic s. C ments
agrarian reform and the Inprove"m"t at agi weua entatvly scheduled
For the later yeag of the five6yeat r n us av tentaivELY d uld
studiaiw of the isal s~oto. public finance and the tale of the. public

corp-ort sct- f. - ere will be secto. su.rv., in watr supply ad ---- rg--
orratot sector. In addition, we are serving as esecutiLg agency for

UNDf~iftanced projects in the fields of regional pLaGAinL. tauriam. and

highway pe-tvosat35 studies.

7. SAN GMOU PROGAM

67. Ariculturv mnd Rural ftvlof t Te sEa's lending for agriti- Relatively clear statement of intra-

toeand rual developma is designed to assist the Coverluatt in increasing

thepdtivity and imams of smll f ar */Prndta rs through: (a in- sectoral- objectives which again imply

creeing ic prduction by improving aid ea.nding irrigation and other that helping low income people is an

supporting reicus; and (b) strengthening the inetitutional support for

arcultuOrnsedrural deveapst progre through projects designed to in- obj ective..
agrve the agricultural credit syste to make it maore responsive to the needs

po smells farmers, the relatively wsh estension services. the provision of

rural infretructure. the presetly ineffective land ectlnet program, and

the Government's capability to udectake integrated rural develeO c prOjects.

With respet to (a) above. the ?77-61 program proides for $395 J ow .do. these projects relate to the

million to finae thre ariority itrigation projets identif ied by the objective?
ational Irrigatio. system Ia-pov-ment tudy (ince under Loan No,, . -

three large multipurpose wter storage projects suitable fo- co-finlisg 

one other irrigation project. 141A baa developed considerable cap"Ity to

pls ad Implement the Irrigation progam ed Is eifsectively carrying out

the existing projects.

69. With respect to (b) above. we plaa In the contest a al" of oe ood illustratior of-developing project

agricultural and rural development projects to work with the Government inn frttoyar nrfrnet

mttenthmenn the Institutios prviding agriculuaL sevvicae to farers;nfrs 
w easi efrnet

we have included eight loans totalling $270 million wkich focus os Specifiic objective. However no discussion of

aspects of this probLes. Wes axe currentLy appraisnag a fourth -gIOulUr5L- other agriculture projects in first

credit project which will provide credit to fares for a wide Variety af

purposs through the more than 700 rural banks i the The fires two years. 'No reference to choices to

three such projects have bees succesful in using the rural banking system be gde for third and fourth years and

foe providing Lon-teca credit to many middle intene farmers; in the cantext b rS o hr adfut er n

of the fourth agricultural credit project. we pie to sk this proagram mr the alternatives available, apart from

responsive to the needs of mar farmers. The Caverment is also initiating lp
a new agricultural credit progra. with special emphsis os lend reform bae-

ficiactee. through the Land Bank; us are considering a project to assist this

program. We have previously m an a to Sp O et How does the tree farming loan relate

fisheries and grain processing programs. After the proposed loan for the doe-treel
tree farming project in F178, we are planning to continue this assistanct

fot agricultural development with a single aultipurpos loa foe UP in TO.

70. ltrl tnsini week in the and our fourth How long will it take agricultural

educationt project scheduled for FY77 is specifically directed to Improving 4

the level of agricultural training; it providese. nter sli, for ua l train- . training to affect agricultural

ag centers for a tensian workers an the s"abli" "at farmer trining extension? Can anything else be done.

centers. we al hsae and will continue to include in the context of our

other agricultural projets specific componenta for strengthening the support-

in soervica provided by relevant bureaus of the Department at Agriculture.

The Goverment has a number of programe for providing rural infrastructure

to Local comunities and us have included a project in Ff9wihwo 9 s~

expand and improve rural roed. irnigatios, health, water supply, aad health

programs in selected provinces.

71. The lending pragra m also provides for on projet in rY77 designed
to help the Government improve its ineffective land nettlcot program which

IT poulate tco
provides infrastructure and supporting services in relatively unpopulate
aream for low-income settlers migrating from dne po ae of theth p j t

country. inally, the lending program provides in F79 fat an Integrated _ 5ti rjc sf~ sti

rural develont project on one of the poorest islands of the country. Implies?

.. ndustry The Bank Crap lending in the Industrial sector is de- Relatively clear statement of intra-

signed to yelp: (am) expand end diversify financial and technical ssstance 'ltvl la ttmn fLta

prograe far mL and msdiue*sLe industris which can lay the basis for sectoral objectives which imply .that

rexioma developent end "mployment cratiorg Mb strength"l OFe and other

financial intermediaries which play a major role in the financing af industria~lregional development and employment

deveiopment; mad W finance te planse inaisura fertilizer complex to creatio are emong the major objec-

help the Governmenlt assure its technical and econceic viability and to reach

satisfactory financial arrangaenet with other foreign songces" ves.

73. The FY77-8l lending progra. includes one Loan to support a Or o does this loan .relate to country

industrial. investment: an inosd lurea fertilizer plant with a capacity Hwde hsla~eaet onr

of 1.500-L.700 tans per day wich, when coepletnd. would allow the obecivs Cn 1tbng b dnet

to produce about 70 prcet " r f a objectives? Can anything be done to

early 19 0. In the longer term, there ere goad prospects in the contest of make it contribute more?

ASEAN f.or regional cooperation for fertilizer production based on the comper-

AtivsE advantage of individul countrie. the would concentrate am

the production of phosphatic fertilizr and import the balance of its urea

requirements from Indonesia.

74. The balance of our lending for industry (four loans totalling $215

million) would be for financial intermediaries for relending to the privats

sector. In the contest of our two large-scale industrial loans to 089.

us hdve had considerable urc in building up he overall financial a" How long can institutional building

inatitutional Zspacity of thisnetcSOL7 isports t institucion and plan to

continue this effort. Our future industrial loans for DRF in FY721 a"d FY9 justify lending to DBp?

wouid help finance the requirements of both large ;ad *namL and modium

industries. which have previously been financed under separate protectZ.
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7 . We also plan to continue our support. begun under Loan 112-M, for

separate programs for lending to small and medium-scale industries by comer-

ctal banks and other financial interm-diaries; such loans are scheduled for How far do these loans meet the
FY78 and FY81. We are also considering the possibility of building into objectives in para 72(2)?
these projects components for small regional industrial estates and equity
investment through a new publicly-owned venture capital organization.

76. Urban Devclopment: The Bank's lending program is designed to assis

the Goverrsent in: (a) providing for urgently needed infrantructrure, social Is the development of alternative
services and employment in the etropolitan W Area N ; and (b) provid-

ing similar assistance to other urban centers throughout the 9 to growth centers the sole basis for
help them to develop into alternative growth centers. The first urban develop- (b)? If not what are the other
ment project. which is scheduled to be presented to the Executive Directors in b ec-
May 1976. will help upgrade one of M worst slums
develop a first phase sites and services settlement at nearby tive - Ot pronmte development of
and provide substantial technical assistance to the recently-established alternative growth centers?
Metropolitan 0 Commission and National Housing Authority. This project
is to be followed by two more projects of essentially the same type in m
and, possibly, other cities. A first sewerage project is planned for Is this the best way of achievin
in FY80. In addition, the lending program includes two loans, one in FY77
and another in FY80, for improving water supply systems in municipalities thd sectoral obj ectives of develop-
outside V ing alternative growth centers?
77. Education and Training: The key elements of the Govermuient's
strategy for education are: (a) to raise the quality of elemencary and sh-
condary education througli curriculum reform and the provision of more and j
better textbooks; (b) to increase the relevance of the system to national objectives (increasing system's
needs by improving facilities for industrial and agricultural training;
(c) to redress imbalances of educational opportunities between urban and relevance to national needs and
rural areas; and (d) to improve management through a reorganization of the redress imbalances in opportunities)
Department of Education and the adoption of modern management practices. The
Sank's program in the sector is designed to support this strategy. The re- with specific objectives (curriculum
cently-approved Third Education Project includes textbook production and ent practices). The
distribution, assistance for management systems in the Department of Educa-

tion, and a mass media pre-investmant study. The Fourth Education Project result is an impression of fuzziness.
scheduled for FY77 will support farmer training, training of extension
workers, and higher agricultural education. A FY80 project will continue
our support of the Government's textbook program and, possibly, help finance
a program of mass education through use of mass media.

78. Population: The successful ongoing Population Project, which
consists of construction and rehabilitation of Rural Health Units, training What are the Bank's objectives in
of personnel for family planning work in the rural health services, and

improvement of supply logistics and management systems, will be followed by this sector?
a second population project in FY80.

79. Power Sector: Demand for electricity is expected to groisby 11
percect a year during the coming decade. Failure to meet this demand would
constrain industrial growth, which is essential to deal with the
balance of payments and employment problems. The Government's program calls

for generating capacity to almost triple over the decade, while capacity
operated by the National Power Corporation (NPC) - including acquisition of

existing private sector capacity - would increase by a factor of ten.

80. The A will not be able to meet the financial and techni-

cal requirements of the power development program without substantial assis- What are the Bank's Objectives in
tance from foreign sources. The Bank's FY77-81 lending program includes two

power loans, amounting to $180 million, to assist NPC with its power genera- the power sector? How do they re-
tion and transmission program, and three multipurpose water storage projects late to the overall country obj ec-
which include hydroelectric components. The next Bank-financed project.
scheduled for FY77, would include substantial provision for a manpower tives? Do manpower development
development program to assist NPC to train its staff, particularly those in and institution building also justify
the managerial and supervisory categories. Bank assistance is expected to

help NPC through a period of very rapid expansion, as the Bank will play an the FY81 loan? What has been
important role in assisting NEC to make the organizational, managerial and -

policy changes which will be necessary to permit the rapid growth in its

operations.

81. The successful ongoing rural electrification program has extended
electric service to about fifty rural electric cooperatives representing more
than a million people. USAID, which has provided most of the external financ-

ing for the program in the past, is now phasing out its support and the
Government is requesting financial assistance from the Japanese Government,
ADS and IBRD. A loan of $25 million for this purpose has been included in
the FY79 landing program.

82. Transport Sector: The Government plans investments of about $1.6
billion in the transportation sector over the 1976-79 period. Our lending How does resource transfer fit
operations are intended to provide a share of the resources needed for this into the overall country objectives?
program and to help the Government develop policies and planning procedures
for greater efficiency in the transport system. Assistance in transport
planning is being provided under the Urban Development Project (see
parn 54). The two highway projects included in our program will finance
feeder roads as well as national highways, and will broaden our involvement
in the highways sub-sector from to the M and X . The second
inter-island shipping project in FY77 will help relieve the constraint on
the development of some of the less developed Islands of the 1.

83. TIFC: tIFC has made commitments in the 0 totalling $76.2
million far investments in thirteen companies in the fLelds of development
banking, power, telecommunications, ceramic tiles, paper, petroleum products,
nickel mining and refining, chemicals and synthetic fibers. Preliminary
proposals have been received for an a.uminua smelter and other projects in
the fields of pulp and paper, dinnerware, metal alloys, and shipbuilding.
in the capital markets area, 1YC's Capital Markets Department is providing
asaistance In a number of financial areas relating to securities markets
and mortgage banking.



TECHNICAL SUPPLEMENT

1. This annex provides background analyses of the budget process (para 2-4),

the day-to-day decision-making process (paras 5-11), the shape of the project pipe-

line (paras 12-18), and the overall object of the planning system (para 19).

Budget process

2. One of the most important decision-making processes with 
which the CPP

must be integrated is the budget process. The budget is a variety of plan con-

cerned with the relationship between inputs and outputs, 
generally expressed in

quantitative terms. The budget process forces managers to go through the discipline

of expressing the ends sought in concrete terms and making explicit the specific

means to achieve the ends. In the case of the Bank, the means or inputs are readily

quantifiable in terms of staff positions and administrative 
expenses, but the ends

or output in relation to lending are only quantifiable in terms of 
the proxy objec-

tives, i.e. numbers of projects and dollar levels of IBERD/IDA commitments. 
The fact

that the Bank's substantive objectives cannot be quantified 
has important implications

for the nature and meaning of the budget process. In the first place, the substantive

objectives and the proxy objectives do not always 
correspond exactly. In fact,

unqualified pursuit of the proxy objectives could 
undermine the attainment of the

substantive objectives. As a result, the meaning of the proxy objectives as standards

of performance is never unambiguous. Secondly, given the variable content of Bank
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projects, the validity of using numbers of projects as a measure of the 
Bank's

technical assistance objectives increases as the number of projects involved increases.

Thus, with small numbers of projects, there may be only a haphazard relationship

between the number of projects.and the technical assistance objective. With larger

numbers of projects, the element of chance is diminished. Thirdly, given the uncer-

tainty attached to project work and the uisualyl small number of projects for any

single country in a fiscal year, it would be very difficult for the Bank to set and

meet meaningful proxy objectives in terms of the numbers of projects in a fiscal

year for all countries without either maintaining an uneconomic number of standby

or reserve projects or compromising its substantive objectives in some countries.

On the other hand, it is, possible for the Bank to set and meet meaningful proxy

objectives in terms of a certain number of projects in a fiscal year for a region

or for the.Bank as a whole, by preparing a limited number of standby projects to

projects which sip or drop.

replacee, Fourthly, there is no organizational unit within the regions clearly

responsible for the achievement of proxy objectives at the country level. 
Thus the

program division is not responsible for the preparation and appraisal process, 
while

each projects divisiopnjrocesses fragments of different country lending programs.

Country lending programs cut across organizational lines within the region, so that

when a project in one country lending program slips or drops, a decision to advance

a replacement project may affect not only other country lending programs but 
also

the work of divisions not involved in the original change. Thus a change in one

country lending program can have ripple effects throughout the region, so that a

proposal to change a country lending program often raises a regional issue. In this

environment, country lending objectives in terms of numbers of projects can be
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formulated, but in practice have little practical significance except as fluctuating

elements of the region s proxy lending objective in terms of nmbers of proects. -

3. The overall result is that whereas the Bank spells out its substantive

objectives at the country level in the context of the CPP, it tends to spell out

its proxy objectives at higher levels of generality than the country, i.e. at the

regional and Bank-wide levels. There seems nothing inherently wrong with this

arrangement, provided that there are mechanisms for integrating the substantive

objectives at the country level with the proxy objectives at the regional and Bank-wide

levels.

The CPP itself does not provide such a mechanism. In O.M.l.12 it is said

that CPPs "provide the basis for annual budgets and five year work programs." However

if this means that the annual budget should represent a "costing-out" of previously

made CPP decisions, it appears unrealistic. Both levels of lending and administrative

resources are constrained by the .Bank-wide availability of funds which is often not

known in advance. Quite apart from the rapid changes which affect individual country

lending programs, it is highly unlikely that a set of sequential CPP decisions made

annually or biennially on each of T5 countries will exactly anticipate the Bank-wide

decisions and forecasts made at the time of the annual budget. Thus although the

CPP can provide the country development objectives which should help determine and

justify the inputs and outputs chosen in the course of the budget process, there have

to be mechanisms for preparing the annual budget which do more than simply cost-out

the CPP decisions. The main mechanism for achieving the integration of the Bank's

substantive country assistance objectives and the region's proxy objectives for the

purposes of the budget process is the Regional Lending Program, which, together with

the Region's Five Year Work Program and Budget Proposal, constitutes a comprehensive

plan covering every aspect of the region's lending work.
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Day-to-day decision-making processes

5. The Regional Lending Program, which is a kind of "rolling file" maintained

by the Program Coordinator to record and update the region's lending plans, is also

a key instrument for integrating the country development objectives as determined in

the CPP process into the day-to-day decision-making. The successful integration

depends in part on there being general agreement as to what are the major country

assistance decisions that need to be taken and when they need to be taken. Several

recent memoranda have questioned whether there is such general agreement (e.g. Mr. Kearns'

memorandum to Mr. Votaw of March 19, 1976 on the "Program Functions Problem" and a

paper entitled "Programing of Lending" dated June 21, 1976). While it may be sur-

prising that such a basic matter is in question at all, clearly any attempt to clarify

the operation of the existing programming system should put the matter beyond doubt

by making explicit what are the principal country assistance decisions that need to

be taken. Part of the difficulty may derive from the fact that the concept of the

five year lending program, which performs the essential function of providing an

agreed horizon for discussion of future country assistance, tends to obscure the very

great differences between the years of the five year lending program.

6. The main elements of the decision-making processes are:

(a) generation of new project proposals: It is essential for a healthy

institution to have a steady flow of new project proposals, coming

from within the institution or from outside the institution (e.g. govern-

ments, institutions within client country, consultants) or from a joint

effort inside and outside the institution. An OED study of 300 projects

in 1972-19T4 found that for as many as 40% of the projects the conception

of the project within the Bank preceded the conception of the project in
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the borrowing country, as now seen by the borrowers (SecMT6-loo).

This indicates that generation of project proposals within the

institution plays a very significant role in the lending that materializes.

(bY* evaluating and selecting projects: This involves evaluating the new

projects proposed for inclusion in the lending program and selecting

them on the basis of the evaluation as well as on any known constraints.

The process may be informal or formal, intuitive or systematic.

Ccl developing the prolects: This involves performing whatever operational

work is appropriate (identification, preparation, appraisal and so on).

(dl control: Monitoring of progress of work on the chosen projects and

making any adjustments needed.

7.' These steps may be represented as follows1

MO mom
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In practice in the Bank, because of the 
length and uncertainty of the

develoIment phase of our projects, the selection 
process is an iterative one as

follows;

Seea#, *TrA10 -VALU~fkz I-" ISO

E--.. P '9ee

Nevertheless the basic steps remain the sane, 
however many times they are repeated.

9. The significance of the different elements depends to 
a large extent

on the planning period involved:

(a) first and second year: In this period, the main emphasis is on

developing projects which have effectively been chosen and reconciling

them with the constraints in terms of IBPD/IDA allocations. Thus a

regional study has shown that the operations program for the current and

second year contained 88% of the projects which actually materialized in

the period. Of the 12% which were not in the operations program, half

were either reformulations of projects which had been dropped,supplementary
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loans or engineering credits and the other half were DFC projects. In effect.

the issue of choosing new projects does not arise in a significant way

in the current and second fiscal year (unless the region has failed

to reconcile its lending program with its processing resources). The

lending program has a momentum of its own and there is little flexibility

at this late state for choosing new projects. The issue is: given the

projects that we have in the program for the current and second

year, what can we make of them? How can -re develop the projects that

we have in the lending program for the current and second year so that

they contribute to our country development objectives to the maximum

possible extent?

(b) third and fourth year:

An OED study of project preparation (SecM76-100) shows that the

median time betwden Bank conception and Board presentation is about

3 years ("Bank conception" being defined as the date when the Bank

puts on record that the project was being considered for finance and

began to follow it up in a serious and continual way). This conclu-

sion was confirmed by interviews with projects staff who indicated

that the "choice point" for deciding whether to make a serious effort

seem to be
to process a project is generally in the third or fourth year ahead.

Thus the principal country assistance issue for decision in the third

and fourth year involves relating the selection of projects for

serious processing to the country development objectives. While in

this period it may sometimes be too- late for wholly new initiatives,

there may in some cases still be time to process a new project pro-
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posal which relates better 
to the country development 

objectives than

any of the projects currently in the 
existing lending program (many

of which may have entered the 
lending program when still unidentified

and of unknown content). The Bank, like any forward-looking 
organiza-

tion, is producing more ideas 
for projects than it can possibly 

process.

It is thus normal that there 
should be a need to choose between

projects. In the- case of the Bank, 
the time for decision is 

in

general the third and fourth year ahead.

(c) fifth and sixth year:

It is essential for a healthy institution to have a steady flow of

new project fi&ai ad this should be the main emphasis of __

planning for the fifth and sixth year. Thus in the current and

second year, the accent is on developing a given set of projects

in accordance with a given set of constraints- In. the third and

evaluation a d

fourth year, the main task is theselection o projects for serious

processing from a wider range of alternatives. In the fifth and

sixth year, the focus should be on generating the project alterna-

tives from which the succeeding years' 
program will be chosen. At

this stage, originality and creativity in devising better ways to

meet the country development objectives 
are more important than

the attempt to forecast the lending.result 
or reconcile the forecast

with possible constraints.

10. It is implicit in the preceding paragraph that the dollar level of IBRD/I1A

cmmitments is only of much significance in the first, second and possibly third years.



Thus a recent DPS study has shown that management decisions on the fourth, fifth

and sixth year vary by as much as 100% in real terms from what actually materializes.

An organization should only plan as far ahead as can be' done with some reasonable

degree of accuracy and it appears that the ability to plan dollar commitments for

countries beyond the third year does not meet this criterion. The decision-making

needs to be concentrated on the first three years in such a way that the largely

hypothetical issues related to the level of lending in the outer years do not distract

attention from the real issues in the first two or three years.

11. To summarize the argument of this part, the main focus of the decision-

making in relation to country assistance planning should be on:

(a) development of projects in the first and second year;

(b) evaluation and selection of projects in the third and fourth year;

(c) generation of new project proposals in the fifth .and sixth year;

(d) level of dollar commitments of IBRD/IDA resources in the first, second

and third year.

Some reservations need to be made about this list. Clearly there are other important

planning issues (such as administrative budget issues) which arise in contexts other

than a country assistance context for the reasons given above in para but must

at some point be integrated with the country assistance decisions. Clearly the

demarcation between periods is not sharp and clear cut: the distinction is one of

emphasis. Nevertheless the establishment of a broad concensus between staff and

management as to the significance of different time periods in the Five Year Lending

Program could greatly clarify the operations of the programming system.
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Shape of project pipeline

12. Because of the long lead time for project identification, preparation,

appraisal and negotiation prior to Board presentation, the projects on which 
work

is being performed are frequently referred to as the project pipeline. While this

is in some respects-a helpful analogy, it is also a dangerous one as it tends to

convey a false impression of the nature of project work, namely an image of uniformity

regularity and certainty which is inappropriate. It also tends to imply that the

programming of lending is essentially a problem of production management when in

fact it is, except for the first two years, more a problem of new product management.

These points may be illustrated by pursuing the analogy of the pipeline and considering

its shape.

13. It is common ground that, given the uncertainty of project work, it is

necessary to be working on more projects for a given fiscal year than the target

result for that year. Prior to the reorganization and for a year or two after it,

the shape of the pipeline was something like this.

- . , . -4 ...-3 .. +'.t .' '2. +. 3 4 ' - -5 r e.

S) ax Fp * .. .
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_1 However because the projects departments could not work on such a large

number of projects in the near term, they only worked seriously on part of the

official pipeline of projects.

R~~~~~i~~ -Ag 2.. +2 1 F'j~~ M I -3 1 -

*~4F*,.L .*. P* , *

15. By end 1975 all of the regions had brought their official lending programs

in years one and two in conformity with the informal pipeline really being worked on

by the projects department.

R? .
1-ra . .eP .e Ito% -

'f* * Je
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16. However in February 1976 the regions were instructed to present essentially

level lending programs for all years, implying that the desirable shape of the pipe-

line was as follows:

Pro~~pj A -C
OP.. 4,r

17. This involved excluding from the official lending program a large number

of project proposals which may well be needed when the limited number of projects

officially in the pipeline started to suffer the normal rate of slippage and droppage.

The effect was to have a larger informal pipeline enclosing the official lending

pipeline.

Pro -C orp *P0 A Ol

d0101

PT ('C
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18. The conclusion from this experience should be that unless the official

lending program reflects the nature of the work, informal mechanisms will be developed

outside the official system to cope with the practical decisions that have to be

made. One object in designing should be to have the official lending program

coincide with the actual de'cision-making that is going on in the institution. To

achieve this, it is suggested that the shape of the pipeline should be:

--.t +2., +3 14 +5 e.

Object of the planning system

19. The object of the overall planning system is to optimize the achievement

of the Bank's lending objectives. An essential element in the overall arrangements

is the existence of individual project review processes which ensure the economic

financial and technical viability of each Bank project. The overall planning
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system endeavors to protect the Bank from five main risks of sub-optimization

.against which the individual project review processes are not an adequate pro-

tection:

(a) under-achievement: the requirement of developing countries for

capital and technical assistance from the Bank Group greatly exceeds

the amount that we can provide. It is important to avoid committing

less than is, in some sense, available, or providing less technical

assistance than is, in some sense, possible:

(b) diffusion of effort: because the development needs of the borrowing

countries vastly exceed the capacity of the Bank to meet them, it

would be easy for the Bank's staff to diffuse their efforts over a
individual

wide spectrum of/activities, so as to achieve less than they can

achieve, if there are agreed priorities between objectives and agreed

plans to carry them out.

(c) bureaucracy: there is a risk that the Bank's activities may be deter-

mined, not by the needs of the dev1loping countries, but by the

internal administrative structures and preferenees of the Bank. There

is a risk, for example, that a power division may continue to lobby for

the inclusion of power projects in a country at a time when power pro-

jects no longer represent the optimal use of the Bank's resources.

There is also a risk that original and innovative ideas for new pro-

jects will be rejected precisely because they are original and innova-

tive. There is a need to avoid excessive organizational conservatism

in the generation, selection and development of project proposals.
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(d) external influence: the Bank's lending operations are cooperative

enterprises with the borrowing country and clearly the borrower's

plans and objectives are very important. Yet from time to time,

the Bank is urged by a borrowing country to lend for a project which

represents a sub-optimal use of the Bank' s resources. Although the

appraisal process can eliminate projects which are not economically,

a_ financially and technically viable, it cannot and does not deal

effectively with priorities between viable projects.

(e) misallocation: because the Bank's resources are less than the develop-

ment needs, it is important that the resources be allocated to

borrowers in some defensible manner, e.g. based on equity, credit-

worthiness, absorptive capacity, performance and so on.



WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Files DATE: September 21, 1976

FROM: Alastair J. Ston ef, Operations Review and Support Unit, Urban Projects

SUBJECT: Minute on Meeting of CPS Project Directors to Discuss Mr. Jaycox's
Memo of September 14

1. A meeting was held in Mr. Baum's office at 2:15 on September 20
to discuss Jaycox's memo of September 14, titled Programming Urban
Poverty. In attendance at the meeting were Messrs. Baum, van der Tak,
Jaycox, Rovani, Ballantine, Tolbert, Christoffersen, Davis, Zymelman,
Messenger and Stone.

2. The meeting was opened by statements from Baum and Jaycox regarding
the need for an effort in each of the sectoral departments in CPS to act
swiftly to internalize the concepts contained in the memorandum under

discussion. Requests were made for high priority efforts to provide: -
a clear definition of the poverty problem in each sector; a statement of a
program target for that sector in terms of the amount of the problem that the
Bank should be willing to t ackle; and importantly, for the Regional projects
departments a description of the features of a poverty project in each sector,
together with identification of actual "prototype" projects which meet these
criteria. These were needed in the inmediate future; eventually we would also

need guidelines for sector work and for project design and monitoring. The

directors were each asked to respond to the memorandum with a timetable for

the production of the above mentioned items.

3. After a wide ranging discussion it was agreed that, collectively and
individually, the CPS departments should take the initiative in developing the
urban poverty component of the lending program. It was further agreed that
more time was needed to define each department's response and that a second

meeting to discuss these responses be held on Monday, September 27. The time
and place of this second meeting will be announced by Mr. Jaycox.

AJStone:dd

cc: Messrs. Baum, van der Tak (CPS)
Jaycox, Dunkerley, Churchill (Urban)
Rovani (Energy, Water & Telecommunications)
Ballantine, Zymelman (Education)
Tolbert (Tourism)
Yudelman, Christoffersen, Davis (Agric. & Rural)
Kanagaratnam, Messenger (Population)
Fuchs (Industrial)



WOILD UANK / NTERNATIOAio FINANCE CIPORATION

OFFCE MEMORANDUM
TO: David Gordon DATE: Sept. 16, 1976

FROM: Gary Hyd
J

SUBJECT: lrban Poxw >rr- Pi

1. On Septembr 11. we met briefly with Messrs. Stone, Beier,
and Le 1hbrid. of th! Urban Oporations Review and Support Unit (UORcsu)
to diccuos 1r. Stones ' oo of September 9 to E. V. K. Jaycox (attached).
This note cummarizes -slocted aspects of that r.emo and our discussion thereof.

2. The memo deals with four main topics: (a) definition of the Urban
Poverty Program, (UPP) target population, (b) definition of Bank UPP lending,
(c) specification of rional (both country and sector). UPP lending targets,and (d) creation of an infomation system to be maintained by UORSU.

3. The definition of the UPP target population has been refined a
bit, ind nowy refers to all urban dwellers living in absolute poverty and
those with icemes below one-third the national average per capita income
-- after inflation of that national average by the ratio of urban living
costs to avorage national living costs,

4. To deternine hcwv much Bank lending is UPP lending, one must first
find out how much is urban-related (at present it is estimated that about
30 percent is urbtn-related). It is then necessary to add up all lending,
in value terins, via proj3cts and comononts of projects, which prorises
direct ben-fits to the targ;et population. If, for example, &20 million
of a $100 million urban "ater supply locn is earmarked for distribution
facilities to the poor, one would sny that 1/5 of the operation involves
UPP lending (eve.n though it migiht be noted thit w-ell over 1/5 of the
anticipated soc:i oconmc bencfits of The proj ict would arise from the
$20 million ccponent). Two tests arc relvnt in designing IPP operations:

ordi1 (the poor must b able and willig to pay for the generated
gcax. or ymcace) and ragOT (the operation must be sustainable over
tim and subject to larm-scale multiplication viithout a need for massive
subsidization ),

5. Par. 13 of the memo presnuts a method for determining ths
proportion of F/Industy/Tourism lenrding which may be called UP? hLud ing,rec)Lniz ing that the iu:at of such lending is more difficult to trace then
in t e case of sites and services, slum upgrading, etc. Th. oeraticral test
of affordbili1y h er i s the c!pitAl cost par job created, relative o the
eountry t s total Gros7 Dorstic 'rnrostent and labor force oxpansion. A "job"
i5 defined as 15 man-years of employment oppor nity (i.e 30 work places
each of 5 yeaars duration nould count as 10 "-jh /"). Capital Cost iF oefined
as the sun of all xpecte d fixod, working, and replaiceent capital outlays
over the lifo of a project, di scountod to a nsf presen value (NPV). To
obtain eeom sort of cosntryr benrhmark as a basi: of reference, the mamo

camm'nds that CD (p'reuably for the most recent available year) be
dliv ~de by the cuarint absoluic grow h i cremen+ in the labor force plus
S/111 cf the :plcyad 11abr fc (C, o ole for annual r'Ilmnishment of the
capI.a stock , on tue Caimpt iou U' i Kioar averaoe life), If tho "Oost
cf capl tJl" per "jo" I' lcss ihan v . this sdjusted(ADT-pec-worker figure
the projeot would qurli UPP nI g.
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6. Mr. Banerji and I observed that the proposed method seomed torequire four rather arbibrary assumptions concerning (a) the 15 man-yeardefinition of a "job," (b) the rate of discount to be used in the Capitalcost NPV calculation, (c) the 1/15 capital consumption rate, and (d) themultiplier of two used to dUtgrmino our UPP threshold. You went furtherby noting that even if the method could be shown to be feasible for DFCoperations, we might still be very hard-pressed to apply it to truly=l-ccale ventures (ohera on-lending would probably involve a greatdeal of on-the-spot judgmnat about the borrower and very little quantifiedinformation about his "project"). Mr. Stone suggested that a short seminaright be heol in the noar future, in order to permit fuller discussion ofthe proposed method and its underlying rationale.

7. We did not go into UORSU's information system proposals. Wedid query so.e of the FY1976-80 lending figures shown in Annex 2 of thememo, includtig the assumption that only 3/h of proposed DFC lendingwould be urban-related. It was stated that the figures were to be checkedand updated before sending the report to Mr. McNamara toward the end ofthis month.

cc: Messrs.0tone, Beier, and Lethbridge
DFCD Staff
DFC Division Chiefs

GLh
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WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Those Listed Below DAT S ber 14, 1976

FROM: Edward V.K. Jaycox, Chairman, Ur s G

SUBJECT: Programing Urban Poverty

1. Attached is a memorandum prepared by t rban Operations Review
and Support Unit describing a system to program d monitor the Bank's
Urban Poverty Lending. I have approved the b t ce of the memorandum
and plan to submit to Mr. McNamara a status rt based upon its contents
in the near future.

2. Please review the memorandum and ck the information contained

therein, as well as the results of o anal es to determine the location

and urban poverty impact of the curre t five year program which will be

sent to you under separate cover. revision to the Regional Urban
Poverty Programs and to the status the efforts to establish sector
targets and guidelines will be wel e for inclusion in the status report.
The Unit staff are available for dditional explanations that may be
required, and for subsequent develo nt of detailed interpretations of the
concepts presented in the memorand . I would appreciate your comments by
September 2 8.

FKJaycox/AJStone :dd

Messrs. Baum, van d Tak, Isra 1, Lee (OPS Advrisory Staff)
BalUt ntine, Hultin, Z an (Education)
Rovani, Warford, Kalbermatten (Energy, Water & Tele.)
Fu\chs, Kalmanoff (Industrial)
Kanagaratnam, Messenger (Population)
Tolbert (Touri ; Willoughby (Transportation)
Yudelman Chri. of ersen, Turniham, Davis, Berg (Agric. & Rural)
J. A er, a 1 Wood (P&B)
D. ordon (D ); uloy (DRC); Avramovic, Stoutjeskijk, Keare (11ev. Econ.)

H. dl , , Wiehen, Hablutzel, Barry, Bronfman (E. Africa)
Gue Po uen Wright, de la Renaudiere, de Azcarate, Denning (W. Africa)
Kirman , Vota , Hasan, Ruddy, Howell (E. Asia & Pacific)

Picciott agopalan, Blobel, Gilmartin, Street (S. Asia)
Knox, Pl1an, Paimans, Bart, Dubey, Finzi (EMENA)
van de er, Glaessner, Lerdau, Wiese, Holsen, Perez (LAC)

Dunkerley, Churchill, Walters, Mould, Strombom, Venkateswaran,
McCulloch (Urban Projects)



WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Edward V.K. JaycoW verty Task Force DATE: September 14, 1976

F OM: Alastair J. Stone erations Review and Support Unit, Urban Projects

SUBJECT: Urban Poverty Program Implementation

Introduction

1. The implementation of the strategy outlined in the Interim Report
of the Task Group has been pursued at both the country program and sector
levels of activity in the Bank. Progress achieved in each sector and in
each region has varied. Both country programs and sectoral departments
have had the opportunity to develop their own responses to the initiatives
of the Urban Poverty Program. However, these efforts do not constitute
to my mind an integrated program and it is to achieve such a program that
the following detailed approach to programming the Bank's Urban Poverty
Lending has been developed.

2. First, an operationally useful definition of the urban poverty
target population is presented. This is followed by two sets of criteria
to define what portion of Bank lending constitutes urban poverty lending,
one for projects which create low capital cost employment, and another for
those which produce goods and services to meet the basic needs of the poor.
Next, we set out a method for determining that portion of the regional
lending programs which should be allocated to directly benefit the target
group. This is followed by a statement as to how sector specific targets
for each sector of Bank urban lending -- e.g., basic urbanization, water
supply, labor-intensive enterprise, etc. should be developed which reflect
in some measure the extent of the worldwide urban poverty problem in that
sector as well as the Bank's ability to contribute to its solution. The
first attempts of the regions to identify and develop Regional Urban Poverty
Programs are then set out. These were developed without firm sectoral or
overall lending targets or definitions and therefore are very tentative though
still indicative of the potential for reorienting our urban lending. Finally,
we describe the information system that this Unit will operate to monitor the
whole Urban Poverty Program.

3. It is proposed that the substance of this memo, together with the
results of the exercise now being completed to define the urban poverty
target group, plus the program implications, thereof, and the status of
relevant research and policy papers, be combined and presented in a report
to Mr. McNamara, in the near future.

The Target Group

4. The target population for urban poverty programs and projects is
now defined as all urban dwellers in absolute poverty, or with incomes below
one-third of the average national per capita income (after average per capita
income has been inflated by the ratio of urban living costs to average living
costs). This definition is not quite the same as that used in the Interim
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Report of the Urban Poverty Task Group last October, but in changing it
this way we have onsurod consistency between the poverty definitions used

in both the urban and rural poverty programs.1

5. Unfortunately, the work done by the regional country economists

has yielded only 14 countries with absolute poverty estimates. These

estimates are derived from costing a basic diet in urban (and rural) areas

and after adding the cost of non-food basic needs, deriving income thresholds

in urban (and rural) areas below which nutritional intake would likely be
less than minimum levels. Application of this income threshold to income

distribution data yields the absolutely poor in numbers of people. The data

available for a large number of countries is insufficient to generate estimates

of absolute poverty which are much better than those generated by the Urban

Poverty Task Group last Fall. In addition, the definition of the target group

just outlined requires estimates of urban dwellers in relative as well as

absolute poverty. Data, for this exercise is also imprecise and will remain

so until country economic work refine these measurements over time.

6. Bocause we need immediate working estimates for each country, and
rather than spend additional time refining these estimates at a detailed

level now, the target population for each country is in the process of being

calculated by the Unit as follows: (i) where available, the absolute poverty

work sheet received from country economists which cost out basic diets and

non-food requirements in urban and rural areas will be used to determine an

urban income cost of living inflator, in other cases other cost of living
data will be applied;2_/ (ii) this inflator will be applied to inflate one-

third the average per capita income to give the threshold income of the target

group in urban areas; and (iii) the number of people in this target group will

be determined by setting the threshold income against the income distribution

data available to us. The results of these exercises will be distributed in

a memorandum to be issued in two weeks' time. These estimates although rough

and ready will form the basis of all urban poverty programming and project

definition unless and until we can get refined estimates from country
economists. All such refined estimates are to be welcomed and should in any

case become a standard part of country economic work.

Definition of Urban Poverty Lending

7. In contrast to rural poverty projects, which are predominantly in

the agriculture sector, urban poverty projects can occur in almost all

sectors of Bank lending. Furthermore, in rural poverty projects benefits
will normally accrue from increased production and hence direct income

generation: this will often not be the case in urban poverty projects which

provide or extend urban services. An increased emphasis on urban poverty

1/ To be entirely consistent the rural definition should deflate threshold

income by the ratio of rural living costs to the average living costs.

However, the difference would be marginal and no change is proposed to

existing practice in rural development.

2/ Where there is no country specific data, an inflator for each region

between 1.1 and 1.7 will be used in agreement with the respective senior

economist.
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lending wil require determined efforts to re-orientate much of our

existing lending practice and project types which are located in urban

areas and spread among almost all sectors. (This type of lending accounts

for about 30% of the existing total lending for the Bank.) For these

reasons we have developedithe following criteria to use in defining the

portion of the lending program which is Urban Poverty Lending.

8. Urban poverty lending is lending which directly benefits the

target group. Therefore all lending (i.e., projects or parts of projects)

which generates definable benefits flowing to the target group 
should be

counted as urban poverty lending. Thus, if 40% of a project yields direct

benefits to the poor, then 40% of the loan amount would be counted as urban

poverty lending./

9. The main objective is to increase the share of Bank investment

spent directly on increased production by and supply of basic needs to the

urban poverty group. However, in doing this we do not want to replace or

modify existing first order criteria for Bank financing of projects which

include economic and financial efficiency, national priorities, institutional

viability and technical soundness. The introduction of an income determined

target beneficiary group does, however, give special 
importance to tests of

affordability and replicability of investments which are of direct 
benefit

to the poor. The main concern is to assure the level of spending on urban

poverty solutions for the benefit of any individual or group is feasible

within the resources available to the country or city. In determining the

amount that can be spent per person or per unit of service therefore, some

notion of the overall needs and available resources must be developed. 
For

example, if a project provides services to 5% of the unserviced urban poor,

the question arises whether it could be done 20 times within 
the resource

constraints of the city. This affordability/replicability criterion is

important to stress, since many of our borrowers view urban poverty programs

as highly subsidized welfare programs. The Bank's urban poverty program does

not include "show case" projects which are designed to standards the target

group cannot afford and which are not financially or institutionally

replicable on a scale commensurate with the problem.

10. Put simply, the test of affordability is that the costs of the

service or benefit provided in a project are less than or equal to what the

poor are able and willing to pay for that service or benefit. Such a project

would normally be replicable. Where institutional capacity exists to charge

prices that are below average costs for services that would 
not otherwise be

affordable to the poor, e.g., through differential loading of overhead costs

1/ This is not quite the same as saying that the urban poverty element 
of

total lending is the same as the share of benefits which accrue to the

target group on account of that lending; for example, a water supply

project for $100 m may include a $20 m component which finances 
dis-

tribution of water to the poor and which accounts for 50% of the total

benefits of the project, in these circumstances only $20 m would be

counted as poverty lending.
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according to ability to pay, the prices paid by the poor can be used instead

of the average costs to test affordability, provided that these prices are

sustainable in the long run. Prices that include subsidies replicable on a

scale which would allow a program to serve all the poor would pass the test
of affordability, but to justify this subsidy it would have to be shown that

the subsidy is economically justified and is not occasioned by overdesign.

11. In the case of sites and services, slum upgrading, water distri-
bution, schools, or other location specific projects with identifiable direct
beneficiaries and benefits, there should normally be little problem in

recognizing the urban poverty element of lending as has just been described.
For systems such as transportation, the problem may be more difficult, but
in these cases, to the extent that services are produced at costs and prices
the target population can afford and there are no supply conditions which bar
access to the poor, the projects or parts of projects thus characterized, may
be classified as urban poverty projects.

12. The emphasis that has been given to affordability and replicability
also means that projects that result in the production of basic goods and
services for the target group at a cost below prevailing costs would also

qualify as urban poverty lending. Site and services, water, urban trans-
portation are special cases of this class which were discussed above. But
in principle, urban poverty projects should be developed in many industries,

e.g. in food industries, clothing or the provision of rental shelter. The
test in each case would be the production of basic products demanded by the
poor and at a price affordable by the poor.

13. For DFC, industry and tourism lending, and for the employment and
income generating impacts of all other sectors, the main contribution to
urban poverty programs is expected to be in terms of the employment they create.
Here we propose a slightly different criterion. For employment, the relevant
test of affordability becomes the average capital cost per direct job created
related to the overall means of the country concerned, namely its savings level.
This is a difficult and problematic concept to employ. However, we have devised
a formula, which in the absence of carefully worked out country specific
alternatives, we propose to use as a test for the labor intensity of employment
creating projects, taking account of the availability of capital and labor in
the country concerned. Many alternative rules of varying complexity were
developed. Among the most appealing were the creation of jobs at levels of
productivity which implied relatively low capitalization, or linked investment
per job to net growth in capital stock and a target quantity of new jobs.

14. The rule suggested therefore should be thought of as an arbitrary
operational compromise which nonetheless highlights the major attributes of
the solution to the employment problem. The rule is as follows: - First,
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we have defined a "job" as 15 man-years of employment.2/ Next, by
dividing the number of jobs thus determined into the total capital costs
of the project (capital costs defined to include all working capital and
replacement required over the life of the project in present value terms)
we get a capital cost per job. The capital cost per job derived in this
way should then be compared with the figure which emerges by dividing
gross domestic investment by the current growth in the labor force plus
1/15 of the labor force currently employed.2/ For all projects where the
capital cost per job is less than twice this figure we propose they qualify
as urban poverty lending. The doubling of the average figure is an arbitrary
factoring to account for possible indirect employment effects at substan-
tially lower capital costs and to place the threshold more clearly within the
operationally feasible range of Bank intervention. To illustrate, we
estimate roughlyl/ that the capital cost per job which would qualify the
project as a poverty project is as shown below in some representative
countries.

Kenya US$1,700
Sierra Leone 1,800
Turkey 6,700
Morocco 6,000
Brazil 9,100
Jamaica 15,600
Colombia 4,8oo
Malaysia 6,200
Indonesia 1,700
India 1,000

15. This formula has the advantages of simplicity and an obvious relation
to supply of investment resources and the size of the employment problem; it
can also quite easily be derived from project information and from macro-
economic data already routinely collected. Further, as may be seen above, the
results of applying this rule appear to be of a reasonable order of magnitude,
varying from investments per job which are easily achieved without much change
from previous practice in relatively rich countries to very difficult targets
indeed in poor countries.

16. In a few cases a project which does not meet these direct tests of
poverty relief my qualify where it achieves policy or institutional changes
which correct or substantially mitigate economic distortions with respect to
opportunities for production and consumption by the urban poor. Such cases
should be judged on their individual merits, but it would have to be shown that
the correction is economy-wide (or city-wide) and substantial.

1/ Thus, 30 work places lasting 5 years would be counted as 10 jobs and 10 work
places lasting 30 years as 20 jobs.

2/ The "1/15 of the labor force currently employed," takes account of the need
to replace worn-out capital assuming that on average the capital employed
has a 15-year life. Alternatives can be used where the case can be made for
them. Also where "labor force currently employed" is not available or cannot
be estimated, "labor force" can be used.

1/ Based on latest country economic data sheets with data ranging from 1970
to 1974 which has not been adjusted.
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Regional Lending Targets

17. Estimates obtained from the target population definition and data,
as outlined at the beginning of this memo, will be used to determine initial
targets for the Bank's Urban Poverty Program. It is apparent, from the
preceding description of an urban poverty project, that such lending will
come from diverse sectors of Bank activity and need not always determine
the character of the entire loan. For this reason and also because of rather
large variations in loan amounts between sectors, all targets for the Urban
Poverty Program will be set in dollar amounts: as a share of urban lending,
rather than in numbers of projects. The proportion of such lending in any
regional program that should be poverty lending will be determined by the
proportion of the urban poverty target group to total urban population. This
factor will be applied to all lending which is programmed to take place in
urban areas or to be urban-related, and when summed for all countries will
generate a regional urban poverty lending target.

18. Note that this targeting does not affect the share of lending in
urban as opposed to rural areas. Urban poverty prograruing per se will
apply to only that portion of lending classified as urban related, i.e.,
all lending which is located in urban areas or has a definable and direct
effect on consumption, production or access to land and services in urban
areas.

Sector Targets and Project Design Criteria

19. In addition to targets for the proportion of urban lending that
should directly benefit the target group, we want to have sector-specific
targets for each of the key sectors that will be involved in the urban
poverty program: labor-intensive enterprise, basic urbanization, low cost
water supply and sanitation, preventive health care and nutrition. These
targets will be set in terms of the numbers of target population served or
employed or in terms of the proportion of lending for urban located projects
(say 50%) which meet the poverty lending criteria. The sector targets are to
be set taking account of the extent of the poverty problem that is susceptible
to improvement by investments in each particular sector (e.g., the number of
people living in and adding to unserviced squatter areas in IDCs) and the
capacity of the Bank to do anything about it in particular sectors and regions.

20. There is a large role to be played by the CPS sector and operating
departments in quantifying the extent of the poverty problem and working with
their regional counterparts to set operaticnal targets. In addition, the CPS
sector departments should integrate the concerns for urban poverty impacts
into sectoral project design criteria, sector work guidelines, and guidelines
for monitoring "new-style" project performance.

21. Progress in developing sector-specific targets and project and
sector guidelines is not as well advanced as we had hoped it would be by
this time. The present status of work in the key sectors is outlined in the
matrix in Attachment 1. This matrix shows that relatively little overt and
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clear dofinition of urban poverty programs from a sectoral point of view
has yot omrgod and reflects the difficulty which har beon oxperienced
in dofining urban poverty program claims on total soctoral resources
against the background of the very fluid nature of the overall lending
program as it developed for the recent budget. Also part of the problem
has been the need for initiative to be taken by several CPS departments
with competing priorities and for the cooperation of many parts of the
docentralized management structure. It may be that in some sectors,
greater progress has been made on a number of points than we know about
and has been shown in the matrix. In any case we suggest an early meeting
of the key sector department heads with you and Mr. Baum to move this
process forward.

Regional Urban Poverty Programs

22. Definitive Regional Urban Poverty Programs will eventually emerge
from the CPP process and the attempt to meet urban poverty lending targets
and sectoral targets. The regions have been putting together first attempts
at urban poverty programs. These have been received from all regions except
LAC and South Asia. These first attempts are very much just that and were
developed during the rather frenetic period when the FY77 budget and the
overall five-year lending program were undergoing constant change. Also the
definition of an urban poverty project, the quantitative lending targets and
the sector targets not being firmed up therefore have not yet impinged on the
program. Despite this lack of finality and detail in the programs, we believe
that the regions have made a very good first effort (see Attachment 2). Of
the 242 urban related projects in the four regions that have reported, 124
of them or 51% have been identified as having urban poverty orientation or
components. We have not been able as yet to determine the proportion of these
projects in money terms that will benefit the target population but will
proceed in consultation with the regions to put the programming on that basis.
As a first step we will be sending to each region and sector early next week,
the relevant results of the programming and location exercises. They will be
asked to apply(with our assistance) the above project criteria and programming
rules to each year on the current five-year lending program. Obviously, emphasis
will be placed on the current and next fiscal years where detailed project
information is available.

Urban Poverty Program Information System

23. To assist in the speedy determination and implementation of urban
poverty targets at the programming level, to ensure that lending designated
as urban poverty lending lives up to expectations, to stimulate urban sector
work, and to allow systematic attention to be paid to the locational distri-
bution of the Bank's lending, UORSU will maintain an information system and
promulgate appropriate reports on a regular basis.

24. Few new forms and sources of information will be required to carry
out this program, and every attempt has been and will continue to be made to
limit these incremental information needs and to build on the existing
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programming and project- information flows in the Bank. There is a

generni trend in the ank, which started with the rural development
program and has now spread to all sectors via the project brief system
to systematize program and project data much earlier in the project
cycle than is currently the practice. The urban poverty information
system continues this trend and is designed to fit in both with practices
already existing in rural development and becoming widespread through the

project brief system. Indeed, it has already been proposed'that, at least

as far as programming is concerned, the information requirements for rural
development goals and urban poverty goals be consolidated into one central
system.

25. The starting point of the system is the five-year regional lending
program which is prepared annually as part of the budget exercise. These
programs should show which projects, or how much of particular projects, are
urban related and then within that category which of them, or how much of
each of them, is designated as urban poverty lending.

26. With these slight amendments incorporated in regional five-year
lending programs, it will be a simple matter for all concerned to see whether

or not the regional program meets poverty targets and to the extent that it

falls short to take steps to meet targets either through a re-design of

identified projects or through the designation of unidentified lending for
design as poverty lending. Of course, the regional urban poverty program
will also have to take account of sectoral targets which will be pushed for

by the sectoral division chiefs within each region and their CPS counterparts
or by COPDs. The resolution of independently determined regional/country
targets and the sectoral targets will take place, as is the case now, during
the CPP process.

27. To follow the development of individual urban related projects
there will be an addition to the project brief or to project identification

reports where a project brief is not employed which gives urban poverty data

(see Attachment 3). Any urban related project which has been shown as such

in the regional program should have this data completed to the level possible
at any point in the project's preparation, and be continuously updated whenever
new information on the project is available. The data includes items such as
the project's location, its urban porerty element, and the number of people
in the target group served.

28. The information system will be the responsibility of this Unit,

whose job it will be to collect, collate, update and report on the entire

urban poverty program. To allow the information system to be as up to date

as possible, and because the major input will be an annual exercise, individual
CPPs will be reviewed by the Unit for the information whic4 has just been

described for regional programs. Information derived and updated in this way
will be analyzed and reported upon by UORSU at least twice a year. UORSU will

also draw to the attention of regional management cases where the regional

program appears to be wide of the targets, or where projects appear not to be

living up to the expectations made of them in the regional program.
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29. In parallel to the prograrming and project data collection just
described, the Unit will keep track of the location of Bank urban lending.
Countrios where there are cities with concentration of projects in the
five-year lending program will be identified. This locational layout will
assist in assessing where urban and other urban-related sector and economic
work may be optimized in support of operations, and where coordinated city
programs may be called for. Where there are large concentrations of Bank
lending the operating divisions of the Urban Projects Department will
generate city data sheets (see Attachment h) to be employed by all concerned
in project design and coordination of Bank operations.

AJStone/NLethbridge/GBeier:dd

cc: Messrs. Dunkerley, Churchill, Courtney, Holland, Watson, Kahnert
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URBAL oIFE

URSAN RELATED DESIGNATED
REGION TOTAL LENDILEIIG PROJEr T UPP/URL CITIES/TOWNS

East Africa 13L (1)2_/ 2,307.7 56 797.8 19 313.5 33.9 39.3 71

West Africa 121 (2) 1,672.9 50 610.6 37 425.0 7L.0 69.6 74

EMENA 178 5,687.8 86 2,6L1.o 4L 1,215.5 51.2 46.0 45
LAC 3/ 162 (2) 6,1468.4 100 3,6L1.0 - - - - 90

EAP 106 4,707.5 50 1,9C1.0 24 801.0 48.0 42.1 31

S. Asia 82 (1) 4,117.1 .3 1,015.8 -2

ORL BANK TOTAL 78 (6) 224,9616 275 29 5.9

4 REGIONS ONLY (EA, WA, ENENA & EAP 7

Agriculture 7 102.2 6 24.53 - - - -
Telecommunications 18 559.2 9 167.76 - - - -
DFCs 110 3,150.6 79 2,299.94 30 702.0 38.0 30.5
Education 90 (1) 1,583.3 32 348.33 21 351.0 65.6 100.8
Non-Project 15 850.5 0 25.52 - - - -
Industry 78 3,316.0 38 1,624.8L 17 364.0 44.7 22.4
Maintenance Imports 5 620.0 - - - - - -
Population 16 304.3 6 91.29 2 30.0 33.3 32.9
Power 91 ,493.8 41 1,842.46 6 155.5 14.6 8.4
Tourism 16 279.0 8 181.35 - - - - -
Transportation 199 (5) 6,305.4 5L 1,32L.13 - - - - -
Urbanization 46 1,155.6 45 1,074.71 23 582.0 51.1 54.2 -
Water Supply 79 2,158.5 59 1,618.88 25 570.5 12.4 35.2 -
Unallocated 4 35.0 - - - - - .-
Technical

Assistance 9 48.0 - -

WORLD BANK TOTAL 783 (6) 24,961.4 377 10,623.74 12 2,755.0 32.9 25.9

1/ excluding most agriculture sector projects
7/ numbers in parentheses indicate project supplements: amounts are included in totals

no project specific RUPP received, there'ore no UPPs identified
/ agriculture projects identified by the Regions as having urban impact Note: totals may differ slightly,due

to rounding



ATTACHMENT 4

.00 CITY DATA : City NamsO Areas Gross population: (19

:A1, - MCONOMY 4 COVI ENT

US$ Us$ Amount
.01 CITY OVERNWMNT 1[NANCES (19 ) (mln) (Mln) Per Capito

19 / 19 /

A. fRvonuos (total)

- Locnl 'ov. Tax
- Local Gov. non Tax
- Tronsfer; from City Enterprises
- Trrnforn from Provincial Govt.
- Trnaserw from National Govt.
- Other

R. &cponditures (Total)

- Administrztion
- 5ervico Proviqion
- Henlth, Education, Welfare

Tranafor to City Enterprises & other Govts.
- Eerjoncy Funs:
- Othe rs :

C. Debt. lurvien:

'. Iurphu I Dfi t:

C. FInrkncn of Deficit:

iIT L))LI MYOW 4 0 -
4) 4' 0 +3

'4 M 0 nnFn

s' U 0 0 P

4T V~ -H*-

N!,nnin

l'inanrtflg

Public Works

(perati ons

Maintenance

TnchnicAl Assistance

Othnr S -ocif )

Other (Specify)
Instructions: List the names of public and private institutions directly responsible for the provision of city

services in this box and indicate the type of institution (public or private, national; provincial,
city, neighborhood or other level). Code these institutions byinumbering them consecutively.
Transcribe the codes to the blanks above.
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.03 EMPLOYMENT (19

A. Tottil Lnbor Forco: No. of persons Share of City output

P. Avor::fe Annual Growth % p/a
C. Formfll Employient :% of Labour force

- (ovnrnmnt
- In(hwstry
- GommorrcO
- 'orvicnn

0o) rNCo* DT:TRIBUTION (19

A. Avorage Per Gapita Income: U p.a.
B. 7t. Quintill'1
C. ?nd Quintilo:
D. Irn Quintilo%
E. hth Quintilo %
. ;h Quinti le,

(. ThrohioLd Povnrty Income US$
1!. No. of People below G. No. of People

.oL, 1AND VALUES

A. flnidnntial % change from (19 )
11. Commercial % change from (19 )
r% Inlustrial % change from (19 )

)nitructions: Significant changes in land values indicate % change for most recent period of measurement.

TI. NATURAL ENVIRONMENT

(, WATER QUALITY

A. E.xqponod Water Suffering Contamination % of total

:.07 CIMATE/NATURAL DISASTERS

A. No. of work lays lost through flooding No.:
R. Population affected by frequent flooding % of total population
C. Ia city prone to earthquake
1. Other climatic features of importance

ITT. PUBLIC & PRIVATE SERVICES

.08 ACCESS TO PTIPED WATER (19

A. Individual Connections: % of total population
B. Communal Supply: % of total population
C. No direct Supply % of total population
D. No Supply % of total population

2.09 HFALTH & NUTRITION

A. Population per physician: (no.)
B. Population per bed: (no.)
C. Population per nurse: (no.)
1). per Capita Caloric Supply: cal/day
E. Per Capita Protein Supply: gms/day
F. Doath Rate, 0-L Yrs. Old:
0. Incidence of Gastro-Intestinal Deseases,

0-h Yrs. Old.:
H Incidence of Respiratory Deseases,

0-L Yrs. Old$
I. Other
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V. LAM USE/POPiLATION

.17 POPTI1.ATTON (19

A. rotjtw i
I. linto or (rowth:

C. Crude Birth Hato (per 1,000)9
1). Crudo Donth Rato (por 1,000):
E. Av. Family Siz % Male % Female
F. Age/rex; AremaeFal

6-51
6-14 t

15-64:
65 & over!

R R DENSTTY (19 )

A. High Density Rango: (+800/ha.) % of total population % city area
B. Madium Density Ranget % of total population % city area
r3. low Density Range -_200/ha.) % of total population % city area

19 AND USE ( 19

A. Residential: % of total of city Area % growth
R. Commorcialt
C. Induistrialt
1. flovernmnt:
E. Undovropod/Open Space:
F. Transport & circulation:
0. Other:

* 0 L.AN TJNURE (19 )

A. Fen Simpln: % of total of city Area
1. Lenseho]d:
C. Other:
D. Publir, land:
E. Semi-Public land:
F. Priv-io land:
G. SeriA Private land:
H. Othert
[. UAte of growth or settlement area %:

VI. (rHER DATA



WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPoh ION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. N. Yudelman DATE: September 14, 1 9 7 6  L\

FROM: Ted J. Davis

SUBJECT: Comments on "Urban Poverty Program Implemntation", an UORSU paper
dated Septe -mber 9

The above paper, which you gave me this morning, is a review ofUORSU's proposals and actions for internal monitoring of the urban povertyimpact of the Bank's lending program. This paper has significant implica-tions for RORSU's activities. The major points in UORSI's paper axe asfollows:

1. The major focus of the paper is on regional and sectoral targetingof Bank's lending in the five year lending program, with respect to theurban poor.

Comment: The target for rural poverty impact of the Bank'slending program is an aggregate (50%) of its total agriculturaland rural development lending over five years. No regional orsectoral-specific targets have (so far) been developed. Onlyindirectly has RORSU's monitoring on the basis of this aggregatetarget had an impact on some CPP development. A way needs to bedesigned to focus CPP's on rural and urban poverty target groups.Whether regional and sector specific targets can contribute to..this, needs, however, to be carefujlly analyzed.
2. UORSj proposes a different definition of the poverty income levels.They accept the definition of absolute poverty, but suggest that the relativepoverty level be based on one-third per capita GNP, inflated by an urbanprice factor.

Comment: RORSU use its relative poverty definition one-third of per capit/ TPI) total personal income of the country).

3. UORSU's analysis of projects focuses on the percentage of lendingwhich will benefit the target group.

Comment: The percentage of lending, which will benefit a targetgroup, is an input indicator. RORSU believes that it is betterto use an output indicator. RORSU defines rural developmentprojects among all agricultural and rural development projects,on the basis of the majority of benefits directly accruing to therural poverty target group. Obviously, when only 30% to 40% ofthe benefits accrue to the target group, this simple methodologyraises some problems. Although some refinement might thus berequired, an output indicator should be preferred.

4. UORSJ proposes a PIlb syotem for analyzing all projects it h3e fyear lending program. (To facilit. be this, 'hey hay asked P e iLt. Q
project -umber 'to a projets in the lending program, not just to tL e
with timetables.) i
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Comment: RORSU should expand its monitoring activities beyond
agricultural projects. However, its attempt to monitor all
projects in the five year lending program failed because
regional project staff could not provide information on specific
projects beyond the second year in the program.

There are substantial differences in the definition of "benefits"
of a project. UORSU plans to use different criteria for different types
of projects such as: (a) employment (cost per job); (b) services received
by the target group, i.e., education, health, water supply; and (c) con-
sumption (lowering prices of consumed items).

Comment: RORSU defines benefits a3 those which raise the
incomes of the rural poor. The provision of social services
is sometimes separately quantified.

-. 4- -- -- -


